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Magnonics addresses the physical properties of spin waves and utilizes them for data processing. Scalability down to atomic
dimensions, operation in the GHz-to-THz frequency range, utilization of nonlinear and nonreciprocal phenomena, and compatibility
with CMOS are just a few of many advantages offered by magnons. Although magnonics is still primarily positioned in the academic
domain, the scientific and technological challenges of the field are being extensively investigated, and many proof-of-concept prototypes
have already been realized in laboratories. This roadmap is a product of the collective work of many authors, which covers versatile
spin-wave computing approaches, conceptual building blocks, and underlying physical phenomena. In particular, the roadmap
discusses the computation operations with the Boolean digital data, unconventional approaches, such as neuromorphic computing,
and the progress toward magnon-based quantum computing. This article is organized as a collection of sub-sections grouped into
seven large thematic sections. Each sub-section is prepared by one or a group of authors and concludes with a brief description of
current challenges and the outlook of further development for each research direction.
Index Terms— Computing, data processing, magnon, magnonics, spin wave.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

DISTURBANCE in the local magnetic order can propagate in a magnetic material in the form of a wave. This
wave was first predicted by Bloch [1] in 1929 and was named
a spin wave because it is related to a collective excitation of
the electron spin system in magnetically ordered solid bodies.
The quanta of spin waves are referred to as magnons. A wide
variety of linear and nonlinear spin-wave phenomena attract
interest in both fundamental and applied research. The field of
science that refers to information transport and processing by
spin waves is known as magnonics [2]–[4]. Among the key
advantages offered by magnons for data processing are the
scalability down to atomic dimensions, the compatibility with
existing complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS)
[5] and spintronic technologies [6], the operations in the
frequency range from several GHz to hundreds of THz, the
possibility to process data in the wide temperature range from
ultra-low temperatures to room temperature, and the access to
pronounced nonlinear phenomena.
Classically, spin waves were utilized to design passive and
active radio frequency and microwave devices [7]–[10]. Nowadays, they are attracting considerable attention as data carriers
in novel computing devices, just like electrons being data
carriers in conventional electronics [6], [11], [12]. Magnonbased computing is a broad field that includes, for example, the
processing of Boolean digital data, unconventional approaches,
such as neuromorphic computing, and quantum magnonics

aiming to utilize entangled magnon states to process information, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The field is very young and
is still located primarily in the academic domain, rather than
in the engineering or manufacturing domain. The novelty
of the field allows for broad exploitation of the underlying
physical phenomena for a broad range of applications. Moreover, magnonics is strongly coupled to other fields of modern
physics and technology, such as material science, nanotechnology, spintronics, photonics, semiconductor electronics, physics
of superconductors, quantum optics, and electronics. All these
synergies explain the dynamic evolution of the field. A simple
search in Scopus shows that the number of publications
referring to “magnon” per year was relatively constant, around
100, from 1970 to 2000, as shown in Fig. 2(a). However,
exponential growth in the number of papers is observed
afterward. In particular, more than 500 papers were published
in 2020 (the search on “spin wave” gives about 2500 papers
in 2020). If one analyzes the number of patents in which the
word “magnon” is mentioned, the dependence is somewhat
different. As shown in Fig. 2(b), there is a growth in the patent
number until about the year 2000, and then, it saturates at
about 30 patents per year. The total number of patents provided
by Google patent search is 893.
This roadmap gives an overview of magnon-based data
processing and discusses future directions and challenges.
The structure and thematic sections of this article are
shown in Fig. 1. It covers diverse topics, starting from
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the roadmap structure, sections, and content. The more advanced and applied building blocks are on top of the more
fundamental ones. Abbreviations used in the figure: AFM: antiferromagnetic; ASI: artificial spin ice; BEC: Bose–Einstein condensates; FEBID: focused
electron beam-induced deposition; FIBID: focused ion beam-induced deposition; NV: nitrogen vacancy; STIRAP: STImulated Raman Adiabatic Passage;
VCMA: voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy; and YIG: yttrium iron garnet.

magnonic nano-conduits, and 2D and 3D building blocks for
magnonic networks, and then proceeding to progress reports
toward Boolean, unconventional, and quantum computing. The
roadmap is organized in a “self-assembled” manner: The
contributors were invited not only by the editors but also by
the coauthors themselves. As a result, a kind of “fingerprint”
of the current interests in the community was achieved.
For a general overview in the field of magnonics, we would
like to attract your attention to already established [2]–[4],
[6], [13], [14] and very recent [11], [12], [15]–[20] reviews that
include “Roadmap on Magnonics 2020” by Barman et al. [12].
If you are starting to familiarize yourself with spin-wave
physics, we recommend you to read classical books by Gurevich and Melkov [21] and Stancil and Prabhakar [22]. More
advanced achievements in the field of magnonics can be
found in more recent books edited by Demokritov [23] and
Gubbiotti [24].
II. M AGNONICS AT THE NANOSCALE
Information can be transferred in a solid magnetic material
in the form of a spin wave. The wide variety of physical
parameters and phenomena that define spin-wave properties
allows for the realization of magnonic conduits with unique
(e.g., non-reciprocal or nonlinear) properties or with the direct
combination of data transport and processing in reconfigurable
systems [25], [26]. The starting goal is rather clear and is
defined through the realization of magnonic conduits with
the smallest possible cross sections and the longest spin-wave
propagation distance. This goal strongly couples the field of
magnonics to modern material science and advanced fabrication technologies. For example, the choice of a magnetic
material is of high importance. To ensure a large magnon
free path, the spin-wave lifetime, which, in the simplest case,

is inversely proportional to the Gilbert damping constant of
a magnetic material, and the spin-wave group velocity should
be maximized [11], [27].
We begin this Section II with a progress report on the growth
of nm-thick yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films using sputtering
and liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) techniques. These films are the
absolute champions with regards to the magnon lifetime. Also,
short-wavelength exchange spin waves in these films allow for
data processing with fast magnons [28], [29]. The fabrication
of 50 nm-wide waveguides and the investigation of spin-wave
properties in the waveguides are reported in Sections II-B
and II-C. Furthermore, we discuss the compound Co25 Fe75
that is very promising due to its CMOS compatibility and
fast dipole-exchange spin waves. The utilization of artificial
spin ices (ASIs) as 2D magnonic conduits with reconfigurable
properties is discussed afterward. Section II-F is devoted to
reconfigurable and bias-free waveguides in a form of physically separated rhomboid nanomagnets.
Numerical simulations play a pivotal role in the investigations of spin-wave physics and the development of conduits with novel physical properties. We report advances in
the computational methods and the combination of purely
magnonic simulations with spintronics phenomena, such as
spin pumping and spin Hall effects. Next, we discuss spinwave propagation in nanoscale waveguides with non-uniform
magnetization that allow for the control of spin-wave properties. Sections II-J and II-K discuss the utilization of another
essential class of materials for magnonics—antiferromagnetic
materials (AFMs). AFM magnonic conduits are robust against
magnetic perturbations and also allow for the investigation into
the spin dynamics in the hundreds of gigahertz to the terahertz
frequency range. We conclude Section II with the discussion
of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) magnetometry as a novel technology
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Fig. 2.
Metrics of the field of magnonics up to 2021. (a) Number of
documents per year referring to “magnon” in Scopus. (b) Number of patents
per year referring to “magnon” in Scopus. Search performed on January 15,
2022.

that enables the highly resolved characterization of spin waves
in a diverse set of materials, including monolayer van-derWaals and complex-oxide magnets.
A. Sputtering Growth of YIG Thin Films With Low Damping
and Perpendicular anisotropy
Magnetic damping in YIG Y3 Fe5 O12 is lower than in other
magnetic materials. As such, YIG materials have been widely
used in microwave devices, including phase shifters, isolators,
and circulators [30], [31]. As mentioned earlier, YIG is also a
material of choice for magnonic device applications. Magnonic
applications require YIG thin films with a thickness in the
nanometer (nm) range, but it is challenging to grow YIG
films that are nanometer thick and exhibit a damping constant
comparable to that of the bulk value.
Recently, Ding et al. [32] demonstrated the growth of
nm-thick YIG films via radio frequency sputtering at room
temperature and post-annealing in O2 at high temperature,
as Chang et al. [33] did previously; Yu et al. [34] achieved
this via pulsed laser deposition and Pirro et al. [35] via LPE,
both at high deposition temperatures. The optimization of the
annealing temperature for films sputtered at room temperature
enabled the realization of YIG films with a Gilbert damping
constant of α ≈ 5.2 × 10−5 . Two important points should
be made here. First, the damping constant here represents
the lowest damping reported so far for magnetic films, either
metallic or insulating, thinner than 200 nm. Second, among
the abovementioned three growth techniques, sputtering is the
most industry-friendly approach.
Figure 3(a) shows representative ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) data obtained on a 75 nm-thick YIG film grown on a
Gd3 Ga5 O12 (GGG) substrate. The left and right graphs show
the FMR linewidth versus frequency data measured by shorted
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Fig. 3. Representative data on YIG thin films grown by sputtering [32], [36].
(a) FMR linewidth versus frequency data obtained on a 75 nm-thick YIG
film grown on a GGG substrate. (b) Magnetic hysteresis loop (left) and FMR
linewidth versus frequency response (right) obtained on an 8 nm-thick YIG
film grown on a Gd3 (Sc2 Ga3 )O12 substrate. The linewidth data in (a) refer
to peak-to-peak FMR linewidth values, while those in (b) are full width at
half maximum. The short red arrows indicate the direction of the magnetic
field (H). The long red lines are linear fits to the data. M and Ms denote the
magnetization and saturation magnetization, respectively.

rectangular waveguides under an in-plane field and an out-ofplane field, respectively, as indicated. The blue symbols show
the data, while the red lines are linear fits. The fitting yielded
two α values that nearly agree with each other. This agreement
indicates that two-magnon scattering, if present, is very weak,
and the measured α values represent the actual damping in
the film. Though not shown in the figure, the film exhibited
a surface roughness of only 0.08 nm, a coercivity of only
0.18 Oe, and a saturation induction of 1778 G, which is very
close to the bulk value.
The film described above exhibits weak magnetic
anisotropy, but YIG films with perpendicular anisotropy are
often preferred in applications. Such films, for example, can
have nearly 100% remnant magnetization and, thereby, do not
require an external magnetic field or are self-biased. This selfbiasing can significantly ease device design and fabrication.
Ding et al. [36] recently succeeded in the development of
such YIG films (previous investigations of higher damping
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) YIG films can be
found in [37]). The YIG films in a thickness range of 4–30
nm were deposited by sputtering at room temperature first
and then annealed in O2 at high temperature, the same as for
the above-described YIG film. The substrates, however, were
Gd3 (Sc2 Ga3 )O12 , not GGG. These substrates have a lattice
constant slightly larger than that of the YIG material. This
lattice mismatching situation resulted in an out-of-plane compressive strain, and the latter induced perpendicular magnetoelastic anisotropy in the YIG film.
As an example, Fig. 3(b) presents the data of an 8 nm-thick
YIG film grown on a Gd3 (Sc2 Ga3 )O12 substrate. The left graph
shows a magnetic hysteresis response measured by a vibrating
sample magnetometer. The data show a square-like hystere-
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sis loop with a remnant-to-saturation magnetization ratio of
98%, which clearly indicates the presence of perpendicular
anisotropy in the film. The right graph presents the FMR
linewidth versus frequency response measured by a vector
network analyzer. The blue symbols show the data, while the
red line is a linear fit. The fitting yields a damping constant
of α ≈ 4.2 × 10−4 . This value is about eight times larger
than the damping constant cited above, but it represents the
lowest damping constant measured on nm-thick films with
perpendicular anisotropy under out-of-plane fields.
In terms of the applications of the YIG thin films in
magnonic computing, the following two future works are of
great interest: 1) the optimization of the sputtering process for
the realization of YIG films with even lower damping and
2) the patterning of YIG films to nano-conduits. The first
one is of particular importance for YIG films with perpendicular anisotropy because the damping constant obtained so
far is still one order of magnitude larger than the intrinsic
damping constant in YIG materials. The second could be
achieved through photolithography and ion milling processes,
as demonstrated recently by Wang et al. and Heinz et al. [38]
and Heinz et al. [39]. The sub-10 nm-thick YIG films were
also reported in [40]–[42].
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B. Fabrication of nm-Thin YIG Films by Liquid Phase Epitaxy
Micrometer-thick, epitaxial iron garnet films, such as YIG
(Y3 Fe5 O12 , YIG), magnetic bubble films, and magneto-optical
indicator films, are typical representatives of magnetic insulators that can be grown by LPE. Around 1960, bulk magnetic
crystals were needed for microwave applications. In 1968,
Linares et al. (see the original references in [43]) demonstrated
that YIG films can be grown from high-temperature solutions.
Since then, this class of materials and the LPE technology
have been a playground for scientists studying the fundamental
aspects of magnetism, microwaves, optics, and acoustics (see
[44]). However, modern concepts and forward-looking applications that take advantage of the static and dynamic properties
of sophisticated magnetic materials, e.g., for spin wave-based
data processing (see [6]), demand microstructurally perfect
epitaxial films with nanometer thickness on the largest possible
substrate wafer diameter. Therefore, the challenge was to grow
nanometer-thin epitaxial YIG films by using classical LPE
technology.
During the last five decades, the thicknesses of high-quality
LPE-grown garnet films have typically ranged from 1 up
to 500 μm. It has recently been demonstrated that modern
iron garnet LPE films can also be grown on 1-inch GGG
wafers down to a film thickness of 10 nm [45], [42]. These
films are characterized by ideal stoichiometry and perfect film
lattices and exhibit almost abrupt film/substrate interfaces.
Their magnetostatic and dynamic behaviors are similar to
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Fig. 4. 3-inch-diameter LPE YIG films with different film thicknesses on
(001) (left, middle) and (111) (right) GGG substrate wafers.

single crystal bulk YIG, and the Gilbert damping coefficient α || is independent of the film thickness and is close
to 1 × 10−4 [42]. The perfection of nm-thin YIG LPE films
has already enabled the fabrication of 50 nm-wide nanoscaled conduits with spin-wave propagation decay lengths
of 8 μm [46]. Furthermore, the control of intermodal dissipation processes of strongly driven propagating spin waves
in nanodevices has been achieved [47], and the first magnonbased data processing devices, such as magnonic directional
couplers, have been realized [48], with all of these devices
operating in a single-mode regime.
In addition to the development of nm-thin YIG LPE films on
1-inch substrate wafers, the foreseeable requirement to provide
high-performance YIG films on larger GGG wafer diameters
had led us to scale the LPE process to 3-inch film diameters.
First, 3-inch YIG films with thicknesses down to 30 nm were
successfully grown on (111) and (001) GGG substrate wafers
(see Fig. 4). The thickness homogeneities ranged from ±8%
for 30 nm to ±0.8% for 100 nm-thin films over 85% of the
wafer area. FMR measurements on a 50 nm-thin 3-inch film
revealed FWHM linewidths @ 6.5 GHz of 1.7 Oe and a Gilbert
damping coefficient α || close to 2 × 10−4 .
The main advantage of LPE technology is that up to 3 or
4-inch large films can be easily grown in ambient atmosphere.
The perfectly oriented epitaxial films have smooth surfaces
with uniform film properties over almost the entire wafer
diameter. Due to the straightforwardness of creating complex
multicomponent high-temperature solutions, a wide variety
of substituted garnet film compositions are accessible, and
user-defined properties can be set. The LPE setup is not
as expensive as vacuum-based deposition techniques, and
technological solutions already exist to deposit more than one
wafer per run by a multi-wafer technology. If future spin-wave
devices for integrated logic circuits, e.g., for half- or full-adder
architectures, can be microfabricated from only one functional
planar layer, and without the necessity of 3D intersections, a
simplified and cost-efficient device fabrication is realizable.
Therefore, LPE of magnetic garnets plays its part in
providing nm-thin, high-quality YIG films with large diameters (see [49]) for the fabrication of nanoscaled spin-wave
devices in planar technology to guide dipolar [48] and
exchange-dominated spin waves by utilizing magnetic arrays
of ferromagnetic (FM) materials patterned on top of the thin
films [50].
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If, on the other hand, magnonic circuits require 3D multilayer assembly of nm-thin garnet films, LPE technology comes
up against its limits, as the liquid phase equilibrium growth
conditions of a second phase could result in the dissolution
of the previously grown epitaxial film. Another challenge is
the deposition of garnet films on non-lattice matched substrates or semiconductor materials, such as Si, GaAs, and
GaN, which have already been successfully demonstrated
using PLD and sputtering techniques (see [51]–[54]). In these
cases, the lattice misfits could be too large for an epitaxial
intergrowth, and the solubility of non-oxide substrates in hightemperature solutions of oxides could prevent film growth.
Without buffer layers, which are deposited, e.g., by gas
phase epitaxy, to protect the semiconductor substrates from
dissolution, perfect epitaxial films with sharp interfaces cannot
be expected. However, the continuous search for new iron
garnet materials, e.g., as fully [55] or partially compensated
ferrimagnets, such as Ga-substituted YIG with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) [56], [57] with the required
robust temperature stability and fast domain wall motion [58],
or substituted iron garnets with enhanced magneto-optical
Faraday and Kerr effect (see [59]), as well as enhanced
spin Seebeck effect [60], opens up further opportunities for
advanced thin-film LPE technology, which is predestined for
the fabrication of multicomponent epitaxial films.
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C. Single-Mode Sub-100 nm YIG Magnonic Nano-Conduits
Spin-wave conduits are fundamental elements for guiding
spin waves and the realization of magnonic circuits. They
have been investigated with different widths that range from
millimeters [3] down to micrometers [14], [61]–[63] with
several width modes observed due to the lateral boundary
conditions. This multimode character, however, raises the
problem of magnon scattering between different width modes
after the spin waves pass through bents in the waveguides
or impurities [64]. The magnon scatterings change the wavelength of the spin waves and significantly complicate wavebased data processing due to the interference of spin waves
with different wavelengths. The most straightforward way to
avoid this scattering is to decrease the size of the waveguide to
the nanoscale, in which the higher order width modes are well
separated in frequency due to quantized wavevector contribution associated with exchange interactions. Another advantage
of the reduction of waveguide dimensions to the nanoscale
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Fig. 5. Spin-wave dispersion curve of 50 nm-wide YIG magnonic waveguide
with external field of 108.9 mT along the waveguide. In the frequency range
from 5.4 to 11 GHz, the operation with only one spin-wave mode is possible.
Adapted from [38] with the permission of APS Publishing.

is the waveguide’s shape anisotropy, which makes the static
magnetization parallel to the long axis of the waveguide
even without an external magnetic field [38]. In addition,
magnonic nano-conduits can be efficiently coupled with other
spintronic nano-elements, such as spin-torque and spin-Hall
nano-oscillators.
Recently, magnonic waveguides with widths down to 50 nm
have been successfully fabricated, and a new theory has
been developed to describe the properties of spin waves in
them [38]. Fig. 5 shows the spin-wave dispersion curve in
a 50 nm-wide YIG magnonic waveguide in which the first
and second width modes have a very large frequency gap of
about 6 GHz. This large frequency gap is sufficient for singlemode spin-wave operation. In such a waveguide, propagating
spin waves have been measured using micro-focused Brillouin
light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy in both longitudinally and
transversally magnetized configurations [39], [46]. A longrange spin-wave propagation has been observed in transversely
magnetized waveguides with a decay length of up to 8 μm
and a large spin-wave lifetime of up to 48 ns [46]. Moreover, a frequency non-reciprocity for counter-propagating spin
waves is found which is caused by the trapezoidal cross section
of the structure. These results pave a path for the development
of further nano-scale, low-energy magnonic devices and their
integration into spintronic chips.
The main challenges in this direction include the further
decrease in the dimensions of the waveguides (the fundamental
limitation is the lattice constant of YIG materials that are
about 1.2 nm), the switch from gadolinium–gallium–garnet
(GGG) substrates to Si substrates without sacrificing the YIG
film quality, and the switch from dipolar waves to exchange
waves (the maximal propagation length in the described 50
nm-wide waveguides is 56 μm for the wave of 63 nm
wavelength). Partially compensated ferrimagnets, such as Gasubstituted YIG with PMA, seem to be very promising in this
context [56], [57].
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D. Metallic Ferromagnets With Ultralow Damping for
Spin-Wave Waveguides
In order to perform fast and energy-efficient computation
and information transport, magnonic circuits rely on magnetic
materials with low magnetic damping and high spin-wave
group velocities. For large-scale integration, these materials
should be CMOS-technology-compatible polycrystalline metal
thin films that can be grown on top of an arbitrary template without significant thermal processing. Alloys based
on 3d transition metals, such as Co x Fe1−x, Fex V1−x , and
Fe-Al [65]–[67], are a particularly relevant material class, as
are some Co2 Mn-based Heusler compounds [68], [69].
The group velocity of magnetostatic surface spin waves in
thin films increases with the total magnetic moment. Therefore, high group velocities are obtained for materials with high
saturation magnetization, leading to long propagation lengths.
The Co25 Fe75 alloy exhibits the lowest magnetic damping of
any known polycrystalline metallic FM thin film [65] while
also featuring a high saturation magnetization μ0 Ms ≈ 2.4T.
It is worth mentioning that the ultra-low damping in Co25 Fe75
is a result of a sharp minimum in the density of states at
the Fermi level at that particular composition [65]. For a
similar reason, Fex V1−x also has a low intrinsic damping
value α < 0.0025 over a wide compositional range, where
μ0 Ms can be tuned between 0.8 and 2.1 T to suit a particular
application [66], [67].
The high Ms of polycrystalline Co25 Fe75 is particularly
useful for spin-wave computation applications since it leads
to high dipolar-exchange spin-wave group velocities v g ≈
16 km/s at a wave vector of k ≈ 0.5 μm−1 [see the dispersion
relation in Fig. 6(a)]. The data were experimentally obtained
by BLS in the magnetostatic surface wave configuration in
a Co25 Fe75 magnonic conduit with a width of 5 μm and a
thickness of 26 nm for an external magnetic field magnitude
of 43 mT. The combination of high group velocity and record
low intrinsic damping α < 0.001 [65] results in experimentally observed spin-wave propagation lengths [70] of λprop ≈
20 μm [see Fig. 3(b)] in the same sample. Achievement of
these high spin-wave propagation lengths requires suppression of two-magnon scattering and inhomogeneous relaxation
effects [71].
Due to the large magnetization of Co25 Fe75 , spin waves
can be excited and detected by dipolar coupling with
high efficiency in magnonic conduits made from this
material. Moreover, the metallic system offers high spinmixing conductance to adjacent heavy metals, enabling
spin-orbit torque control of magnetization and large interfacial
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) [72]. The combination of these desirable properties makes Co25 Fe75 a highly
attractive material for magnonic nano-conduits. In the next
step, Co25 Fe75 devices with actual magnonic functionalities
will need to be fabricated and tested.

Fig. 6. (a) Spin-wave dispersion and (b) spin-wave propagation length of
magnonic conduits made from 30 nm-thick CoFe (symbols: experimental data
and lines: model calculations). Reprinted from [70], with the permission of
AIP Publishing.
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E. Harnessing Reconfigurability in Artificial Spin Ice for
Magnonics
2D ASIs are obtained when magnetic thin films are patterned into 2D lattices of strongly coupled elements [73].
This strong coupling leads to frustrated magnetic states that
ultimately result in a degenerate energy landscape. Magnons
in ASIs are intimately related to the long-range magnetic
state [74] and exhibit rich spectra that open opportunities
for ASIs as reconfigurable magnonic crystals (MCs) with
on-demand feature toggling [75], [76].
To harness reconfigurability, it is fundamental to maintain the strong coupling within the ASI while reliably
controlling the long-range magnetic state. For example,
Lendinez et al. [77] studied a bicomponent ASI in a square
geometry, or square ice, utilizing both NiFe and CoFe elements, such that the combined spectra could be disentangled from each material sublattice (see Fig. 7). Meanwhile,
Gartside et al. [78] presented a scheme where a square ASI
is modified by widening a subset of elements relative to the
rest of the array enabling the preparation of any microstate via
simple global-field protocols and the observation of avoided
mode crossings with a coupling strength tunable via microstate
selection. An alternative is to control the dynamic energy coupling itself using extended substrates, such as a soft magnetic
layer [79]. In addition to the coupling, underlying substrates
can enhance the ASI’s functionality by the active modification
of the magnon’s dipolar-exchange character and propagation
directions. The main challenge for further progress in utilizing
ASIs for magnonics relies on the full 2D control of magnons.
Intriguing possibilities include the use of bicomponent ASI
to establish topologically protected edge modes or induce
exceptional points, or the use of a variety of substrates to
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Fig. 7. Emergent spin dynamics observed in bicomponent ASI made of
NiFe and CoFe sublattices. (a) Experimental configuration with ASI patterned
on the top of the signal line of a CPW. (b) and (c) Scanning electron
microscopy images of studied lattices and dimensions. (d) Bicomponent NiFeCoFe, and (e) bicomponent CoFe-NiFe arrays. The red false color represents
nanomagnets made of NiFe, and the blue false color represents nanomagnets
made of CoFe. The corresponding absorption spectra at magnetic fields
applied parallel to the signal line are shown in (d) and (e). Dashed and dotted
lines represent fits to an analytical model. Adapted with permission from [77].
Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

unlock novel functionalities relying on surface effects, such as
spin-orbit coupling, when coupled to a heavy metal layer and
manipulating superconductivity in an adjacent superconductor.
Another route that has been explored recently relies
on connected ASIs and patterned thin films into a mesh.
Bhat et al. [80] showed that a connected Kagome lattice
exhibits rich spectra with spatially localized modes imaged
by BLS. These types of ASIs can further use current-induced
spin-transfer torque effects to be reconfigured and, hence,
to manipulate the magnetization dynamics. It would be interesting to explore some of the techniques presented before in
the context of connected ASIs in conjunction with the unique
features that this platform can provide.
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F. Reconfigurable and Bias-Free Waveguides
One of the building blocks of a magnonic device is a magnetic waveguide that supports the propagation and processing
of the spin waves or magnons [81], [82]. Magnetic waveguides
are fabricated from low damping magnetic materials, such
as YIG and Py. Spin waves are broadly characterized by
their wavelengths where short and long-wavelength spin waves
are known as exchange and dipolar spin waves, respectively.
Here, we focus on the dipolar spin waves and their dispersion
ω(k), which strongly influences the spin-wave propagation
and depends on the magnetization orientation resulting in two
types of spin waves—known as surface (M ⊥ k) and backward
volume (M  k)—for in-plane magnetized samples—and the
third type—known as forward volume (M ⊥ k) spin waves
for the out-of-plane magnetized samples. Magnonic devices
exploit one of these three types of spin waves, and thus,
an external bias (∼500–5000 Oe) magnetic field is typically
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Fig. 8.
(a) Schematic of the self-biased waveguide based on rhomboid
nanomagnets, excitation antenna (input), and micro-BLS laser spot (output).
(b) Scanning electron micrograph image of the magnonic device. MFM images
for (c) FO and (d) FO∗ states. 2D micro-BLS scan images of spin waves for
(e) FO and (f) FO∗ states. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [83].
Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group.

used to achieve a particular type of spin-wave dispersion
relation. It is a major bottleneck for the on-chip integration
of such waveguides.
Here, we discuss one of our recent demonstrations where
surface spin-wave propagation is realized without the requirement of any external bias magnetic field. In this regard,
a chain of dipolar coupled but physically separated rhomboid
nanomagnets is used as a waveguide [see Fig. 8(a) and (b)] that
supports surface spin-wave propagation [83]. The shape of the
rhomboid nanomagnets allows them to have a unique remanent
state where magnetization points along the easy axis of the
nanomagnets depending on a simple field initialization either
along the short or long axis [84]. Note that one nanomagnet
with mirrored orientation to the others has been placed at
the gate position, as indicated by an arrow in Fig. 8(b).
One of the remanent states of the waveguides is referred
to as a ferromagnetically ordered (FO) state where all the
nanomagnets point in the same direction when initialized with
a field along the long axis of the nanomagnets [see Fig. 8(c)].
The gate nanomagnet is switched to the opposite direction to
the others (referred to as FO∗ ) when the nanomagnets were
initialized along their short axes [see Fig. 8(d)]. Spin-wave
propagation has been demonstrated by the micro-focused BLS
(micro-BLS) technique using 2D spatial scanning of the laser
spot. An uninterrupted flow of spin waves is found for the FO
remanent state of the waveguide [see Fig. 8(e)]. However, the
FO∗ remanent state shows a discontinuity at the gate position
due to the flipped nanomagnet, thereby drastically reducing
the spin-wave flow beyond the gate position as indicated by
the circle at the output position. Note that such a spin-wave
gating operation can also be achieved by using a high-power
microwave current using the same input antenna [85]. Another
bottleneck in the surface wave geometry using an externally
applied field is related to the propagation of the spin waves
around a bend as an external global bias magnetic field does
not satisfy the required geometry in the bend area. Since the
waveguide in Fig. 8(b) is self-biased, channeling spin waves
around a bend is easily possible without any magnetic field.
In another demonstration, a self-biased magnetic waveguide
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has been realized for forward volume spin waves [86] that have
the advantage of isotropic propagation—a crucial ingredient
for complex magnonic circuits.
The development of functional and reconfigurable selfbiased waveguides is essential for the practical implementation
of magnonic devices. Now that a few such waveguides are
available, it will be of great interest to investigate their
performance with electrical input for the spin-wave generation and electrical output for the detection. Therefore, the
waveguides can be further downsized with such electrical input
and output terminals, which generally possess smaller footprints. In addition, the use of emerging phenomena, such as
spin-orbit torque, can be exploited for the gating of spin-wave
propagation in these waveguides.
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G. Steering of Spin Waves Along Domain Walls and Structure
Edges
In 1961, Winter [87] predicted the existence of a new
class of localized quasi-1D spin waves. These spin waves are
nowadays called Winter magnons and could be excited in a
wide class of patterned magnetic nanostructures possessing
domain walls. Aliev et al. [88] reported on combined FMR
and micromagnetic investigations on Winter magnons driven
in circular magnetic dots magnetized in a double vortex state,
where the magnons are traveled along the domain wall connecting the two vortex cores. Garcia-Sanchez et al. [89] proved
theoretically and through micromagnetic simulations the nonreciprocal channeling of Winter magnons in Néel-type domain
walls in ultrathin FM films with DMI. Experimental evidence
by real-space imaging of spin waves traveling along domain
walls was done by Wagner et al. [90] where domain walls
were also suggested as reconfigurable spin-wave nanochannels
(NCs). Excitation of Winter magnons via coupling to the vortex core was achieved in exchange-coupled FM bilayers and
has been suggested to be implemented for future spin-wave
logic and computational circuits [91]–[94].
The main obstacle is still the limited propagation length of
Winter magnons. High spatial damping is caused not only by
Gilbert damping losses but also by the instability of certain
spin textures. Domain walls can transform, e.g., into crosstie domain walls, where spin waves are strongly blocked
by anti-vortices. The latter challenge can be avoided in a
somewhat different approach considering the excitation of
Winter magnons along device edges [96]. This radically new
approach transmits and manipulates data exploiting Winter
magnons confined to edge domain walls in FM triangles
or rectangles [95] (see Fig. 9). This configuration favors
local excitation/detection of SWs via charge-magnon interconversion in magnonic logic gates, enabling their drastic
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Fig. 9.
Schematic representation of the architecture of spin-wave logic
element foreseen as an essential element for phase controlled ultrafast logics.
More detailed proposals on using edge spin waves for information processing
and transmission have been described in [95].

miniaturization. Zang et al. [97] demonstrated the tuning of
edge-localized spin waves in magnetic microstrips by proximate neighboring magnetic structures. Gruszecki et al. [98]
established with numeric simulations that an edge-localized
spin wave can be used to excite plane waves propagating
obliquely from the film’s edge at a doubled frequency and
being over two times shorter in wavelength. Finally, Caso
and Aliev [99] observed numerically resonant transmission
of edge spin waves through a vertex domain wall in triangular dots for a certain aperture angle for which edge
SW frequency coincides with one of the localized at vertex
domain wall modes. The main obstacles that face edge SWs
are control over edge roughness and the presence of a bias
field. The second problem, however, has been proposed to
overcome by using FM nanostructures exchange biased to
antiferromagnets [95].
Future developments in this field will be to actively engineer
domain walls or to use domain walls as nanosized, spin-torquedriven oscillators. Albisetti et al. [100] used local heating
to imprint nano-sized, non-volatile textures in exchange-bias
systems, and Sato et al. [101] showed that nano-sized domain
walls can even be used to create spin-Hall nano-oscillators
operating at zero magnetic fields, where magnons can be
locally driven, reprogrammed, and moved.
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H. Advanced Computational Methods for Magnonics
Due to the massive increase in computing power over the
last decades, numerical simulations have developed into an
indispensable tool for the investigation of complex physical
phenomena. Theoretical models for the description of magnetic systems range from ab initio models that are able to
capture quantum mechanical effects on an atomistic level up to
the macroscopic Maxwell equations where the magnetization
is averaged over a multitude of magnetic domains in order
to allow for the analytical description of large systems. The
theory of choice for the description of magnonics is micromagnetics, a semiclassical theory where the magnetization configuration is represented by a continuous unit-vector field, and all
energies and interactions are described in terms of nonlinear
partial differential equations (PDEs) [102]. The micromagnetic
theory accurately resolves the spatial features of domain walls
and spin waves without the need to account for individual
atomistic moments. However, since analytical solutions are
usually not available for realistic systems, modern simulation
tools apply numerical methods, such as the finite-difference
method or the finite-element method to solve the micromagnetic equations [103]–[105]. Other recent examples of
numerical investigations of novel magnonics phenomena are
reported in [106]–[108].
Despite its long history, one of the main challenges in computational micromagnetics remains to be the size of realistic
systems. In order to properly resolve spin waves of any wavelength excited in magnonic devices, the spatial discretization
usually has to be chosen in the single nm regime leading
to tens of millions of degrees of freedom for micrometersized systems resulting in very long simulation times. A possible approach to speed up micromagnetic simulations is
the use of novel highly parallel computing architectures,
such as graphics processing units [109]–[111]. Alternative
strategies include the application of novel algorithms from
the rising field of machine learning in order to reduce the
complexity of the micromagnetic model [112]. An algorithmic
approach that is particularly well suited for magnonics is
micromagnetics in the frequency space. By linearization of the
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation, the dynamic modes and the
power-spectral density of magnonic systems can be efficiently
calculated for any metastable magnetization configuration,
yielding tremendous speedups compared to time-domain simulations [113], [114]. While restricted to small-angle precessions, this procedure is a powerful tool for the design
of magnonic devices. Very recently, this approach has been
extended to nonlinear effects [115]. When solving the magnetization dynamics on the normal-mode basis, considerable
speedups can be gained by limiting the number of modes
according to the desired accuracy making this theory a promising candidate for future high-performance magnonic simulations (see Fig. 10). Besides a strong focus on model-order
reduction and tailored algorithms for numerical magnonics,
future developments in micromagnetics will certainly also have
a strong focus on the use of massively distributed computer
systems for the acceleration of simulations. Parallelization
on distributed systems itself is already well established for

Fig. 10. Normal mode analysis for a magnonic coupler. (a) Spatial profiles of
four modes with their corresponding frequencies. (b) Comparison of power
transmitted by the magnonic coupler as a function of the microwave field
amplitude computed in the normal-mode space (solid lines: five modes define
the mode space and dashed lines: 20 modes define the mode space) and with
micromagnetic simulations (dots), respectively. Red: power in the upper arm.
Blue: power in the lower arm. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [115].
Copyright 2022 Elsevier.

the numerical solution of PDEs. However, the micromagnetic
model introduces challenges such as the global demagnetization field, which prevents the efficient application of typical
off-the-shelf parallelization solutions. Several micromagnetic
codes address this difficult matter while still leaving room
for improvements [116], [117]. However, the combination
of standard distributed parallelization techniques for spatial
discretization with tailored integration strategies and the use
of novel highly optimized numerical libraries will pave the
way to exascale micromagnetic simulations and allow for the
accurate and fast simulation of very large magnonic devices.
The device size is not the only challenge in computational
magnonics. In addition to the classical magnetic material properties and interactions, magnonic devices often rely on spintronics effects, such as spin pumping and the inverse spin-Hall
effect in order to translate magnetic signals to electric signals
and vice versa. In order to obtain accurate simulation results,
these effects have to be considered also in the numerical
model. In recent publications, the self-consistent coupling of
micromagnetics to the spin-diffusion model has been demonstrated, covering a multitude of spintronics effects [105], [118].
However, the integration of spintronics effects that are not yet
considered in micromagnetic simulations, such as spin pumping, will enable more realistic simulations of full magnonic
devices and give deep insights into the rich physics of these
applications.
Numerical simulations of magnonic devices can help to
increase the understanding of experimental findings and predict their behavior for a multitude of external influences, such
as external fields and currents. Another very important use
case for numerical simulations is the design of novel magnonic
devices. The possibility to easily change any system parameter,
such as geometry and material properties, allows for the rapid
development of novel devices. However, while testing a single
parameter set by performing micromagnetic simulations is a
fast alternative to experiments, the optimization of complex
high-dimensional design parameters, such as the device shape,
is a complicated task that requires the application of smart
optimization routines in order to ensure feasibility. In the
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case of relatively small numbers of binary design variables,
it has been shown that a simple binary search algorithm
in conjunction with a fast forward solver can lead to very
good optimization results for magnonic multiplexers [119].
However, with the increasing dimensionality of the design
space, more sophisticated methods, such as gradient-based
algorithms, have to be used. By using an adjoint-variable
approach, the gradient of arbitrary objective functions subject
to PDE constraints is accessible at the cost of a single forward
solve (see Section VII-C).
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I. Spin Waves in Nanoscale Waveguides With Nonuniform
Magnetization
The properties of spin waves in narrow waveguides are
strongly affected by quantization and pinning conditions at
the edges [38], [120]. At the nanoscale, the shape anisotropy
can become comparable to the transverse applied external
bias fields (typically 1 to several hundred mT). This situation
leads to a nonuniform magnetization distribution inside the
conduit with strong repercussions on both dispersion and
propagation properties, as well as on mode formation. As an
example, the magnetization in the common Damon–Eshbach
configuration (with a transverse external bias field) becomes
tilted toward the direction of the conduit, in particular at its
edges [121]–[124]. Such effects need to be considered in spinwave propagation and transmission experiments since they
strongly affect the coupling efficiency between, e.g., inductive
antenna transducers and different quantized spin-wave width
modes [123], [124].
Experimentally, this has been studied in Ni80 Fe20 [122]
and CoFeB waveguides with a width down to 320 nm [124]
(see Fig. 11). At such small widths, which are comparable to
their wavelength, spin waves are quantized with each mode
having its own dispersion relation. When, in addition, the
magnetization is tilted and nonuniform, the dispersion of such
quantized modes is further strongly modified. In this case,
no analytical solutions for the spin-wave dispersion relation
are available, and the magnetization dynamics need to be
studied by means of micromagnetic simulations. Experimental
results are in good agreement with the simulations and, for low
bias fields, indicate backward-volume-like dispersion relations
despite the transverse bias field [122], [124]. Depending on the
magnitude of the applied field, the nonuniform magnetization
modifies the excitation efficiency of the different modes,
allowing, e.g., for the excitation of even modes that cannot be
excited for uniform magnetization. Furthermore, the dispersion
relations of the quantized modes can intersect leading to
amplitude modulation due to the superposition of different
propagating modes, as observed at high magnetic fields.

Fig. 11. (a) Static magnetization distribution in a 320 nm-wide CoFeB
waveguide for an applied transversal field μ0 H2 = 90 mT. (b) Dispersion
relations of quantized spin-wave modes extracted from the micromagnetic
simulations of an array of 20 magnetic CoFeB waveguides (320 nm width
and 180 nm gap) for an applied bias field of 160 mT. (c) and (d) Calculated and
experimental spin-wave spectra for two magnetic fields as indicated. Reprinted
with permission from [124]. Copyright 2021 American Institute of Physics.
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J. Increasing the Signal Bandwidth—From Ferromagnetic to
Antiferromagnetic Magnonic Systems
Present spin-wave computing concepts mainly rely on
mechanisms such as wave interference and the nonlinear
interaction of waves. With respect to device miniaturization
and power consumption, it will be therefore indispensable to
utilize ultrashort spin waves with nanoscale wavelengths as a
signal carrier. Consequently, any technological implementation
will require full control over the efficient excitation, lowloss propagation, reliable manipulation, and robust detection
of such exchange-governed waves. To that end, significant
advances were made in FM and ferrimagnetic (FiM) systems
over the past years, e.g., with respect to the generation of
coherent, sub-100 nm dipole-exchange waves [125], [126].
Complementary, there is a strong demand for increasing
the bandwidth of future magnonic devices, as both the signal
transfer rate and processing speed scale with the operation
frequency. While decreasing wavelengths typically coincide
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Fig. 12. (a) Schematics of typical FMR and AFMR frequencies with arrows
indicating magnetic moments, and Hani and Hex referring to anisotropy and
exchange fields, respectively. (b) Exemplary time-resolved X-ray microscopy
image of vertically confined exchange mode spin waves propagating laterally in a FM Ni81 Fe19 vortex structure of 80 nm thickness (140 nm
wavelength and 7.4 GHz frequency). Adapted with permission from [127].
Copyright 2019 American Physical Society.

with increasing frequencies, the fundamental resonances of
FMs and FiMs often do not exceed the GHz to 10 GHz
range, and only highly anisotropic systems allow to partially
circumvent this restriction.
Prime candidates to boost the intrinsic frequencies for
spin-wave computing are antiferromagnetic (AF) materials
with resonances ranging from tens of GHz up to the THz
regime. In contrast to FMs, for which the uniform precession frequency is–apart from external fields–only determined by anisotropy (intrinsic and shape), AFs exhibit
dynamic sublattice canting, resulting in an immediate additional exchange contribution and, thus, very high frequencies [see Fig. 12(a)]. In that sense, resonances in synthetic
antiferromagnets (SAFs) [126], [128] and confined exchange
modes in thin films [see Fig. 12(b)] [127] can be considered as
FM-based intermediates on the way to intrinsic AF systems.
While pioneering investigations of coherent spin dynamics
in AFs already go back to the 1950s [129], [130], and
seminal advances were reported more recently [131], [132],
a clear understanding and direct observations of the real space
dynamics of AF spin waves are unavailable to date. One reason
for this lack is the difficulty to spatially probe AF systems
by reliable means. Here, X-ray magnetic linear dichroism
(XMLD) in combination with X-ray microscopy stands out
as one of the few techniques that allow for a direct imaging
of AFs with nanoscale resolution [133], [134].
In the prospect of magnon computing and for gaining fundamental insights, we therefore propose to employ time-resolved
X-ray microscopy for pioneering studies of the real-space spin
dynamics in AF systems via direct and phase-resolved imaging at low-alpha synchrotron sources and X-ray free-electron
lasers. Besides, and in view of application limitations of Xray techniques, it should be noted that more device-oriented
methods for probing AF magnon transport hold great potential
as well [135]. In addition to the challenges in the detection of
AF spin waves, two other relevant aspects as to AF magnon
excitation and propagation need to be addressed.
As a simultaneous benefit and drawback, AFs are much less
susceptible to external magnetic fields than FMs. This makes
AF spin-wave dispersion relations relatively stable toward
moderate external magnetic fields. On the other hand, it goes
along with a low field-excitation efficiency of spin waves
in AFs. More suitable alternatives may exploit spin-transfer
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torques and, in particular, spin-orbit torques at heavy-metal
interfaces. Other concepts for the excitation of spin waves
in AFs may involve FM exchange bias, magnetoeleastics,
electronically controlled anisotropies, and optomagnetics.
A second aspect of spin waves in AFs concerns the transfer
of net angular momentum during wave propagation. Depending on crystal orientations, anisotropies (easy axis/easy plane),
and external fields, there can be situations where modes are
fully linearly polarized, and as such not carrying any net
angular momentum. Therefore, it needs to be taken care that
circularly polarized modes are utilized—at least effectively
or locally [136]—whenever an operation will require the
involvement of net angular momentum.
Besides standard collinear AFs, there can be also more
exotic variants considered for additional functionality, such
as non-collinear AFs, chiral AFs, and 2D AF systems. Furthermore, FiMs can be designed to exhibit compensation at
specific temperatures [137], allowing to combine FM and AF
characteristics in a single temperature-controlled device.
In summary, we believe that AFs provide the chance to
strongly promote spin-wave computing concepts in terms of
signal bandwidth and data processing speed.
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K. Magnon Propagation and Spin Dynamics in
Antiferromagnets
The current focus on FM materials for spin-wave research
gives rise to several key limitations: spin dynamics in the low
gigahertz regime, susceptibility to magnetic perturbations and
large stray fields resulting in possible unwanted interactions.
Furthermore, FM materials can only host magnons of a single
circular polarization. An alternative class of magnetic material
has attracted significant interest in the magnonic and wider
spintronic community in recent years, antiferromagnets. With
a magnetic state robust against magnetic perturbations and spin
dynamics in the hundreds of gigahertz to terahertz regimes,
this large class of materials is promising for low-power,
high-frequency, and robust magnonic applications. Antiferromagnets are, in particular, capable of hosting both left- and
right-circularly, and linearly polarized magnons, thus offering
additional distinct advantages for magnonic applications, with
the polarization offering an additional degree of freedom.
To benefit from the intrinsic advantages of antiferromagnets,
a key requirement is to establish the efficient long-distance
transport of magnons in AFMs. This was recently achieved in
the insulating antiferromagnet hematite (α-Fe2 O3 ) by means of
electrically exciting circularly polarized magnons transported
by the AF Néel vector [135], [138]. Due to its extremely
low magnetic damping [139], spin diffusion lengths of up
to 9 μm have been shown even in the presence of a complex
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Fig. 13. (a) Spin transport in antiferromagnets with multi-domain states.
Magnon scattering at domain walls filters the propagating spin waves. Magnon
transport properties follow the spin-flop states. Adapted with permission
from [138]. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. (b) Spin-pumping
in canted antiferromagnets can arise from the dynamics of the Néel order or
from the dynamics of the canted moment. Adapted figure with permission
from [145]. Copyright 2021 by the American Physical Society.

domain structure, which can act as a frequency selective filter
[see Fig. 13(a)] [138]. However, for hematite, the transport
based on circularly polarized magnon modes capable of transporting angular momentum requires cryogenic temperatures,
as the necessary easy-axis anisotropy is stabilized in pure
hematite only at low temperatures. At room temperature, this
ubiquitous antiferromagnet adopts an AF (canted) easy-plane
anisotropy, and the available magnon modes adopt a linear
polarization. Nevertheless, despite individual modes not being
capable of transporting angular momentum, superpositions
of individual magnon modes can lead to efficient magnon
transport [136], [139]. The application of a magnetic field
modulates this superposition, giving rise to a tunable magnon
Hanle effect [140], [141] even in low magnetic symmetry
antiferromagnets. This shows that circularly polarized magnon
modes are not a pre-requisite for AF magnonic devices,
opening up a large range of antiferromagnets as potential
candidates for spin-wave devices.
Antiferromagnets are, furthermore, capable of transporting
thermally excited magnons, which presents distinct dependencies on field and temperature to their electrically excited counterparts [135], [142], [143]. These excited spin currents can
also be transported independently by both the Néel vector and
emergent net magnetization. Such behaviors and separations
are not seen in FM materials and offer further opportunities
for the tunability of AF magnonic devices to move forward.
With a few exceptions focused on thermally excited
magnons at low temperatures, long-distance, AF magnon
transport has been confined to α-Fe2 O3 . This material has a
sizeable DMI, but it is yet unclear what role this plays for
the long-distance magnon transport. Other canted orthoferrites
share many similarities with α-Fe2 O3 and may be possible
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candidates for investigating AF magnon transport in materials
with different AF anisotropies. The AF anisotropies can also
be tuned through dilute doping, which has already been shown
to allow for significant magnon transport even when the
magnetic symmetry is low [140]. Finally, there is a need
to move from diffusive to coherent spin-transport regimes to
make use of the phases of spin waves. The first step could
consist of resonantly exciting and detecting propagating spin
waves. Moving forward, investigations into antiferromagnets
as the host of magnon condensates for non-diffusive, spinsuperfluid transport should be a key priority where complex
interference effects can be realized for advanced spin-wavebased logic [144].
Manipulating and detecting the coherent dynamics of the
magnon modes are pre-requisite to develop magnonic devices
that fully benefit from the ultrafast dynamics of AFMs. This
requires the ability to detect the frequency and wave-vector
resolution of the magnon modes, which has proven to be
challenging with conventional techniques (such as an inductive
antenna or BLS) due to the lack of magnetic symmetry
breaking. Spintronic phenomena (such as spin-pumping and
the spin-Hall effect) have in recent years opened new perspectives to solve this key bottleneck. Inverse spin-Hall detection
of sub-THz AF magnon modes was recently achieved in
collinear antiferromagnets [146], [147]. However, it requires
AFMs with a high ratio of anisotropy over the exchange field,
which generally possesses low Néel temperatures. An alternative strategy relies on canted antiferromagnets with a large
Dzyaloshinkii–Moryia interaction, for which the dynamical net moment can generate sizeable spin-pumping signals
[see Fig. 13(b)] [145]. Furthermore, canted antiferromagnets, such as orthoferrites, often exhibit large magnetooptic
constants potentially compatible with Kerr and wave-vector
selective Brillouin-light scattering experiments.
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L. Magnetic Imaging of Spin Waves Using Spins in Diamond
Electron spins associated with NV defects in diamonds have
emerged as a powerful platform for magnetic imaging of condensed matter systems [148]. NV spins [see Fig. 14(a)] offer
long coherence times at room temperature and good sensitivity
to magnetic fields, and can be read out at the single-spin level
using a table-top photoluminescence microscope. Because NV
centers can stably exist at nanometers below the diamond
surface, they can be brought into close proximity to a target
[see Fig. 14(b) and (c)]. This makes NV magnetometry well
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Fig. 14. Magnetic imaging of spin waves using spins in diamond. (a) Electron
spin of the NV center can be read out via spin-dependent photoluminescence.
(b) Diamond with a dense, shallow NV sensing layer on top of a magnetic
film for wide-field spin-wave imaging [149]. (c) Scanning NV tip for highresolution spin-wave imaging (scanning NV magnetometry). (d) Zeeman shift
of the NV electron spin energies versus magnetic field (NV spin energy levels).

suited for imaging spins and currents in materials at the
nanoscale.
Probing spin waves in magnetic materials is a new and
growing application area of NV magnetometry. In contrast to
other techniques, NV spins detect spin waves via their magnetic stray fields. Here, we introduce the technique, discuss
its limitations and advantages, and provide an outlook on new
experiments it brings within reach.
Three measurement modalities now exist. The first detects
changes in the dc magnetic stray field of a sample upon
the excitation of a localized spin-wave mode, such as those
confined in micromagnets [150] or magnetic films [151]. These
dc-field changes cause spatial variations of the NV electron
spin resonance frequencies [see Fig. 14(d)] that are detectable
via the NV photoluminescence [152]. An advantage of this
modality is that it is broadband: the spin-wave frequency
does not need to match the NV frequency. Combined with
a nanotesla sensitivity [152], [153], this approach provides
exciting prospects for imaging spin-wave modes in nanosized,
atomically thin samples, which will likely play an increasingly
important role in spin-wave computing.
The second modality images spin waves by their microwave
magnetic stray field. By matching the frequency of a spin
wave to the NV, the spin-wave field will drive rotations of
the NV spin, which can be detected optically [150], [154].
Adding a reference field of the same frequency enables
phase-sensitive imaging of the spin-wavefronts [see inset in
Fig. 14(c)] [149], [155]–[157]. Although this modality requires
resonance between NV and spin wave, its magnetic nature
also provides new opportunities. It enables, e.g., imaging spin
waves underneath metal electrodes [155], as well as local
studies of material properties, such as skin depth, permeability, and conductivity. Its sensitivity is promising for realtime imaging of spin-wave profiles. The interaction with the
NV spins may even enable modulation of spin-wave modes
(see Section VIII-K [158]) or spin-wave mediated entanglement between spin qubits [159].
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Thermal spin fluctuations contain valuable information on
a magnet’s dissipation, susceptibility, and magnonic band
occupation. The third measurement modality picks up the
stray-field fluctuations generated by thermal spin waves via
changes in the NV relaxation rate [150]. A powerful feature
is its sensitivity: it can readily detect thermal spin fluctuations in 20 nm-thin YIG [160]. This enables studies of
the magnonic band occupation under microwave and spinHall-driving [156], [160], and provides exciting prospects
for probing magnon condensates, such as those in magnon
transistors in ultrathin YIG [161].
In the next few years, we expect that the NV-probing of
spin waves will expand to different materials and phenomena.
The detection of spin waves in SAFs was a recent success in
the field [162]. A key challenge is to expand the detection
capabilities to spin-wave modes that cannot be tuned into
resonance with the NV spins. This may be achieved by new
NV-spin-control sequences or by harnessing nonlinear spinwave interactions. The key strengths of the technique are
the well-understood coupling between the NV sensor and the
spin waves, its table-top use, nanotesla sensitivity, nanometer
spatial resolution, and operability over a broad temperature
range [148], [152]. This puts the characterization of spin
waves in a diverse set of materials, including monolayer
van-der-Waals and complex-oxide magnets within reach, and
provides opportunities for commercial, high-speed imaging of
computational circuits and devices.
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III. 2D B UILDING B LOCKS FOR M AGNONIC N ETWORKS
Dipolar and dipolar-exchange spin waves are very
anisotropic while propagating in in-plane magnetized thin
films. The anisotropy opens many additional opportunities but
also creates challenges. Thus, even a guiding of a spin wave
in a 2D circuit is usually more complex than the guiding of a
signal in the form of electric current or light. This Section III
discusses the advantages and the challenges of 2D magnonics
networks.
First, we address the opportunity to perform spin-wave
wavelength conversion using 2D magnonics structures. Such
a conversion and, in particular, the decrease in the wavelength allows for the operation with faster and long-running
exchange magnons. Section III-B addresses the utilization
of the physics of superconductors to control spin waves.
In particular, the superconductor–ferromagnet–superconductor
trilayers are discussed. Sections III-C and III-D address
magnonic Fabry–Pérot and chiral resonators, which might
become essential building blocks of future magnonic networks.
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Controlling the phase and amplitude of waves is fundamental
for processing signals, and the transmission of the information should not disturb these characteristics. This question
is addressed in the section on spin-wave guiding in curved
multimode waveguides (see Section III-E). Afterward, the
spin-wave propagation in Fe78 Ni22 2D structures with locally
controlled magnetic anisotropy is discussed. Finally, the
Magnonic STImulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (M-STIRAP)
process is discussed and proposed to control wave propagation
in magnonic systems.
A. Spin-Wave Wavelength Conversion
As one of the most commonly used methods for coherent
spin-wave (SW) excitation, a coplanar waveguide (CPW)
is attached to a magnetic film, and RF Oersted fields are
generated by the CPW [163]. In this method, the wavelength
of the excited SWs is determined by the size of the CPW.
Hence, it is technologically challenging to scale down the SW
wavelength, which is a requirement for scaling down magnonic
devices. To solve this problem, various concepts for downconversion of the SW wavelength have been investigated based
on using the general CPWs.
The first method is down conversion exploiting Snell’s law
for SWs. In the dispersion relation of SWs, in the magnetostatic regime, the wavelength is coupled to the film thickness
via the product kd (k is the wavenumber and d is the thickness) [164]. Hence, once an SW propagates across a thickness
step, it changes its wavelength [see Fig. 15(a)] [165]–[167].
In the second method, a tapered magnetic stripe is used [see
Fig. 15(b)] [168], [169]. In the tapered stripe, the internal
magnetic field decreases with decreasing the stripe width.
As one can find in the dispersion relation, the variation of
the internal magnetic field induces the wavelength conversion.
The third method is based on using a conversion of spin-wave
modes [see Fig. 15(c) and (d)]. As described in the dispersion
relation, the wavenumber can be converted by changing the
propagation direction of an SW with respect to the applied
magnetic field. In the works reported by Brächer et al. [170]
and Sadovnikov et al. [171], such a conversion has been
realized by designing a T-shaped magnonic waveguide.
While the three methods used conversion occurring
already in the magnonic waveguide, one can also excite
short-wavelength SWs by attaching magnetic objects to a
CPW. Che et al. [50] recently reported the excitation of
short-wavelength SWs by designing a magnetic CPW (Fe/Au)
[see Fig. 15(e)]. In this work, a dipole field from the magnetic
CPW causes a local enhancement of the static internal field,
and the wavelength is converted to shorter wavelengths outside
the CPW region because there the internal field is lower.
Using the techniques described above, we are reaching a
stage to excite coherent SWs in the exchange regime. Since
SW conversion especially based on internal magnetic field
variation can be utilized even in the exchange regime, it is
promising to excite even shorter wavelength SWs by fabricating tinier SW wavelength conversion devices. In order to
utilize SW wavelength conversion for magnon computing, it is
necessary to have a quantitative comparison of the conversion
efficiency between different methods for the future.

Fig. 15. (a) SW propagation in Py film from 60 to 10 nm [166]. (b) SW
propagation in a Py tapered stripe [168]. (c) and (d) SW conversion from
Damon–Eshbach SW to backward volume SW [170]. Reproduced from [168]
and [170], with the permission of AIP Publishing. (e) SW conversion using
a magnetic CPW [50].
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B. Superconducting Proximity Phenomenon for Thin-Film
Magnonic Structures
A substantial part of this roadmap is devoted to 2D
magnonic networks, which are based on thin-film technologies. Arguably, one of the most important requirements for
the engineering of magnonic networks is the ability to modify
and tune the spin-wave dispersion of different elements of the
network. This requirement becomes especially evident in the
engineering of MCs with periodic modulation of the spin-wave
dispersion. Quite a number of different approaches for the
fabrication of MCs can be found in literature, e.g., periodic
spatial modulation of the external magnetic field, saturation
magnetization, exchange properties, magnetic anisotropy, film
thickness, and mechanical stress.
As an unconventional approach, it was shown that the
modification of the dispersion in FM thin films can be
achieved by hybridizing them with superconductors [172].
Also, hybrid MCs can be formed by hybridizing FM films with
the ordered superconducting vortex lattice [173] or periodic
superconducting microstructure in the Meissner state [174].
Recently, a new phenomenon was discovered in hybrid
superconductor–ferromagnet–superconductor trilayers [175],
which offers new perspectives for engineering of the spinwave dispersion [176]. It was shown that, in the presence
of both superconducting layers and superconducting proximity at both superconductor–ferromagnet interfaces, a radical
increase in FMR frequency takes place by up to 20 GHz
at zero field, depending on the thickness of the FM layer.
Currently, the mechanism of this phenomenon remains an
enigma. Yet, its possible application in magnonics seems natural [176]: with superconductor–ferromagnet–superconductor
trilayers, it is possible to achieve the highest natural FMR
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frequency among in-plane magnetized FM systems, while
spatially periodic trilayered microstructures are expected to
form bandgaps with the width in the GHz frequency range.
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C. Magnonic Fabry–Pérot Resonator
A magnonic Fabry–Pérot resonator can be realized by
placing an FM stripe near a low-loss YIG film [177]. In this
configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 16(a), chiral dipolar coupling between the two magnetic layers produces an asymmetrical spin-wave dispersion relation within the bilayer region
[see Fig. 16(b)] [178]. Consequently, the two edges of the
bilayer act as interfaces where the wavelength of the spin
waves converts upon reflection or transmission. Because the
dispersion curve shifts down in frequency inside the bilayer
compared to the uncovered YIG film, λ1 > λ2 > λ3 . Analogous to an optical Fabry–Pérot resonator, destructive interference of the spin waves entering and the spin waves circulating
the bilayer region produces gaps at discrete frequencies in
the transmission spectrum [see Fig. 16(c)]. The destructive
interference condition is given by (| k2 | + | k3 |) × w + ϕ0 =
(2n + 1) × π, where ϕ0 accounts for the total phase change
caused by the two internal reflections, effects of long-range
dipolar fields, and a deviation of the effective resonator width
from w [177]. Proper circulation of propagating spin waves
within the resonator is aided by low magnetic damping in the
YIG film.
The magnonic Fabry–Pérot resonator could find applications in narrowband microwave filtering, spectroscopy, and
new computing concepts. Its transmission losses at allowed
frequencies are minimal, as exemplified by the nearly identical
transmission characteristics of a YIG film with and without
resonator structure [blue and orange curves in Fig. 16(c)].
Moreover, the size of the resonator (w) is scalable. The
minimal width, which is attained for the n = 1 mode,
is determined predominantly by the value of k3 . In the example
shown in the lower figure of Fig. 16(c), an n = 1 transmission
gap is measured on a 270 nm-wide resonator for an incident
spin wave with λ1 ≈ 10 μm. Further downscaling is possible
through the engineering of the bilayer dispersion relation.
Programmable control of spin-wave transport in the Fabry–
Pérot resonator is achieved by magnetic switching, as is done
in other magnonic resonators [179], diodes [180], and unidirectional spin-wave emitters [181] made of magnetic double
layers (see Sections III-D and VI-A). Switching between parallel and antiparallel magnetization states changes the bilayer
dispersion curve and, thereby, the frequency of the spin-wave
transmission gaps [177].

Fig. 16. (a) Schematic of a magnonic Fabry–Pérot resonator, consisting of a
patterned FM stripe, a spacer layer, and a low-loss YIG film. (b) Spin-wave
dispersion curve for an uncovered YIG film (λ1 ) and a 100 nm YIG/50 nm
CoFeB bilayer with a 5 nm spacer. (c) Spin-wave transmission spectra of the
same resonator structure as in (b) for w = 6 μm and w = 270 nm.
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D. Chiral Magnonic Resonators
Chiral magnonic resonators (see Fig. 17)—soft
magnetic elements chirally coupled, via magneto-dipole
interaction, to magnonic media nearby—can deliver all key
functionalities required to build realistic nanoscale magnonic
devices [179], [183]. Traveling spin waves resonantly couple
via their stray magnetic field to magnonic modes of the
resonators. This coupling is chiral due to the chirality of
the magnetic precession in the resonators, which makes
them reprogrammable by switching their magnetization.
The coupling chirality underpins the resonators’ use for
unidirectional emission, phase control, transmission (see
Fig. 17), and absorption of coherent exchange spin waves,
within magnonic sources [179], phase shifters (including
inverters) [183], diodes (valves) [183], and detectors (output
couplers) [183], respectively. The use of dark modes of
the resonators allows one to decouple them from the clock
field without compromising on the control efficiency [182].
Furthermore, they can be used as building blocks of devices
ranging from basic logic gates [184] to field-programmable
gate arrays and artificial neural networks (ANNs) [185] in
architectures ranging from 1D to 2D and 3D.
With the recent advances in fabrication and characterization of magnonic devices with sub-100 nm dimensions
(see Section I-C), there do not seem to be fundamental obstacles for building and using similarly sized magnonic devices
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the nearest future will see a greater uptake of the concept
by the community and its wider deployment in a variety
of device designs and architectures in magnonics, spilling
out to spintronics and spin-caloritronics, with neuromorphic
and in-memory computing being the primary beneficiaries in
longer term, as discussed in greater detail in [185].
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Fig. 17. Top: Schematic of a chiral magnonic resonator underneath a thin film
magnonic waveguide with packets of right- and left-going spin waves. Bottom:
spectra of the amplitude transmission coefficient obtained from simulations
of permalloy-based structures with sub-100 nm dimensions [182] in different
spin-wave geometries, shown as insets. The lower and higher frequency dips
in the spectra are due to the incident wave coupling to the quasi-uniform
(QUM) and dark (DM) magnon modes of the resonator, respectively.

Fig. 18. (a) Transmittance and phase shift for SWs traveling through the
‘barrier’ in the form of 5 nm-thick and 150 nm-wide section of straight
and homogenous waveguide, for different values of M S , operating at the
frequency 25 GHz and in the external field 0.5 T. (b) Propagation of SWs
in the waveguide, where the GRIN slab is placed at the bend. The coherent
transmission requires a linear change of the phase of the transmitted wave
alongside the interface of the input and output branches of the waveguide.
The color map represents a dynamical component of the magnetization in
the y-direction. A snapshot is taken at the moment when a steady state is
reached. Inset: distribution of M S in the waveguide. Waveguide is considered
to be made of CoFeB (M S = 1200 kA/m and exchange constant: 27 pJ/m).
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [194]. Copyright 2020 American
Physical Society.

operating with exchange spin waves. On the practical side,
the resonant nature of the devices means that some energy
is dissipated in the resonator. The way out could be offered
by building the resonators from YIG [186], [187]. Overall,

E. Spin-Wave Guiding in Curved Multimode Waveguides
Controlling the phase and amplitude of waves is fundamental to process the signals. Hence, the transmission of
the information (i.e., guiding and routing of the signal in
the network of the waveguides) should not disturb these
characteristics. However, changing the wave’s direction of
propagation, which is inevitable in any circuit, introduces
scattering and decoherence. This can be overcome by using
a single-mode waveguide, where only the fundamental mode
is supported. However, to achieve greater bandwidth, multimode guides have to be also used.
Single-mode magnonic waveguides can be designed in
various ways, e.g., by: 1) utilizing domain walls since
they create narrow potential wells for spin waves (SWs)
(see Section II-G); 2) inducing voltage anisotropy in the form
of ultra-narrow channels on the film, supporting propagation of
SWs only in these regions (see Section V-B); and 3) fabricating
sub-100 nm-wide waveguides using the state-of-the-art techniques (see Section II-C) or using topologically protected edge
states [188]. However, such waveguides are challenging in
fabrication (due to the small width), difficult in operation (due
to the high frequency of the fundamental mode), and limited
bandwidth. Therefore, there is a need to consider multi-mode
magnonic waveguides (of larger width and lower operating
frequencies) and propose a method of avoiding signal decoherence and scattering at the bends of the waveguide [189].
To guide the signal in the curved multimode waveguide,
one can optimize the profile of the effective field at the bends.
It can be done by applying the Oersted field [190] or adjusting
the direction of the external field [191]. These techniques
were already proved to enhance signal transmission. Another
proposed solution keeping high transmission, additionally preserving the phase, is the graded-index (GRIN) element [192]
at the bend, which either converts the mode [193] or redirects the signal mode in the desired direction [194]. In the
second case, the GRIN element is an inhomogeneous slab
[see Fig. 18(b)], which links the waveguide’s input and output
branches and refracts the SWs strictly into the outgoing section
of the waveguide. Knowing how the SW acquires the phase
during the propagation through the homogeneous material of
modified properties, e.g., reduced magnetization saturation M S
[see Fig. 18(a)], the GRIN element can be designed, where the
gradient of M S is directly related to the gradient of phase shift
and to the anomalous refraction [529].
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The development of a magnonic circuit will require further
advances in guiding the signal in the curved waveguides.
Significant progress was made in signal transmission, but
additional research is needed to fine-tune the phase coherence
of the transmitted signal. The proposed devices that rely on the
smooth spatial control of material parameters, e.g., anisotropy
or magnetization saturation, ensure coherent transmission.
However, the fabrication of such a structure is challenging and
requires advanced experimental techniques. If these obstacles
are overcome, the GRIN element in the multi-mode waveguide
will be a good solution for the effective and coherent SW
guiding along the curved paths inside the integrated magnonic
circuits for analog and digital SWs’ computing.
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F. Spin-Wave Propagation in Materials With Locally
Controlled Magnetic Anisotropy
One of the elementary premises of complex 2D magnonic
circuits is a need for operation in the absence of an external magnetic field. If an external magnetic field is used to
stabilize magnetization, even a basic circuit element such as a
spin-wave turn exhibits a large dispersion mismatch for regions
before and after the turn. Local control of the effective field
would stabilize the magnetization of different parts of the
magnonic circuit in the desired direction, thus preventing the
dispersion mismatch. The required control can be achieved by
manipulating the magnetic anisotropy at the local level with
nanometer precision. This manipulation can eliminate the need
for external magnetic fields and, thus, presents an important
step toward complex magnonic circuits with, e.g., waveguides
pointing in different directions.
To advance this field, new types of materials possessing
additional means of control over their magnetic properties
together with good spin-wave propagation need to be developed. Currently, there are two approaches how to control
magnetic anisotropy direction and strength at the nanoscale.
The first approach uses manipulation of the crystal structure
in order to modify magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The system
is based on epitaxially grown metastable face-centered-cubic
Fe78 Ni22 thin films, into which magnetic structures can be
directly written by a focused ion beam [196]. There is also a
similar system based on the Fe60 Al40 alloy [197]. The focused
ion beam transforms the originally nonmagnetic fcc phase into
the FM bcc phase with additional control over the direction
of uniaxial magnetic in-plane anisotropy and saturation magnetization [198]. The direction of the magnetic anisotropy
of the transformed areas can be controlled by selecting a
proper focused ion beam scanning strategy. This anisotropy
is strong enough to stabilize the magnetization in the direction perpendicular to the long axis of narrow waveguides.
It has been recently demonstrated that, in this system, spin

Fig. 19. (a) Transmission electron microscopy image of the cross section of
the corrugated waveguide. The corrugation induces the effective anisotropy
field of 5 mT perpendicular to the corrugation direction. (b) Comparison
of zero-field spin-wave propagation in the corrugated and a flat reference
waveguide, imaged by micro-BLS. Corrugation-induced anisotropy stabilizes
magnetization perpendicularly to the waveguide’s long axis. The spin waves
then propagate in the most favorable Damon–Eshbach geometry, with high
group velocity, over a distance 10× larger than in the flat reference waveguide.
Reproduced from [202]; licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
(CC BY) license.

waves can propagate in favorable Damon–Eshbach mode with
high group velocities reaching almost 6 km/s in orthogonally
magnetized waveguides without the necessity of applying the
external magnetic fields [199]. The magnetic anisotropy can
also be used to stabilize various spin structures unachievable
in common material systems, and these spin structures can be
further used to control spin-wave propagation [200].
The second approach uses surface curvature to locally
control the magnitude and the direction of the magnetic
anisotropy. The surface curvature in films with thicknesses
comparable to the amplitude of modulation locally modifies
the contributions of dipolar and exchange energies and results
in an effective anisotropy term that can be tuned on-demand
based on the exact geometry [201]. Advanced nanofabrication
techniques, such as focused electron beam-induced deposition
(FEBID), allow the preparation of precisely shaped nanometersized structures with defined curvatures. Similarly, to the first
system, corrugation-induced magnetic anisotropy can stabilize
magnetization in narrow magnonic waveguides perpendicularly to their long axis so that the spin waves can propagate
at zero external magnetic fields under the most favorable
conditions [202] (see Fig. 19).
From the two presented material systems, the first one
is more suited for rapid prototyping because the magnonic
structures can be written by a focused ion beam at once
in a single fabrication step. The disadvantages are the complicated deposition process of the epitaxial Fe78 Ni22 thin
film in ultra-high vacuum conditions and the need to use
expensive single-crystal copper substrates. The latter has been
already overcome by using standard silicon substrate and
an appropriate buffer layer [203]. The corrugated-waveguide
system is more complicated and requires multiple lithography
steps, but, on the other hand, it is potentially more suitable
for large-scale production via nanoimprint lithography.
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Especially in metallic systems with larger damping, it is
important to ensure the optimal propagation geometry with
a high group velocity in order to be able to propagate spin
waves over reasonable distances. To characterize spin-wave
transmission, the new variable-gap propagating spin-wave
spectroscopy can be efficiently employed [204]. The works
referenced in this section present the first building blocks—
waveguides able to propagate fast spin waves without the
presence of the external magnetic field. Now, the potential
of the systems with locally controlled magnetic anisotropy
needs to be further explored. For example, spin-wave turns
with dispersion precisely matched along the whole propagation
trajectory are yet to be experimentally realized. Other possibilities lie in spin-wave steering and manipulation, either by
spatial modification of the magnetization direction (dispersion
relation) or via stabilization of arbitrary spin structures in the
spin-wave propagation path.
C ONTRIBUTORS
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G. Magnonic Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP)
The M-STIRAP process is an outstanding example from a
wide class of quantum-classical analogies that can, in principle, be realized in any wave-based system. M-STIRAP
brings the concept of wave computation with dark states to
magnonics.
Originally, STIRAP [205], [206] describes the population
transfer between two atomic states via a third, intermediate
state, which is needed since direct transitions between the
two states are forbidden. Analogous to the concept in photonics [207], in M-STIRAP, the transfer of the spin-wave
population takes place between three waveguides that play
the role of the three atomic states (see Fig. 20). In partially
curved magnonic waveguides, propagating spin waves are
locally coupled to each other via the dynamic dipolar stray
fields (see Section VI-F, addressing the directional coupler) in
well-defined regions of small separation between neighboring
waveguides [208].
In the example shown in Fig. 20 (upper figure), spin waves
with a frequency of f = 2.5 GHz are injected into waveguide
3. Shown is the so-called counter-intuitive case, and displayed
are the space-resolved spin-wave intensities in false-color
representation. During propagation, i.e., from left to right, the
first waveguide 1 comes close to the center waveguide 2 and
the next waveguide 3, which, however, carries the injected spin
waves. An efficient transfer of intensity from waveguide 3 to
waveguide 1 is observed. Note that the center waveguide 2 is
almost not populated during this energy transfer. In contrast,
in the intuitive case displayed in Fig. 20 (middle figure), the
center waveguide 2 is strongly excited as soon as the spin
waves are injected from waveguide 1.
This has important implications if the center waveguide has
large losses since the energy transfer will be strongly damped
for the intuitive case. The bottom figure of Fig. 20 shows the
output power as a function of the Gilbert damping parameter
α of the center waveguide. As expected, it clearly shows
that the increase in damping in the center waveguide for

Fig. 20. Spin-wave intensity distributions for the so-called counter-intuitive
coupling scheme (top) and the intuitive scheme (middle). The output intensity
as a function of the Gilbert damping of the center waveguide 2 is shown in
the bottom figure. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [208]. Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.

the counter-intuitive case is only leading to a rather weak
drop in the output power due to the non-adiabatic population
of the center waveguide. In contrast, the spin-wave intensity
exponentially decreases with α for the intuitive case.
The counter-intuitive scenario demonstrates that propagation
across non-populated states (dark states) in a coherent environment is feasible and can be considered in potential
applications, such as in magnonic computing. The proposed scheme of M-STIRAP can be experimentally realized
using state-of-the-art nanopatterning techniques developed for
nanomagnonics [38]. Challenges for further development are
the implementation of a tunable control of the decay in
the waveguide 2, which can be realized using spintronic
effects or parametric spin-wave amplification. Therefore, these
results hold great potential for future magnonic device functionalities and designs by bringing together the wealth of
quantum-classical analogy phenomena with the wealth of
possibilities for controlling wave propagation in magnonic
systems.
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IV. 3D B UILDING B LOCKS FOR M AGNONIC N ETWORKS
The switch from the 2D to 3D architectures attracts special
attention probably in most data-processing and storage concepts since it allows for the considerable miniaturization of the
devices. In electronics, 3D circuits require an efficient removal
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of Joule heat from the computing elements that might be a
technological challenge. By comparison, magnonics allows for
the data transfer with the decreased generation of parasitic
heat, and spin-wave dynamics in 3D nano-structures are under
intensive investigation nowadays.
The section begins with the description of complex freestanding 3D YIG nano-structures. These structures can serve
as resonators not only for magnons but also for phonons and
photons. Thus, they attract attention also in the view of quantum hybrid systems (see Section VIII). The second section
is devoted to vertically standing semiconductor nanowires
conformally coated with a 30 nm Ni-shell. Such nanotubes
provide an appealing design element for magnonic signal
transmission and processing. Section IV-C is devoted to the
novel technology of 3D direct writing by focused electron
and ion beam-induced deposition (FEBID and FIBID, respectively), which already was successfully used for magnonic
nano-architectures. The next two sections address numerical
investigations of tunable magnonic excitations in 3D ASI
(3DASI) lattices and 3D arrays of interconnected magnetic
nanowires. The unique properties of such artificial magnetic
media and their configuration- and field-dependent highfrequency spectra could open new perspectives in magnonic
applications. The experimental studies of spin-wave dynamics
in such structures are presented in Section IV-F. The section
is closed by experimental investigations of magnonic 3D
interconnects and 3D MCs.
A. 3D YIG Nanostructures
YIG holds a unique position in nature for combining
the lowest possible magnetic damping, excellent acoustic
attenuation (10× better than quartz [209]), and optical transparency. The coupling of magnons with phonons and optical
or microwave photons in YIG has already been demonstrated
(see [16]). However, the YIG resonators employed in these
experiments were typically macroscopic spheres of several
hundred μm diameters or more. For integrated circuits to be
used in quantum sensing or quantum information processing,
however, it is imperative to have micrometer-sized YIG resonators. These resonators should ideally be free-standing and
have as little magnonic or mechanical coupling to the substrate
as possible to avoid energy leakage.
Recently, a process was developed that by using a
liftoff technique originally developed for 3D metal structures
achieves free-standing YIG structures with very low Gilbert
damping [186]. The process was enabled by a novel technique for YIG thin film deposition that is based on pulsed
laser deposition at room temperature and subsequent annealing [210]. Only for YIG deposition at room temperature, it is
possible to use resist-based liftoff techniques. By depositing
YIG onto a 3D patterned resist, performing liftoff and subsequent annealing free-standing bridges were fabricated that
surprisingly exhibit a monocrystalline span with only a single
defect that most likely appears during the recrystallization
process. The magnonic quality of these structures is excellent.
By time resolved magnetooptic scanning Kerr microscopy
(TR-MOKE), it was possible to visualize standing spin-wave
modes in the span of a bridge that exhibit a linewidth (half-
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Fig. 21. Various free-standing YIG structures [186]. (c) YIG drum superimposed by its measured spin-wave pattern. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [186].

width at half-maximum) of μ0 H ≈ 140 μT at a frequency
of 8 GHz. The inhomogeneous linewidth was μ0 Hinh ≈
75 μT. The Gilbert damping was shown to be as small as
α ≈ (2.6±0.7)×10−4 . It should be noted that a calculation of
mechanical resonances for a doubly clamped beam of similar
size using the material parameters of YIG yields frequencies
in the upper MHz or lower GHz regime. The process not
only allows for the fabrication of simple bridges but also
more complex structures, such as rings or drum-like resonators
(see Fig. 21).
This process was developed on GGG substrates that are
the only ones on which high-quality YIG can be grown up
to now. For high-frequency application and integration with
electronics, however, it is desirable to grow the structures on
other substrates or to realize a transfer onto other materials
without deteriorating the YIG quality. The first approach
was successful in which a large number of bridges were
detached from a substrate into a watery suspension [187].
These micrometer-sized YIG slabs could be deposited by drop
casting onto various substrates. In a proof of principle, a
single YIG slab of 5000 × 1500 × 100 nm3 was integrated
with a micro CPW. For this single YIG structure, FMR even
down to a temperature of 5 K was demonstrated. TR-MOKE
investigation showed a quality similar to the one demonstrated
in [186].
While the route toward micrometer-sized free-standing YIG
resonators is now open, several challenges and tasks remain.
The drop casting has proven that transfer is possible; nevertheless, it does not allow targeting a specific location or
orientation. Currently, a process for transfer using focused ion
beam cutting is under test, but, for mass production, other
solutions need to be found. Ideally, growth on a different substrate material should be developed. Because the crystallization process tends to trap dislocations in the transition region
between feet and span, making 3D structures on substrates
other than GGG can actually be easier to realize than the
growth of large-area YIG. First tests on RF-suitable materials,
such as MgO or even on silicon, show promising results. Now,
the groundwork for using micrometer-sized YIG resonators
has been laid, the different applications in hybrid magnonics
need to be explored, and numerous experiments for coupling
magnons to microwaves, mechanical oscillations, or light are
currently underway, as well as experiments to determine their
mechanical and optical properties. These may finally lead
to an application for example in the coherent conversion of
excitation states between, for example, optical and microwave
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photons or the readout of Qbits (see Section VIII). However,
also, the application in room temperature magnonics seems
feasible because YIG might finally get rid of the constraints
by the limitations of the GGG substrate.
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B. Conformal Ferromagnetic Coatings for Tubular Magnon
Conduits and 3D Magnonic Networks
During the last decade, research on fundamental aspects
and functional properties of spin waves on the nanoscale
has significantly grown. Nanotechnology applied to both FM
metals and the FiM insulator YIG enables lateral sizes of
spin-wave channels down to sub-100 nm-length scale in planar
(2D) MCs [211] and individual magnon waveguides [39].
Microwave-to-magnon transducers based on CPWs have
shown emission and detection of magnons in YIG with wavelengths λ down to 50 nm [28] and promise even shorter λ
[29], [50]. It is now key to enhance the integration density
and implement nanotechnologies allowing for the transition
from 2D to 3D magnonic devices. Here, the overgrowth
of prepatterned substrates is promising. On the one hand,
it extends planar thin-film technology to 3D device architectures [212]. On the other hand, overgrowth provides a
reliable approach to create curved magnetic nanodevices with
particularly the tubular topology. The latter one owns a special
potential considering recent theoretical progress that links the
curvature of magnetic elements to magnetochiral spin-wave
properties [213]–[215].
The main obstacle for the creation of complex 3D networks
exhibiting a high structural porosity resides in an adequate
deposition technique for low-damping magnetic materials.
The largely exploited physical vapor deposition is of restricted
use due to shadowing effects. The obstacle has recently been
overcome by FEBID of, e.g., Co–Fe [216] and chemically
assisted atomic layer deposition (ALD) [217]. To evidence the
versatility of ALD-grown Ni [218], [219] and Ni80 Fe20 [220]
for
large-aspect-ratio
3D
magnonic
nanodevices,
FM nanotubes have been prepared as shells around
nanotemplates consisting of vertically standing non-magnetic
nanowires [see Fig. 22(a)]. On the one hand, such a nanotube
represents a prototypical element, which serves as a vertical
magnonic interconnect in a 3D network. On the other hand,
its magnetochiral properties [213]–[215] enable spin-wave
transport with tailored nonreciprocity in oscillation frequency,
amplitude, group velocity, and decay length [221]. The mean
nanotube curvature renormalizes the dipolar and isotropic
exchange interaction in such a way that, depending on the
equilibrium magnetic state, the nonreciprocity is controllable
on-demand for applications [221].
The main obstacle for the theoretical analysis of 3D networks is intrinsic to their geometry and size. They require
a well-known description of the spin-wave properties of

Fig. 22.
(a) Vertically standing semiconductor nanowires conformally
coated with a 30 nm-thick Ni shell, giving rise to a dense array of FM
nanotubes. Scale bar: 1 μm. Source: https://doi.org/10.1021/acsami.0c06879
with permission from ACS. Further permission related to the use of this
material should be directed to the ACS. Sketches of (b) multi-layered core–
shell nanotube consisting of different functional layers labeled, A, B, . . . , X,
Y and (c) tubular chiral MC.

large-aspect-ratio elements and analytical techniques that are
combined with a fast and versatile numerical solver with
special emphasis on curved 3D topology. Such a solver has
recently been presented [222] and is ready for implementation.
It efficiently calculates spin-wave dispersion relations and
spatial mode profiles in arbitrary non-collinear equilibrium
magnetization configuration in just few tens of minutes.
The predictions on spin-wave modes and curvature-induced
magnetochirality in single-layered FM nanotubes are encouraging for 3D magnonics. First sparks of realization already
appeared. Recently, individual FM nanotubes were investigated experimentally and showed curvature-induced asymmetric spin-wave dispersion in the vortex state [223] and
a large number of confined spin-wave modes in an axially
magnetized state [219], [220]. Further experimental efforts
should explore selectively the roles of dipolar and isotropic
exchange interactions in view of the curvature-induced magnetochiral properties by integrating a single nanotube to CPWs.
In [221], on-demand controllability of nonreciprocities and
curvature-induced asymmetries in the spin-wave dispersion at
tens of GHz and sub-100 nm wavelength have been predicted.
However, the treatment and detailed distinction of spin-wave
modes are still challenging when multimode hybridization
takes place. Here, semi-analytical techniques will be needed.
Techniques for conformal coating of patterned 3D nanotemplates are at a promising stage of maturity, such that one can
envision the tubular topology as a versatile functional element
for 3D magnonic devices. This is realized if so-called core–
shell magnetic nanotubes (CSMNs) are formed with incorporate concentric stacks of different thin films [see Fig. 22(b)].
In CSMNs made of FM/heavy metal shells, the interfacial
DMI (iDMI) can introduce not only further nonreciprocity
but also nanoscale spin structures, such as skyrmions. They
offer further engineering of magnon modes at microwave
frequencies.
Challenges reside in defining methods and recipes for
optimized structural quality of layers and surfaces such that
interfacial interactions across concentric layers are induced in
a similar fashion as known from the 2D multilayered system
[see Fig. 22(b)]. One can, thereby, conceive a nanotubular platform made of multiple core–shell stacks for exploiting interconversion between magnons, heat, and spin-polarized electric
charge currents, as well as for devising 3D curvature-induced
chiral MC [see Fig. 22(c)]. On the one hand, depending on the
equilibrium state and the shell composition [see Fig. 22(b)],
phenomena widely explored in 2D systems, such as the spin-
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Hall effect, inverse spin-Hall effect, spin pumping, spin Nernst
effect, magnon-drag effect, and spin torque, might be enhanced
and quantized due to the azimuthal symmetry of nanotubes.
For instance, spin-transfer torque effects can be exploited to
switch magnetic states and reduce damping. This might be
reached at a lower applied electrical current than in 2D films.
The spin-torque effect might be enhanced due to a reduced
size of non-collinear spin textures. A sub-50 nm extension
of non-collinear spin textures might spontaneously appear in
nanotubes with a sub-70 nm diameter, resulting from: 1) the
dominant exchange interaction and surface anisotropy favoring
a radial spin alignment; 2) the lack of lateral edges; and 3)
the surface-to-volume magnetic charge ratio induced by the
curvature. The broken left-right propagation symmetry of spin
waves along the long axis due to magnetochirality (translated
in a non-zero group velocity along a preferred direction) is
expected to induce: 1) a preferred propagation direction along
which the magnon-drag effect is stronger and 2) a direction
of enhanced flow of electrons and heat. This opens room
for modified thermoelectrical transport properties, such as
both modified Seebeck coefficients and thermal conductivities
along the nanotube axis. On the other hand, a periodical
modulation of the shell diameter [see Fig. 22(c)] would lead
to a periodical modulation of curvature-induced magnetochiral
interaction. As a consequence, a chiral MC would be created,
which features indirect magnonic gaps, flat bands, unidirectional magnon propagation, and possibly topological magnons
induced by curvature.
We, hence, expect nanotubes to provide an appealing design
element, which enhances substantially the signal transmission and information processing functionalities of magnons.
Beyond the ALD-grown FM metals, optimized FiM shells
consisting of YIG and α-Fe2 O3 will certainly boost 3D
magnonics. Fully integrated 3D networks created via conformal coating require specifically engineered nanotemplates.
Here, we expect two-photon lithography (TPL) to play a
dominant role in experimentally exploring and implementing
the outlined vision.
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C. Direct-Write 3D Magnonic Nano-Architectures
Patterned nanomagnets have traditionally been 2D planar structures. Recently, extending nanostructures into the
third dimension has become a major research direction
in magnetism, superconductivity, and spintronics because
of geometry-, curvature-, and topology-induced phenomena [224]. In magnonics, the extension of spin-wave circuits
into 3D is required for the reduction of footprints of magnonic
logic gates (see Section VI), and it allows, e.g., steering of
spin-wave beams in GRIN magnonics. In addition, the height
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Fig. 23. (a) Basics of FEBID process and cartoon of slicing operation needed
for shape-true mapping of the 3D CAD target structure (pillar) to the actual
nano-deposit. (b) Iconized 3D FEBID structures of increasing complexity
in preparation. (c) 3D direct-write nanovolcano, adapted with permission
from [216]. (d) Bi-periodic 3D MC fabricated by FEBID.

of nanomagnets offers an additional degree of freedom in the
rapidly developing domain of inverse-design magnonics (see
Section VII-C). A major challenge is the insufficient suitability
of lithographic techniques for the demands of 3D magnonics,
requiring the development of advanced fabrication techniques.
Nowadays, 3D direct writing by FEBID and FIBID
is established as a versatile approach for the fabrication of complex-shaped nano-architectures in magnetism
[225]–[228], superconductivity [229], and plasmonics [230].
For magnonics of especial interest are direct-write Feand Co-based conduits (see Section VI-B), exhibiting a
spin-wave decay length in the 3–6 μm range. Thus, given
FEBID’s lateral resolution down to about 50 nm (in freestanding magnetic 3D nano-architectures) and its versatility regarding the substrate material, FEBID appears as an
interesting nanofabrication technology for 3D magnonics
[see Fig. 23(a) and (b)].
Recently, spin-wave eigenmodes were investigated
experimentally in individual direct-write Co–Fe nanovolcanoes
[see Fig. 23(c)] by spin-wave resonance spectroscopy [216].
It was demonstrated that the extension of 2D nanodisks into
the third dimension allows the on-demand engineering of their
lowest eigenfrequencies by using 3D nanovolcanoes having
about 30% smaller footprints. Micromagnetic simulations
revealed that the ring encircling the volcano crater leads to
an effective confinement of the low-frequency eigenmodes
under the volcano crater because of the strongly nonuniform internal magnetic field, while the higher frequency
eigenmodes are confined in the ring area [216]. The presented
3D nanovolcanoes can be viewed as multi-mode resonators
and 3D building blocks for nanomagnonics. Direct writing by
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FEBID and FIBID can also be employed for the mask-less
fabrication of 3D MCs [see Fig. 23(d)]. Further work should
address the dynamics of spin waves and topological defects
[e.g., emerging magnetic monopoles (see Section IV-F)] in
hierarchical 3D networks, and curvilinear and topologically
non-trivial 3D nano-architectures.
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D. Magnonics in 3D Magnetic Meta-Materials
Magnetic meta-materials (MMs) are ordered, periodically
patterned systems, where geometrical arrangements, microscopic properties, collective interactions, or varied periodicities
lead to tailored macroscopic functionalities. Magnons, the
quanta of spin waves, show a particular dispersion relation
in specially designed artificial magnetic systems, also referred
to as magnonics crystals (MC). These crystals are used in
numerous applications, such as magnonic conduits and filters,
frequency and time inverters, and data buffering systems or
components for logic gates [26]. Advances in computational
algorithms will give rise to new designs and, thus, new
functionalities within the field of magnonics, as discussed in
Section II-H.
Making use of magnetic metamaterials enlarges the number
and the range of applications for the MCs. While 1D MM is
extended periodically along one direction, i.e., nano-stripes,
2D MM makes use of two different directions, i.e., 2D
ASIs [231]. In FM MMs, the third dimension is introduced
in the nonplanarity of the system [232], [233].
Specific applications, e.g., microwave absorption
devices [234] or reconfigurable spin-wave channels [235],
have been demonstrated in 2D MMs. For the former,
arrays of nanodots have been utilized, where different ranges
of frequencies are absorbed based on the magnetization
of each nanodot, i.e., vortex or uniform states. Here, the
total absorption power is restricted by the limited magnetic
material in 2D thin films.
The second key feature of MMs is given by its reprogrammability, as demonstrated in tunable magnonic channels in
2D ASIs. ASIs are planar magnetic nano-islands patterned
on different 2D lattices [236]. Depending on their magnetic
configuration, charge defects are emerging. Spin waves can
propagate between these defects, enabling programmable input
and output channels.
Transitioning toward 3DMMs is promising to enable both of
these applications since the increased magnetic material allows
for higher power absorption, and the third dimension allows
for an additional degree of programmability.

Fig. 24. 3D illustration of the 3DASI lattice, consisting of 3D rotational
ellipsoids arranged in the tetrahedral unit cell. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [237].

Recently, the first disconnected 3DASI lattice was theoretically investigated by means of micromagnetic simulations [237], which is very promising to be used as a functional
magnonic 3DMM (see Fig. 24). Here, rotational ellipsoids are
arranged on a lattice with a tetrahedral unit cell
However, the experimental realization of such a lattice
pushes the technological possibilities to their limits. Nanofabrication techniques similar to FEBID or optical lithography
are suitable candidates [238]. While the downscaling of single
elements is required to create compact devices, the building
blocks, i.e., the ellipsoids, require non-FM connections, such
as Nb or Pt. The resolution and, thus, the purity of the fabrication process are expected to affect the physical properties
to a certain degree.
With the expected advances in the next years, the 3DASI
lattice or similar constructs promise to open new ways to
explore magnons in 3D MM.
The 3D periodicity allows for the formation of bulk crystals,
which can enable higher power absorption. Furthermore, the
range of allowed or forbidden frequencies can be tuned both
by structural changes, i.e., size distribution of ellipsoids, and
variation of magnetic configuration.
The reconfigurability of the inner magnetic configuration
gives rise to further potential applications as a reprogrammable MC. Analog to its 2D counterpart, spin waves are
expected to propagate between the charge defects. Note that
the charge defects are steerable within the 3DASI lattice and
that with more ease than in 2D. Thus, the notion of 3D
magnonic cross-transport devices promises future technological advances. By edge ellipsoid engineering, charge defects
can be injected into the 3DASI and steered to create an output
port. Spin waves excited within a specific range of frequencies
will reach the desired output location, which could crosstransport the magnons to the next waveguide.
With the first experimental realizations, we are awaited
by a very promising newly emergent research field. Further
theoretical studies and advanced computational methods are
required to fully undermine the power of the third dimension
and the novel applications arising from it.
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E. Tunable Magnonic Excitations in 3D Artificial Spin Ice
Lattices
3D ASI lattice structures in the form of interconnected
magnetic nanowire arrays are currently emerging as materials
with unexpected potential for magnonic applications. Recent
experimental studies have demonstrated coherent spin waves
in extended 3D magnetic nanowire arrays and the tunability
of their frequency with an external magnetic field. In parallel, simulations predict that the high-frequency spectrum of
such ASI systems depends on their magnetic configuration,
which could pave the way toward material with reconfigurable
magnonic properties. Given its attractive potential for applications and fundamental research, further developments in this
domain can be expected in the near future. We review key
aspects of these systems and discuss possible next steps.
3D nanomagnetism [238] has advanced to an essential
research topic in recent years. As the technology became
available and several articles demonstrated its ability to fabricate magnetic nanostructures with arbitrary shapes, scientists
predicted that access to the third dimension would result in
new features and functionalities [239]. A long-term goal of
this research is to synthesize magnetic nanosystems that could
be exploited in future applications. First, however, it was
unclear what specifically these features could be, with one
of the best guesses being some symmetry-breaking effects
arising from surface curvature [240], as they are treated
within the developing specialized niche of so-called curvilinear
magnetism. More recently, however, an up-and-coming field
of applications for 3D magnetic nanostructures has emerged
in an entirely different form. Recent articles point toward 3D
arrays of interconnected magnetic nanowires as a new type
of magnetic material with promising properties in magnonic
applications [241], [242].
1) Interconnected 3D Artificial Spin Ice: These material
systems combine features known from various disciplines
within research on magnetism, such as ASI, high-density data
storage, neuromorphic computing, and magnonics. The most
obvious connection between 3D nanostructures and these other
domains concerns ASI systems [73], where 3D interconnected
nanowire arrays represent a straightforward extension from
two to three dimensions. Provided that the magnetic nanowires
connecting the vertex points are sufficiently thin, they display
an Ising-type magnetization analogous to single-domain thinfilm elements in usual ASI systems. As in traditional ASIs,
the vertex configuration plays a decisive role in determining the system’s magnetization state. Charged vertices have
a magnetic structure characterized by an imbalance in the
number of adjacent wires with magnetization pointing toward
the vertex and those pointing away from it. The charge of

Fig. 25. (a) Simulated magnetic structure in a sub-micrometer-sized buckyball nano-architecture. (b) Magnonic spectrum changes when the ASI of
the buckyball contains defect-type vertices. (c) In an extended 3DASI, spinwave mode frequency can be tuned by (d) external field. The sensitivity of
high-frequency excitations in 3DASI to magnetic structure and applied fields
makes these systems promising functional materials for magnonic applications. (b) is adapted from [242] with permission from AIP Publishing. (c) and
(d) are reprinted from [241] https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.nanolett.1c00650 with
permission from ACS. Further permission related to the use of this material
should be directed to the ACS.

these defect sites arises from the nonzero net divergence of the
magnetization at the vertex, which represents a monopole-type
source of magnetic fields. More importantly, in the context of
magnonics, the vertices have recently been found to display
particular high-frequency magnetic properties [242], [243].
2) High-Frequency Modes in 3D Spin Ice: While the impact
of defect sites on the magnonic excitation spectrum was
already known from traditional 2D ASI made of disconnected
arrays on nanomagnets [235], their role in the high-frequency
dynamics of interconnected nanowire structures appears to be
even more dominant. In the case of a 3D magnetic nanoarchitecture with the shape of a buckyball, the pivotal role played
by defect vertices in the magnonic excitation spectrum was
recently demonstrated in a micromagnetic simulation study
by Cheenikundil and Hertel [242] [see Fig. 25(a) and (b)].
It was found that these vertices yield a distinct signature in the
magnetic excitation spectrum with a frequency significantly
lower than that of typical oscillations of the magnetic material
and with unusually strong intensity. The insertion of only
two defect states within an array of 60 vertices results in a
dominant and sharply defined peak in the magnonic excitation
spectrum. So far, the principle has been demonstrated for
a quasi-2D ASI in the form of a buckyball. Despite its
3D spherical shape, the buckyball geometry is essentially
restricted to the 2D surface of that sphere.
Nevertheless, the principle can be expected to apply also
to extended 3D versions of such artificial magnetic material.
The excitation of coherent spin waves in 3D ASI structures has been observed experimentally very recently by
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For a profound understanding and analysis of the highfrequency properties of such magnetic architectures, theoretical and simulation studies are required in addition to advanced
nanofabrication and experimental measurement techniques.
Because of these nanowire arrays’ extremely low-volume
occupation and their complex geometry, finite-difference methods are inefficient in simulating such systems. These methods
can only be used to simulate single building blocks of such
systems, limited to a minimal number of unit cells of the lattice
structure. Efficient simulations studies of these interconnected
nanowire systems are accessible with advanced finite-elementbased micromagnetic software. Moreover, given the large
problem size, simulations should exploit GPU acceleration and
use efficient data compression methods [245].

Fig. 26.
(a) Schematic of the fabricated 3D artificial spin-ice (3DASI)
structure. (b) Left: MFM image of 3DASI surface. Right: schematic showing
the determined magnetic configuration. Bright red circles indicate positive
monopoles, and yellow circles indicate negative monopoles. (c) BLS measurements upon the 3DASI for three different field values. Two modes are
seen. (d) Spin-wave mode profiles for M1 and M2.

Sahoo et al. [241]. These authors also showed that the frequency of these spin-wave modes can be tuned with an external magnetic field [cf. Fig. 25(c) and (d)]. Generalizing the
observations for the buckyball-type ASI, one could conclude
that a 3DASI in the form of an interconnected nanowire array
represents a reconfigurable MC, whose resonance frequency
can be modified by introducing or removing magnetic defect
sites. Such a switchable control over the high-frequency properties of the magnetic medium would have great potential
for magnonic applications. In the case of the buckyball, the
insertion and removal of defect sites were demonstrated to
be possible through simple quasi-static field variations in the
form of minor loops [242]. The controlled insertion of defects
into an extended crystal is less straightforward but should not
pose any substantial difficulty. Once a defect is inserted, its
controlled propagation through a 3DASI lattice has recently
been demonstrated [244].
3) Conclusion and Outlook: Using 3D interconnected
nanowire arrays as an effective magnonic medium with reconfigurable properties should be attainable by controlling their
magnetic state with ASI characteristics. Given the rapid development in this field, it is likely that scientists will provide a
demonstration of such a feature shortly. The unique properties
of such artificial magnetic media and their configurationand field-dependent high-frequency spectra could open new
perspectives in magnonic applications.
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F. Magnetic Charge Transport and Spin-Wave Propagation in
3D Nanostructured Lattices
The nanostructuring of materials in 3D is an emerging
theme in magnetic materials research, providing access to a
wide range of novel phenomena including the use of curvature
to control spin textures, ultrafast domain wall motion in
cylindrical magnetic nanowires, magnetochiral effects, and
3D frustrated lattices with tunable ground states [238]. Nextgeneration computing is likely to rely upon complex 3D nanostructured systems, allowing the realization of systems offering
ultrahigh-density storage, massive connectivity, and access
to non-von-Neumann architectures. The study of spin-wave
propagation in complex 3D magnetic nanostructures is still in
its infancy but offers the possibility of systems with tunable
transport through intricate control of the spin texture while also
exploiting underlying 3D periodicities within the geometry to
control band structure. Here, we outline the progress in this
field and its future evolution.
1) Status of Field: Direct-write technologies, such as
FEBID and TPL, allow arbitrary 3D geometries to be written.
For the case of FEBID, magnetic materials in 3D geometries
can be directly written onto a substrate by controlling the
interaction between an electron beam and a gaseous precursor [238]. TPL harnesses a femtosecond laser to expose a
3D pattern within a photoresist. Subsequent deposition can
then be used to transfer the 3D pattern into a magnetic
material [246]. Such a technique was pioneered recently in
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order to yield complex 3D magnetic nanostructures [247].
Williams et al. [247] utilized TPL with a positive resist in
order to produce a series of pores within a tetrapod geometry. Subsequent electrodeposition and resist removal yielded
freestanding Co tetrapod structures, which can be considered
the most basic building block of a diamond-bond lattice.
These novel systems were then subject to optical pump-probe
experiments that showed the existence of three spin-wave
modes, which had a small variation with magnetic field [248].
Micromagnetic simulations of the tetrapod geometry showed
good agreement with the experimental results while also elucidating their spatial characteristics. The study demonstrated that
time-resolved optical measurements can be performed upon
complex 3D magnetic nanostructures. Building upon this,
May et al. [249] exploited TPL to fabricate a diamond-bond
lattice within a negative resist. Evaporation of NiFe at normal
incidence then yields a 3D network of magnetic nanowires
within a diamond-bond geometry, as shown in Fig. 26(a).
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) demonstrated that the
wires were single domain, which was confirmed with optical
magnetometry and showed a single abrupt transition in a
square hysteresis loop. Further work then showed that these
systems behave as 3DASIs with each of the expected vertex
types satisfying the ice rule and the higher energy states
that possess finite magnetic charge [244]. Magnetic imaging
experiments performed as a function of the field showed
very different magnetic charge dynamics, depending upon the
direction. The application of a field along with the surface
termination, which consisted of coordination-two vertices,
yielded a low frequency of lone monopoles. A field applied
transverse to this showed the creation of many closely correlated magnetic charge pairs of opposite signs, which became
separated as the field increased. Overall, the study shows that
a complex 3D magnetic lattice can be fabricated and its spin
configuration imaged [see Fig. 26(b)]. Such systems are of
great interest for future computing applications for several
reasons. First, the controlled movement of magnetic charge
upon a 3D lattice has parallels with racetrack memory type
devices. Perhaps, the advantage of these systems is the multistate functionality with 16 possible states upon each four-way
junction. When considering this over the entire array, it yields
a huge number of possible accessible states within the system,
which can be exploited for reservoir computing. Subsequently,
Sahoo et al. [241] exploited the BLS spectroscopy to measure
thermal spin waves in this novel 3DASI system. Two spinwave modes were measured [see Fig. 26(c)], whose frequencies showed a monotonic variation with the magnetic field.
Micromagnetic simulations were able to capture these modes
and show the mode profile, as shown in Fig. 26(d). Overall,
the power profile suggested that M1 was primarily focused
at lattice junctions, whereas M2 was extended throughout the
entire network. The collective spin-wave mode in the 3DASI
structure is very different to that observed in the isolated
tetrapod samples and indicates that coherent spin waves can
propagate throughout the 3D lattice, suggesting an interesting
magnonic band structure.
2) Future Challenges and Evolution of the Field: 3D
magnetic lattices are already well-suited for neuromorphic
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computing applications. They have intrinsic high-connectivity
with a random distribution of synaptic weights at junctions,
naturally realizing the essential ingredients for reservoir
computing, as seen in 2D magnetic arrays [250]. Furthermore,
the use of coherent spin-wave propagation in such systems
allows the exploration of interference-based computing. The
challenges in realizing such systems are multifaceted. The fabrication of 3D magnetic lattices poses a number of significant
challenges. Current systems, due to the use of line-of-sight
deposition, are limited to just a unit cell of lattice. Further
optimization of other deposition methods that conformally
coat the polymer may be a fruitful avenue of investigation. For
example, the use of a negative resist and electrodeposition can,
in principle, yield wires of a single domain character since
it avoids dark erosion [251]. Measurement of complex 3D
structures also poses a significant challenge. While BLS is able
to optically measure the top surface of a 3D lattice, the bulk
remains difficult to address. Novel synchrotron techniques,
such as time-resolved laminography, maybe the answer
and should allow the dynamics to be measured across the
entire structure [252].
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G. 3D Magnonic Crystals and Interconnects
In MCs, a nanoscale periodic modulation of the magnetic properties allows for tuning the magnon band structure
with permitted and prohibited frequency regions, as well as
controlling related properties, such as the group velocity or
magnon interactions. The current state of the art is focused
on the understanding of magnonic band formation in planar
1D and 2D MCs, which can be fabricated by standard nanolithographic techniques [12], [231], [253]–[255].
To integrate magnonic microcircuits and nanocircuits in the
existing electronic/spintronic technology and go even beyond
that, the development of large-scale 3D magnetic periodic
structures with high precision control of geometry and material
composition at the nanometer scale is an important challenge
now. Vertically integrated 3D magnonic structures can increase
the density of magnonic and spintronic elements to form
scalable and configurable magnonic networks. In addition,
these 3D structures can further reduce the total length of
interconnects between functional elements and increase the
device density, similar to electronics and semiconductor technologies where vertical connections (vias) are used to create
3D packages and integrated circuits.
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Fig. 28.
Schematic drawing of a 3D network of magnonic waveguides
connecting functional elements between different levels along the vertical zcoordinate. Signal encoded into SWs are represented by the blue and red
arrows.

Fig. 27. Cross section sketch of the meander-shaped (a) CoFeB film and
(c) CoFeB/Ta/NiFe bilayer unit cells with lattice constant a = 600 nm.
Comparison between measured (points) and simulated (color map) dispersion relations for (b) CoFeB and (d) CoFeB/Ta/NiFe meander structures.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [256].

First attempts to reach this goal are represented by hybrid
heterostructures with different FM layers placed in direct
contact or separated by a nonmagnetic spacer [48], [181],
[257], [258] and 3D nano-objects network [24], [239], [241].
These structures demonstrate novel spin-wave (SW) properties
originating from the vertical dynamic coupling between the
layers and the increased complexity in magnetic configurations
in three dimensions, respectively.
Meander-type FM films and multilayers, grown on the top of
periodically structured substrates [see Fig. 27(a) and (c)], are
candidates for such 3D MCs and represent a wide playground
to study the emergent properties of spin waves in 3D systems [259]. Recent studies on 3D meander-shaped films based
on metallic (CoFeB and NiFe) [212], [256] and dielectric
(YIG) [260] materials have demonstrated the ability to control
the SWs spectra, allowing for SW propagating along with the
orthogonal out-of-plane film segments.
The magnonic band structures of single CoFeB and bilayer
CoFeB/Ta/NiFe meander-shaped films measured by BLS and
corroborated by micromagnetic calculations are markedly different, both in observed modes and their dependencies on the
wave vector, i.e., whether they are stationary or dispersive in
nature. For example, a narrower width of the magnonic band
has been observed for the CoFeB/Ta/NiFe structure compared
to the CoFeB sample. This can be related to the interlayer
dipolar coupling, which changes the SW dispersion relation.
The properties of the individual modes have been further
characterized by the phase relation (in-phase or out-of-phase)
between the magnetization oscillations in the two layers and
their localization in the horizontal and vertical segments.
For both structures, the mode crossing and the absence of
a bandgap were observed at k = nπ/a (n is an odd number)

and explained in terms of the gliding-plane symmetry of the
sample [212]. An additional feature of the CoFeB/Ta/NiFe
system is the presence of the three lowest frequency modes
that exhibit a nondispersive character. These modes have a spin
precession amplitude concentrated in the topmost NiFe layer
with an increasing number of nodes in the horizontal segments.
These results demonstrate that 3D MCs introduce a new
degree of freedom to control the excitation of SW modes,
or magnon states, with defined dynamic magnetization profiles by the design of the vertical segments which connect
horizontal segments.
To assemble functional magnonic units in the multilevel
networks, inter-junctions between functional blocks placed on
the different layers of the joint magnonic circuitry are required.
The concept of 3D magnonics looks promising in this respect,
demonstrating the numerous solutions to the realization of
vertical interconnects [261]. In particular, the simplest type
of interconnects, i.e., a stripe of FM material (called the SW
bus) could be realized using the part of the unit cell of a
meander-shaped waveguide.
Fig. 28 demonstrates the concept of the 3D meander-shape
waveguide as an interconnection between the functional units
(frequency selective coupler, MCs, and power splitters) located
at different levels along the z-direction of the whole magnonic
network. Moreover, the transmission frequency band of SW
propagation in the case of Damon–Eschbach geometry remains
the same as for a single magnonic waveguide. Thus, the 3D
MCs and buses open new perspectives toward the submicrometer magnonic circuitry by increasing the density of functional
SW units providing flexible interconnection between them.
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V. L OW-E NERGY M ANIPULATION AND A MPLIFICATION
OF S PIN WAVES
Efficient interconversion of signals between electric and
spin-wave domains and electric control of SW propagation
with low energy consumption is required to develop competitive spin-wave computing devices. Conventional methods
of spin-wave excitation and manipulation based on the usage
of Oersted fields or spin torques from electric currents are
prohibitively power-hungry due to significant Ohmic losses.
A viable approach to energy-efficient SW devices is the utilization of magneto-electric effects for excitation and control
of SWs via electric fields rather than electric currents.
Sections V-A and V-B describe recent progress obtained
in the excitation and manipulation of spin waves through
voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA), taking place
at the interface between an FM (or AF) metal and a nonmagnetic insulator (NI). It is shown that VCMA can even
create virtual reconfigurable NCs for guiding spin waves.
Sections V-C–V-F address multiferroic (ferrite–ferroelectric
(FE) or ferrite–piezoelectric) hybrid structures. In straincoupled systems, total domain correlations between an FE
material and FM film can be realized. Section V-G is devoted
to a conceptually different approach for low-energy magnon
manipulation by using dissipation-free electric currents in
superconductors instead of electric fields.
A. VCMA-Based Excitation and Amplification of Spin Waves
VCMA is a magneto-electric effect observed at an interface
between an FM metal and an NI, whereby voltage-driven
electric charge accumulation at the FM/NI interface modifies
the PMA of the FM [262]. Given the high conductivity
of FMs and low capacitance of nanostructures, VCMA can
efficiently modulate PMA at microwave frequencies matching
the frequencies of SWs in the FM. Such rapid anisotropy
modulation can be used for excitation of SWs in the FM
both in the linear regime [263]–[265] and via parametric
resonance [266], [267]. Furthermore, VCMA can be utilized
to control SW propagation [268], [269]. Being essentially
free from ohmic losses in FM/NI junctions with sufficiently
thick NI barriers, VCMA SW control appears to be the
most promising effect for fast, energy-efficient excitation and
manipulation of SWs in thin metallic FMs.
The action of VCMA on SWs depends on the orientation of
the static magnetization of an FM. Linear excitation of SWs
at the microwave voltage frequency is possible only if static
magnetization in an FM film is tilted from both the in-plane
and normal directions [265], [268]. As the application of a
global magnetic field in integrated magnonic devices is not

Fig. 29. VCMA-driven parametric excitation of MTJ. (a) Sketch of MTJ;
free layer is the 1.58 nm-thick CoFeB top layer, and driving ac voltage is
applied across the MTJ. (b) Generation spectrum showing the parametric
resonance—the oscillation frequency is exactly half of the drive frequency,
and the driving ac voltage is 0.185 V. Adapted with permission from [267].
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

desirable, the local tilting of magnetization can be achieved
via stray bias fields from nearby nanomagnets.
In the in-plane and normal configurations of static magnetization realized in a zero bias magnetic field, VCMA can
only excite and amplify SWs parametrically [267], [266]
(see Fig. 29). Advanced nonlinear SW operation needed
for cascading SW logic circuits, such as SW amplitude
normalization and SW phase error correction, can be implemented via VCMA-driven parametric processes, as theoretically shown in [268]. In FM structures with in-plane static
magnetization, the parametric coupling of VCMA to SWs
differs from the conventional parallel parametric pumping
case realized in structures with normal magnetization [267].
Parametric coupling in the in-plane structures is not proportional to SW ellipticity and consequently remains large
for short-wavelength exchange-dominated SWs [270]. Therefore, VCMA can address another principal challenge in
magnonics—excitation and control of short-wavelength SWs
(λ < 100 nm). Estimates show that total losses in optimally
designed VCMA devices are dominated by intrinsic magnetic
losses, and thus, VCMA SW technology can approach the
fundamental limits of magnonic device efficiency.
VCMA-based SW logic can be seamlessly integrated with
CMOS electronics because SW signals can be efficiently converted into electric signals. Indeed, material systems exhibiting
large VCMA, such as Fe/MgO, are used in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), which can efficiently convert magnetic
oscillations into electric microwave signals via large tunneling
magneto-resistance [263], [267]. Alternatively, SW signals
can be converted into electric signals via the inverse VCMA
effect [271]. Furthermore, the problem of process integration
of MTJs with CMOS has been solved in the course of commercial spin-transfer torque memory (STT-MRAM) development,
which lays a foundation for the fabrication of large-scale
VCMA SW logic circuits integrated with CMOS electronics.
To exceed the energy efficiency of CMOS logic, VCMA
SW logic must be implemented in the form of large integrated
circuits where multiple SW logic operations are completed in
the magnetic domain before the results of the computation are
converted into electric signals. This can be implemented in
a synchronous computing scheme, where a global microwave
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drive, also serving as a global clock, is used for excitation,
amplification, and modulation of SWs.
While some elementary operations necessary for VCMA
SW logic, such as SW excitation and detection, have been
demonstrated, other key elements, such as SW amplification,
amplitude modulation, and nonlinear processing, remain to be
experimentally implemented. The next step will be the development of VCMA SW gates, such as the majority gate [264],
followed by more complex SW logic circuits.
The relatively low SW group velocity in thin FM films
limits the speed of SW circuits. The implementation of VCMA
SW circuits in AF (AFM) materials, predicted recently [272],
can solve this problem due to the high group velocities
and frequencies of SWs in AFMs. In FM materials, very
short-wavelength SWs (λ ∼10 nm) must be employed in order
to overcome this challenge and achieve high SW group velocities. The development of FM/NI or AFM/NI heterostructures
with enhanced VCMA efficiency and low Gilbert damping is
another promising direction of research for future VCMA SW
technology.
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B. Low-Energy Manipulation of Spin Waves by Electric Fields
The logic operations in a proposed spin-wave (SW) computing device are performed by SW interferences, and the
interconnections are made by SWs. One of the essential tasks
would be manipulating SW properties, such as amplitude,
frequency, wavevector, band structure, damping, and nonreciprocity at the cost of ultralow power with minimal time
delay. The VCMA, i.e., electric field (E)-induced modulation
of interfacial magnetic anisotropy (IMA), can fulfill the above
requirements (see Fig. 30).
Apart from excitation [263], [265], the VCMA has proven
to be an efficient tool for manipulating FMR [273] and
SWs [274]. Rana et al. [274] observed that VCMA induces a
significant SW frequency shift in ultrathin FM films. VCMA
can even create virtual reconfigurable NCs for guiding SWs.
Interestingly several closely spaced parallel NCs can be
formed, and SWs with tunable frequency and wavelength can
propagate through a single NC or group of desired NCs. These
NCs can be applied to design various SW logic gates [275].
When SWs transmit through parallel NCs, the magnonic band
structures and corresponding band gaps are tunable by gate
voltage, which may be beneficial for developing SW filters
and attenuators [269]. The damping constant of ultrathin FM
films can also be tuned by an electric field, just like IMA.
Rana et al. [276] observed both linear and nonlinear modulations of damping and explained that the presence of the Rashba
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Fig. 30.
Current status, future challenges, and perspectives of electric
field-induced manipulation of spin waves.

spin-orbit coupling (RSOC) and the electric field dependence
of Rashba strength is the origin behind the observed nonlinear
modulation. The choice of the buffer layer and oxide materials
solely decides the weight of linear to nonlinear damping
behavior. Thus, by choosing suitable material and through
interface engineering, one may achieve a condition to tune
damping parameters in a nonlinear fashion to develop lowpower SW amplifiers and attenuators.
Even after all these successes, the VCMA-induced method
faces some critical challenges: the low value of the VCMA
coefficient for FM/oxide heterostructures. Although interface
engineering, e.g., inserting an ultrathin heavy metallic layer or
doping with heavy metals at FM/oxide interfaces, can increase
the VCMA coefficient up to a few hundreds of fJ·V−1 m−1 ,
it is still below the minimum criterion of ∼pJ·V−1 m−1 . Meanwhile, some alternative ideas, such as voltage-controlled redox
reactions, charge trapping, and electromigration, came up, but
they are not applicable for developing faster and miniaturized
magnonic devices. Unfortunately, attention has not been paid
to investigate the effect of interface engineering on other
interfacial properties, such as damping, iDMI, and RSOC,
which also affects the SW properties significantly. One of the
future directions of research would be to address this issue.
The selection of appropriate materials is the key to improve
device performance. For instance, by choosing FiM insulators
and Heusler alloys, one may achieve a higher VCMA coefficient while reducing the damping constant. Unfortunately,
VCMA phenomena have not been observed yet in these
materials. Magnetic 2D materials and their heterostructures
would be other promising candidates due to their fascinating
interfacial properties. Apart from discovering new materials,
the study of magnons and various interfacial properties in these
materials has started very recently. AF thin films generate
short wavelength coherent SWs with THz frequency, essential
for developing ultrafast SW computing devices. Hence, it will
be very demanding to investigate and electrically control the
physical phenomena at AF interfaces.
Another intriguing research direction would be to find
and optimize novel E-induced methods to manipulate SWs.
An electric field applied perpendicularly to the SW wave
vector and magnetization has been shown to induce the
Aharanov–Casher effect [277], which can significantly change
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the SW phase and make SW dispersion anisotropic. Interestingly, the iDMI can also be modulated by an electric
field E like IMA [278], which is very important to control
nonreciprocity in SW frequency. Novel device functionalities, such as nonreciprocal transport and efficient manipulation of magnons, may be achieved by coupling SWs
with other quasiparticles, such as phonons. In principle, the
magnon–phonon coupling strength is also tunable by an electric field by modulating iDMI and IMA [279], which has
not been demonstrated yet. Consequently, new ideas, such as
E control of induced in-plane anisotropy at FM/oxide interfaces [280], can also be implemented for manipulating SW
properties.
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C. Electromagnonic Crystals for Spin-Wave Computing
Multiferroics in a form of waveguide structures composed of
ferrite and FE layers provide a possibility for dual-broadband
magnetic and fast electric tuning. This unique feature is
based on the electrodynamic coupling between the spin
and electromagnetic waves (magnon–photon interaction) in
the layered ferrite–FE (multiferroic) heterostructures. These
coupled excitations are referred to as spin-electromagnetic
waves (SEWs). By analogy to natural multiferroic solids,
the quanta of these excitations are considered as electroactive magnons or electromagnons. The multiferroic periodical
structures, called electromagnonic crystals (EMCs), demonstrate electrically and magnetically tunable band gaps, where
propagation of the electromagnons is forbidden [281], [282]
(see Fig. 31).
As it was shown earlier, the effective coupling at microwave
frequencies is achieved in the structures fabricated with relatively thick (200–500 μm) FE layers. Such thicknesses of
the FE layer lead to relatively high control voltages (up
to 1000 V) needed for an effective electric tuning of the
SEW dispersion. In order to reduce the control voltage, allthin-film multiferroic heterostructures have been proposed
and experimentally tested [283], [284]. Recent advances in
this field include the development of theoretical models of
thin-film EMCs based on a slot transmission line [285] and a
CPW [286].
Further progress in this direction lies in the experimental
verification of the theoretical models, miniaturization of multiferroic heterostructures to the nanoscale, and the development of a technology for thin-film EMCs. The single-channel
structures can be used as tunable phase shifters and filters.
In the general case, multichannel structures can be fabricated (see Fig. 31). They would be promising for controlled

Fig. 31. From all-thin film one channel EMCs to 2D and 3D voltagecontrolled magnonics.

magnon switching between channels and basic elements for
spin-wave magnonic logic circuits, reservoir computers, and
so on.
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D. Magnon Straintronics
Due to the dipolar and exchange interaction, the spinwave quasiparticle (magnon) flows and carries a spin angular
momentum in the form of propagating spin waves (SWs).
Heat generation and energy consumption in CMOS architecture require looking for new ways to a data processing
paradigm. A spin-wave computing paradigm being based on
the interaction of the propagating SWs [287] needs energyefficient and fast mechanisms of magnon transport control.
The tunability by means of both the value and orientation of a
bias magnetic field change leads to high energy consumption
and is accompanied by a low tunability rate due to unavoidable effects of the electromagnet’s inductivity. Providing a
reconfigurable landscape of magnetization within the path
of the SW via the focusing of laser light on FM films is
also accompanied by relatively fast heating but slow cooling
transition processes. Planar integrated multiferroic structures
(ferrite–FE or ferrite–piezoelectric) [288]–[290] are used as a
promising alternative in beyond-CMOS computing technology
with low-level energy consumption and reduced Joule heating.
This way the solution to the problem of the operation speed is
limited by the properties of the piezoelectric component of the
FEs. The fabrication of FM/semiconductor interfaces leads to
the reliable transformation of spin-wave spectra accompanied
by the nonreciprocal propagation of SWs due to the variation of the conductivity in semiconductor films [291]. The
operational speed could be increased due to photo-induced
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Fig. 32. (a) Schematic drawing of artificial composite magnonic heterostructure: lateral MCs and piezoelectric layer with separated electrodes. Cross
section is shown on the inset of (a), (b) transmission response and spin-wave
dispersion, and (c) tunability of the magnonic band gaps as a result of the
variation of applied voltage. The bias magnetic field is H0 = 1300 Oe.

conductivity variation. Local and/or distributed deformation
in the magnetic medium can be achieved by static mechanical
stress or an electric field acting on one of the phases of the
artificial composite magnonic heterostructure that contains the
piezoelectric and magnetic phases [18], [274], [292]. The latter
could consist of a lateral ensemble of MCs [26] with period
D = 200 μm, as shown in Fig. 32(a), where MC1 and MC2
refer to adjacent magnonic-crystal waveguides [259], [293].
The piezo-layer (PZT) is strain coupled with MC1 and MC2
in a periodical manner, as it is demonstrated in the inset
of Fig. 32(a). The electrodes on PZT are localized in the
area of each MC. The structure is placed in a bias magnetic
field directed along the short axis of each magnonic-crystal
waveguide. Lateral coupled MC demonstrates the formation of
a couple of the band gaps at the spin-wave wavenumber almost
equal to the Bragg wavenumber kb = π/D [see Fig. 32(b)].
The variation of the voltage applied between one of the
electrodes and the electrode on top of the PZT layer results in
the formation of only one tunable band gap at kb : a positive
value of the applied voltage leads to a redshift of the gap,
while a negative voltage to a blueshift [see Fig. 32(c)].
Thus, deformation-induced physical effects in magnonic
structures can be used to create energy-efficient complex 2D
and 3D topologies for magnon devices and heterostructures.
The observed effect is associated with the local variation of the
internal magnetic field due to inverse magnetostriction (Villari
effect), which manifests itself in the area of closest proximity
of YIG and PZT phase as in the case of the considered
lateral heterostructure MC/PZT [259]. At the same time,
the development of technological processes for nanometer-
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Fig. 33. (a) Schematic of a multiferroic heterostructure with a fully correlated
FM/FE domain structure. (b) and (c) Time-resolved Kerr effect microscopy
images and line profiles of propagating spin waves in an Fe/BaTiO3 sample
before (b) and after (c) application of an electric field. The excitation
frequency is slightly above the FMR of the a domain and well above the
FMR of the c domain. (d) Modulation of the spin-wave amplitude by an
electric field. The data compares the amplitude decay in an Fe film over an
8 μm distance when an electric field moves a magnetic domain wall into or
away from the transmission area. (e) Modulation of the spin-wave phase as a
function of the a domain width.

scale magnonics [294] and the manufacture of composite
nanometer-thick MC/PZT opens the route for next-generation
devices for an energy-saving data processing paradigm based
on straintronic approaches.
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E. Electric-Field Control of Spin Waves in Multiferroic Heterostructures
Multiferroic heterostructures allow for low-energy manipulation of spin waves through interface coupling of FM
and FE parameters. In strain-coupled systems, full-domain
correlations between an FE material and FM film have been
realized [see Fig. 33(a)] [295], [296]. In such composites, the
magnetic anisotropy of the FM film is modulated regularly,
and the magnetic domain walls are pinned onto straight FE
domain boundaries. The pinning of magnetic domain walls
offers attractive prospects for magnonics, as it allows for
the excitation of short-wavelength spin waves [297], [298]
and magnetic-field-programmable filtering of spin-wave signals [299]. Also, due to interface strain coupling, the magnetization of stripe domains in multiferroic heterostructures is
uniform, which alleviates the need for magnetic bias fields in
spin-wave experiments.
Applying a voltage across the multiferroic heterostructure
sketched in Fig. 33(a) results in the growth of one domain
type at the expense of the other via the lateral motion of
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the FE boundaries and pinned magnetic domain walls [300].
Switching of the voltage polarity reverses the effect. As the
two types of domains exhibit different spin-wave dispersion
relations, an electric-field-induced change of the domain structure alters the transmission of spin waves. Fig. 33(b) and (c)
illustrates this effect for an epitaxial Fe film grown onto
an FE BaTiO3 substrate [301]. Depending on frequency and
measurement configuration, the applied electric field alters the
amplitude and phase of the spin waves largely independently.
Amplitude modulation is attained at frequencies where one of
the magnetic domains allows spin-wave propagation, but the
other does not. Moving a single domain wall into or away from
the film area between the source and detector then changes
the spin-wave amplitude reversibly [see Fig. 33(d)]. Phase
modulation relies on spin-wave transmission across multiple
domains and an electric-field controlled modification of the
domain widths. An almost linear variation of the spin-wave
phase with domain width has been observed experimentally
[see Fig. 33(e)] [301].
Electric-field control of magnetism in multiferroic heterostructures offers a low-power mechanism for spin-wave
manipulation at room temperature. To date, most proof-ofprinciple experiments utilize thick single-crystal FE substrates,
necessitating the use of relatively large voltages. For practical
devices, the voltage pulses should be substantially smaller.
Epitaxial FE or multiferroic films could satisfy this requirement (see Section V-F). Other directions of future research
include strain-engineering of regular domain patterns and the
growth of multiferroic heterostructures on CMOS-compatible
substrates.
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F. Voltage-Controlled, Reconfigurable Magnonic Crystal at the
Submicrometer Scale
In the past years, there has been tremendous progress toward
on-chip magnonics, such as the realization of submicrometer
scaled integrated magnonic half-adders [48]. The successful
integration of magnonics concepts into CMOS technologies
will, however, require voltage control capabilities to achieve
low-energy operations. Logic magnonic circuits will also
depend on analog building blocks that will need to be both
scalable and reconfigurable at the submicrometer scale.
Within magnonics, MCs are particularly interesting for spin
wave-based computing due to their ease in controlling and
manipulating the spin-wave dispersion relation [26]. They are
built by introducing a periodic variation of one parameter of
the spin-wave free energy. Current approaches either employ
static or bulk reconfigurable MCs. For instance, a static,
nano-scaled MC based on 20 nm-thick width-modulated YIG
waveguides was recently shown [530]. In parallel, the available
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Fig. 34. Voltage-controlled MC. (a) Experimental setup with uniform (top)
and periodic (bottom) domains in an FM (LSMO)/multiferroic (BFO) heterostructure. (b) Transmission inductance amplitude from propagative spinwave spectroscopy. The bandgap with suppression >20 dB is clearly visible
for the periodic domain configuration, while it is vanishing, i.e., reconfigured
in a subsequent uniform BFO domain polarization. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [302]. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.

reconfigurable MCs exhibit dimensions at the microscale and
require external sources, such as lasers [303].
To that respect, multiferroics provide a promising road
for reconfigurable nanoscale magnonic devices with built-in
coupling between electrical polarization and magnetization
degrees of freedom. Their Gilbert damping is, however, too
high to allow for magneto-static spin-wave propagation. Theoretically, it was shown that a control over the FE domain
states modulates the magnetoelectric coupling at the interface, and in turn, the spin-wave properties could allow for
the voltage control of spin-wave propagation by means of
such type of MC [304]. By fabricating a fully epitaxial
heterostructure of the multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) and the FM
La2/3 Sr1/3 MnO3 (LSMO), a reconfigurable, voltage-controlled
MC was recently demonstrated (see Fig. 34). By means of
the magneto-electrical coupling, the reconfigurable control
over the spin-wave propagation in LSMO was achieved via
modulating the FE polarization state in BFO. Accordingly,
imprinting periodic FE domains (periodicity of 500 nm) in
BFO resulted in an artificial MC in LSMO with >20 dB
rejection at the magnonic bandgap [302].
This proof-of-concept experiment shows the combination of magnonics and functional oxides, and among them,
multiferroics are highly promising for novel and multifunctional magnonic-oxitronic devices beyond CMOS spin-wave
computing. Despite this progress, the exact physical processes
governing the magneto-electric coupling at the interface need
to be further investigated. The future control over the spinwave dispersion via a locally controllable FE polarization
state could also enable new approaches for a spin-wave logic
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based on reconfigurable conduits, providing important building
blocks for magnon-based information processing.
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G. Magnon Fluxonics
Low-energy manipulation of spin waves is, nowadays, at the
forefront of magnonics research. One way, as previously discussed in this section, implies the manipulation of spin waves
by electric fields. Another fundamental approach is the use of
magnonic materials in combination with dissipation-free currents in superconductors. In addition to zero resistivity, superconductors behave as ideal diamagnets exhibiting the Meissner
effect (see Section III-B), which consists in the expulsion
of magnetic flux from their interior. Furthermore, the majority of technologically relevant nanoscale superconductors are
superconductors of type II. In the presence of moderately
strong magnetic fields (as those usually used for magnonic
devices), they are penetrated by a lattice of magnetic flux
quanta (Abrikosov vortices or fluxons). In this way, the combination of magnonics with fluxonics—the research domain
concerned with the confinement and manipulation of magnetic
flux quanta in nanoengineered superconductors [305]—makes
accessible a rich palette of physical phenomena at the interface
between spin-wave and superconductors physics.
Recently, the predicted [306] fluxon–magnon interactions
have been realized experimentally in a Nb/Py heterostructure [173] [see Fig. 35(a)]. The periodic modulation of the
local magnetic field emanating from the vortex cores made it
possible to observe Bloch-like bandgaps in the magnon frequency spectrum. The reconfigurability of the fluxon-induced
MC is achieved via tuning the vortex lattice parameter through
the biasing magnetic field variation. Furthermore, fluxons
were moved by the Lorentz-type force induced by an applied
current, thereby acting as a moving Bragg grating and leading
to Doppler shifts of the magnon bandgap frequencies [173].
In the following investigations [307], the vortex ratchet
effect occurring in an asymmetric washboard vortex pinning
potential [305] was used to achieve nonreciprocal spin-wave
transport. In such a system, the application and polarity
reversal of a dc current of 100 μA resulted in bandgap shifts
of about 2 GHz (corresponding to 10 GHz/mA tunability).
Furthermore, the application of an ac transport current at a
power of 2 nW resulted in bandgap frequency shifts by up to
±100 MHz on the 10 ns time scale [307].
Another emerging research direction is related to the regime
of ultra-fast vortex motion [309] with the predicted radiation
of spin waves via the Cherenkov mechanism [310] when the
velocity of a perfectly ordered vortex lattice is equal to the

Fig. 35. (a) Py/Nb hybrid nanostructure for investigations of the magnonfluxon interactions [173], adapted with permission from [307]. Spin waves
are excited by antenna 1, propagate through the Py waveguide, and are
detected by antenna 2. The vortex lattice induces a spatially periodic magnetic
field h(x, y) in Py, which becomes alternating in time when the vortices
move under the action of the transport current. (b) Match of the frequency
and the wavevector of the spin wave and the fast-moving vortex lattice
( f SW = f VL and kSW = kVL ) results in the Cherenkov radiation of spin
waves, as demonstrated experimentally in [308].

phase velocity of the spin wave in the same (or adjacent)
medium [see Fig. 35(b)]. To achieve such a regime, ultrahigh vortex velocities (>1 km/s) are required. However, the
phenomenon of flux-flow instability [311] prevents its experimental observation. Recently, an Nb–C direct-write superconductor was fabricated by focused ion beam-induced deposition
(FIBID, see Section IV-C). Featuring high-structural uniformity, short electron relaxation time, and close-to-depairing
critical current, this system enabled the experimental realization of vortex velocities of up to 15 km/s [309]. In this way,
the magnon Cherenkov radiation was discovered experimentally [308]. The observed emission was unidirectional (spin
wave propagates in the direction of motion of the vortex
lattice), monochromatic (magnon wavelength is equal to the
vortex lattice parameter), and coherent (spin-wave phase is
self-locked due to quantum interference with eddy currents in
the superconductor) with magnon wavelengths down to 36 nm.
To summarize, the interplay between superconducting and
magnonics physics opens a plethora of new physical phenomena attractive also for future applications in the classical and quantum regimes. The main challenges in this
research direction are the need for a perfectly crystalline
fast-moving vortex lattice, stability of fluxons as moving
topological objects, and engineering of complex 2D and 3D
superconductor–ferromagnet hybrid nanostructures.
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VI. B OOLEAN S PIN -WAVE L OGIC G ATES
AND M AGNONIC C IRCUITRY
Digital data have thoroughly replaced analog data in modern
computers and information technologies. Thus, the focus of
magnon-based data processing was placed on the operations
with Boolean data. The original idea to use spin waves for such
operations was proposed by Hertel et al. [312], and significant
progress in this direction took place over the last decade.
It is currently the most advanced sub-branch of magnon-based
computing, which is already at the edge between physics and
engineering.
In Section VI-A, we discuss spin-wave diodes and circulators that are of importance for RF applications and are
crucial for complex magnonic networks. Their usage allows
for the suppression of parasitic reflections in circuits, the
destructive role of which increases with the increase in
the number of elements. Further, we discuss nano-scaled
purpose-engineered magnonic RF units in which information
is carried and processed via spin waves. The logic gates
based on nonlinear spin waves are addressed in Section VI-C
and the spin-wave pseudospin and magnon valleytronics in
Section VI-D.
In Section VI-E, spin-wave majority gates are discussed.
Such gates attract special attention since, depending on the
way of estimation, one majority gate can replace around ten
transistors in CMOS. The recently realized inline majority gate
allowed for the significant miniaturization of the device and
the improvement of its characteristics. Furthermore, a nanoscale directional coupler is presented in Section VI-F. This
device is also of interest for RF and unconventional computing
and allows for efficient operations with Boolean data. Thus,
a magnonic half-adder comprising of two directional couplers
was demonstrated numerically and benchmarked. It was shown
that such an approach in combination with low-energy spinwave amplification (see Section V-A) allows for the realization
of a device with comparable to 7 nm CMOS footprint and ten
times smaller energy consumption.
The finalizing Sections VI-G–VI-I in Section VI have engineering character. The first one addresses the model that allows
for the realization of complex magnonic circuits based on
the magnonic directional couplers. The model is tested on
the example of the 32-bit ripple carry adder. Section VI-H
addresses the general question of cascading of logic gates
and circuits. Finally, the questions of circuitry and amplifier
designs for magneto-electric interfaces are discussed. This
question is of high importance, considering that magnonic
nano-waveguides carry very little power, and interfacing with
electronics might be a challenging task.

Fig. 36.
Functionality of the spin-wave diode based on unidirectional
coupling in (a) forward and (b) reverse directions. Reprinted figures (a) and
(b) with permission from [313]. Copyright 2020 by the American Physical
Society. (c) Mode of operation of the spin-wave circulator based on the
unidirectional coupling [313].

A. Spin-Wave Diodes and Circulators
The control of wave propagation (see Section III-E) is
an important issue in computing based on spin waves
(see Sections VI-E–VI-G). The devices with the property of
irreversibility, such as diode and circulator, are used to reroute
the signal (see Section VI-F) or to protect the areas from
unwanted communication. For that reason, they require the
nonreciprocal mechanism to be used. The first spin-wave diode
model used the chiral interaction with the resonator magnetized in the direction perpendicular to the waveguide (see
Section III-D) [183]. The next solution took advantage of the
domain-wall circuit with the easy-axis surface anisotropy and
the asymmetry of the spin-wave propagation in the waveguide
with the DMI [94]. This interaction was also used to propose
the effect of the unidirectional coupling where the wave can
be transmitted between the waveguides only in one direction
of propagation and led to design both diode and circulator
(see Fig. 36) [313]. Another circulator was proposed based
on the dipolar interaction with the resonator taking advantage
of circulating modes [314] and based on the inverse-design
method (see Section VII-C) [119]. The first experimental
realization of the spin-wave diode was made for the doublelayer system in which the dispersion modeling was used to
slow down a spin wave in one direction of propagation [180].
However, there is still a lack of experimental realization of the
spin-wave circulator.
The biggest challenge laid before the design of these devices
is to combine all expected properties, such as size, time of
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operation, and energy loss. The efficiency is higher for a larger
device, which is connected to more time needed to make the
operation on the spin wave. The problem with the increased
time required for operation can be also attributed to the devices
based on the resonators as the resonance effect has to be
excited properly. The losses of the signal going into the designated direction should be as small as possible simultaneously
with the least possible leakage to the undesired directions. Low
losses can be achieved using ultralow-damping material, such
as YIG, but its properties are hampering the downsizing of
the devices, which can be done easier with metallic magnetic
materials, such as CoFe, CoFeB, or permalloy, but at the cost
of higher damping (see Section II-D).
The diodes and circulators are inevitable elements of any
complex circuit where the wave-like signals are nonreciprocally guided. Depending on the preferable properties and
the particular circuit design, different materials and working
principles can be used to fabricate the magnonic diodes and
circulators. Nevertheless, the nonreciprocal devices can find
many applications, for instance: 1) signal duplexers, where
the signal in the bi-directional bus/waveguide is directed to
the receiver and form the transmitter; 2) signal possessing in
one-port devices, where the reflected signal must be separated
from the input signal; or 3) signal isolation.
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B. Nano-Scaled Purpose-Engineered Magnonic RF Units
Local modification of magnetic properties is a key to
design the nanoscale magnonic devices in which information
is carried and processed via spin waves. One of the biggest
challenges here is to fabricate simple and reconfigurable
magnetic elements with broad tunability. While patterning of
thin films has been established as a standard technique for
the fabrication of “high-magnetic-contrast” magnonic conduits
(T-junctions, MCs, and so on), the combination of additive and
subtractive manufacturing by focused ion and electron beams
[see Fig. 37(a) and (b)] allows gradual tailoring of magnetic
properties. Thus, milling of nanoholes (antidots) in directwrite Co microdisks allowed one to realize the magnetization
reversal via metastable states with half antivortices [315]. The
post-growth irradiation of Co/Pt-based heterostructures with
5 kV electrons resulted in the formation of a hard magnetic
CoPt L10 phase at their interface with control on the lateral
mesoscale [316]. The ion irradiation-induced evolution of
the magnetic parameters of thin films and nanostructures is
another powerful approach [198].
Recently, a miniature highly tunable spin-wave shifter was
experimentally realized upon a single nanogroove milled
by a focused ion beam in a Co–Fe microsized magnonic
waveguide [317]. The microscopic mechanism of the phase
shift in this device is based on the combined action of
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Fig. 37. (a) Illustration of the process of FEBID for the fabrication of
magnetic nanodisks with a close-to-bulk saturation magnetization: after each
pass over the sample surface (1), the beam is parked outside of the disk
for the given time τi (2). The writing process is continued until the desired
nanodisk thickness is achieved (3). (b) Irradiation with a Ga ion beam leads
to a reduction of magnetization. (c) Experimental geometry for the spatially
resolved microwave spectroscopy of individual magnetic elements (not to
scale). A substrate with a series of nanodisks is placed face-to-face to a gold
CPW for spin-wave excitations in the out-of-plane field geometry. Adapted
with permission from [319].

the nanogroove as a geometrical defect and the decreased
saturation magnetization (Ms ) under the groove because of
the incorporation of Ga ions during the milling process. At the
same time, the broad tunability of the composition of directwrite nanostructures appealed for the development of the
methodology to determine the magnetic properties of individual nanoelements. To this end, spatially resolved microwave
spectroscopy was developed [see Fig. 37(c)], allowing the
precise determination of Ms and the exchange stiffness A
of individual circular magnetic elements with volumes down
to 10−3 μm3 [318]. The key component of the setup is a
CPW whose microsized central part is placed over a movable
substrate with well-separated magnetic nanodisks under study.
Recently, this technique was employed to experimentally
demonstrate a continuous tuning of Ms and A in directwrite Co–Fe disks [319]. The achieved Ms variation in the
range from 720 to 1430 emu/cm3 bridges the gap between
the Ms values of widely used magnonic materials, such as
permalloy and CoFeB, opening a way toward nanoscale 2D
and 3D systems with purpose-engineered and space-varying
magnetic properties. The synthesis of novel materials and the
exploration of static and dynamic magnetic configurations,
therein, represent essential directions of investigations in this
domain [224].
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C. Logic Gates Based on Nonlinear Spin Waves
The development of spin-wave (SW) logic gates is promising for the fabrication of the magnonic logic circuits (see [27],
[314], [320] and [321]). The first SW logic gate was proposed
by Kostylev et al. [322]. The device had a structure of the
Mach–Zehnder interferometer controlled by pulses of electric
current. After that, a considerable amount of theoretical and
experimental work was carried out to develop the magnonic
logic gates (see [27]).
Linear and nonlinear spin waves propagating in YIG films
and MCs are used as a basis for magnonic logic development.
Special attention is given for the realization of all-magnon
logic circuits providing the possibility for a cascade connection
of logic gates. Such circuits can be fabricated with nonlinear
SW components.
To date, nonlinear SW logic gates are realized with two
schemes. The first scheme is nonlinear SW interferometer
of the Mach–Zehnder type [314], [323], [324]. In the work
of [324], the interferometer branches comprised magnon transistors. The working effect was the nonlinear magnon–magnon
scattering in the transistors. Different phenomena were utilized
in the work of [314]. It was a nonlinear phase shift of
spin waves emerging in the interferometer branches with an
increase in operating spin-wave power.
The second scheme used for logic gates is a nonlinear SW
directional coupler [48], [325]. The principle of operation of
this device is based on a power-dependent coupling. It provides
a power-dependent switching of spin-wave pulses between two
channels. This functionality was realized with structures of a
branch-line coupler [325] and side-coupled waveguides [48].
Note that the nonlinear spin-wave coupling in the latter structure was investigated only recently [326].
Further progress in this area appears to be in the search
for new spin-wave effects and new magnonic circuits for
the realization of logic functions, as well as miniaturization
of the components. An example of successful logic gate
miniaturization is reported recently in [48].
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D. Spin-Wave Pseudospin and Magnon Valleytronics
Traditionally, spin-wave amplitude and phase have been
considered as the main resources to transmit and manipulate
information in magnonics. However, there is another way to
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encode the Boolean data into spin waves that are based on
spin-wave pseudospin [327]. This method uses the peculiar
double-valley shape of the spin-wave dispersion relation in
the backward volume geometry, which leads to the existence
of two degenerate spin-wave modes at frequencies below that
of the FMR. Each of the two modes resides in its own valley
and may, therefore, be assigned a pseudospin. This pseudospin
can be switched by scattering the spin wave from decreases of
the bias magnetic field, while it is immune to scattering from
field increases [327]. Chiral magnonic resonators (discussed in
Section III-D) can be used not only to create spin waves with
a pseudospin defined by their magnetization [179] but also to
read it out [182], [183].
The combination of our abilities to create, manipulate, and
then read out the spin-wave pseudospin could enable us to
develop a spin-wave version of valleytronics—“magnon valleytronics.” As with any emerging technology, the first step is
to prove experimentally the theoretical predictions from [327]
and then to optimize the device performance. The recent
results obtained in the studies of magnonic Bose–Einstein
condensates (BECs) [328] prove the experimental feasibility of
magnon valleytronics. The fabrication of downscaled samples
with relatively steep gradients of the magnonic index [329] is
likely to be the main challenge for this concept. Theoretically,
it needs to be extended to 2D problems, e.g., oblique incidence,
and GRIN profiles, e.g., lenses [330]. Overall, it remains to see
whether this idea will transform into a topic of practical value.
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E. Spin-Wave Majority Gates
Spin-wave logic has particularly focused on the design
and realization of compact spin-wave majority gates. Majority
gates [331] and inverters form a universal logic gate set that
allows for the design of any logic circuit while potentially
resulting in significant circuit complexity and area reductions
with respect to conventional CMOS Boolean gate-based counterparts [332].
The most promising approach for spin-wave majority gate
design relies on spin-wave phase information encoding and
makes use of spin-wave interference for computation. This
is because the phase of the output wave generated by the
interference of an odd number of input waves with phases 0
or π corresponds to the majority of the phases of the input
waves. In such an approach, an inverter corresponds simply to
a delay line with a length of half of the spin wavelength.
Several designs of spin-wave majority gates have been
proposed, such as trident [333]–[336], inline [294], or laddershaped [337] designs (see Fig. 38). The first proof of concept
was realized by mm-scale trident designs using YIG as the
magnetic conduit material and inductive antennas as transducers between the spin-wave and the microwave domains [335].
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F. Spin-Wave Directional Coupler for Magnonic Half-Adder

Fig. 38.
Designs of spin-wave majority gates based (a) and (b) on
mm-scaled YIG waveguides, (c) sub-μm wide CoFeB waveguide, and
(d) nano-scaled CoFeB waveguides. (a) Reprinted with permission from [335].
Copyright 2017 American Institute of Physics. (b) Reprinted with permission
from [336]. Copyright 2017 Nature. (c) Reprinted with permission from [294].
Copyright 2020 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
(d) Reprinted with permission from [337]. Copyright 2020 American Institute
of Physics.

The operation of these devices allowed for the demonstration
of the full majority function truth table including the possibility to distinguish between strong and weak majority. However, the trident design is difficult to scale to submicrometer
dimensions due to strong reflection of spin waves at the bends
of the structure although the operation in scaled devices has
been shown by micromagnetic simulations for certain material
parameters and dimensions in the μm range.
Smaller sizes can be reached by inline or ladder-shaped
majority gate designs. Recently, the operation of a sub-μm
inline spin-wave majority gate based on a CoFeB conduit
with a width of 850 nm has been demonstrated [294]. The
behavior of these devices has been imaged using time-resolved
X-ray microscopy and studied in more detail by electrical
spectroscopy. Like their much larger YIG counterparts, these
devices allowed for the demonstration full majority truth
table, including the distinction between strong and weak
majority within a frequency band of approximately 300 MHz.
In addition, the devices allowed for the realization of
frequency-division multiplexing and the possibility to use different transducers as flexible inputs or outputs. Micromagnetic
simulations indicated a potential gate delay of less than 1 ns.
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A directional coupler is a standard device that has been
widely used in the field of microwave engineering and photonics to guide or separate signals in circuits. A macroscopic
magnonic directional coupler has been investigated experimentally using BLS spectroscopy by Sadovnikov et al. [326],
[338]. It has been shown that SW coupling efficiency between
the arms of the coupler depends on both the geometry of
magnonic waveguides and the characteristics of the interacting
SW modes. Following this idea, a directional coupler was
investigated numerically at the nanoscale [339], and recently,
it has been realized and investigated experimentally (see
Fig. 39) [48].
The physical mechanism of the spin-wave direction
coupler is relatively straightforward. The spin-wave dispersion curve splits into antisymmetric and symmetric modes
due to the dipolar coupling between two closely placed
waveguides [338], [339]. The interference between these
modes in each waveguide results in an energy oscillation
between the waveguides. The distance that a spin wave propagates before a complete energy transfer from one waveguide to
another has taken place is defined as the coupling length and
strongly depends on the geometrical sizes of the waveguides,
the distance between them, the relative magnetization orientation, and the spin-wave wavelength. The control of these
parameters allows realizing different functionalities. For example, the directional coupler can be used as a power splitter,
filter, delay line, or frequency multiplexer in the linear regime
due to the frequency-dependent coupling length [48], [339].
Moreover, the coupling length is nonreciprocal in specially
designed structures, which can be used for the realization of
spin-wave diodes and circulators [313] (see Section VI-A).
The main challenge in the directional couplers’ further
evolution is the need to switch from dipolar to exchange spin
waves with higher velocities and smaller wavelengths. The
dipolar coupling between the exchange waves vanishes even
in closely placed waveguides, so it should be replaced by
the exchange coupling or any other mechanism in specialized
hybrid structures.
One of the key advantages offered by spin waves is their
pronounced natural nonlinearities compared to the relatively
low intrinsic nonlinearity of light. The operation of a directional coupler in a nonlinear regime was originally investigated
in [326]. MCs (see Section IV-G) were embedded in the arms
of the directional coupler, and it was demonstrated that the
nonlinear spin-wave phase shift and nonlinear transformation of spin-wave stray field profile [189] lead to a nonlinear switching regime at the frequencies near the forbidden
magnonic gap. In a weaker nonlinear regime, the coupling
length depends on the spin-wave amplitude, and the device
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Fig. 39. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the directional coupler (shaded in blue) with the U-shaped antenna for the spin-wave excitation.
An external magnetic field of 56 mT is applied along the YIG conduits, and
spin waves are detected using micro-focused BLS. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [48]. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.

acts as a signal switch when spin waves of different amplitudes
are guided to different outputs of the directional coupler [48].
This nonlinear switch can be used for RF applications (e.g.,
as power limiters or signal-to-noise enhancers), for future
neuromorphic computing (see Section VII-D), or, as it has
been shown in [48], for the processing of Boolean data.
A half-adder suitable for cascading with other elements is
an essential building element of a computational circuit. It was
demonstrated numerically that a magnonic half-adder can be
constructed using two spin-wave directional couplers [48].
One operates in the linear regime as a power splitter and the
other as the nonlinear switch described above that performs
an AND logic operation. The benchmarking of the half-adder
was performed. It was found that such a device consisting of
three planar nanowires replaces around 14 transistors in CMOS
implementations, and the total footprint of the 30 nm-based
YIG magnonic structure is comparable to the 7 nm CMOS,
but the magnonic half-adder is around two to three orders
of magnitude slower. A still missing element of such a
half-adder is an amplifier, which should be installed at the “S”
output to amplify the signal four times. The analysis shows
that only the parametric amplifier based on the VCMA is
suitable for the required low-energy amplification [48]. The
energy consumption of the half-adder with accounting for the
theoretically estimated energy needed for the amplification is
about 5 aJ and seven times smaller compared to the 7 nm
CMOS. The first steps in the experimental realization of such
a spin-wave amplifier are taken (see Section V-A), but the fully
functioning amplifier remains a challenge.
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implement any logic function. Recent work from [48] showed
the half-adder structure as a potential building block for allmagnonic digital circuits. Two technology nodes have been
proposed, 100 and 30 nm, where the node corresponds to
the width of the waveguide. The magnonic half-adder has the
peculiarity to integrate both the XOR and AND logic functions.
It consists of a combination of directional couplers [326],
one operating in the linear regime (DC1), and the second
one operating in the nonlinear regime (DC2). By tuning the
gap between the couplers [339] and their physical geometries
(length and thickness), it is possible to obtain a logic behavior,
which is encoded in the presence of the excited spin wave
(logic 1) and its absence (logic 0) [48]. However, the lack of
tools and simplified computational models makes it difficult
for researchers the understanding of drawbacks/advantages of
proposed devices.
In all computer architectures, implementing the summation is one of the most important operations. Moreover, the
full-adder and the ripple carry adder are among the circuits
considered when benchmarking beyond CMOS technologies
(see the methodology proposed in [340]). The core element
developed in [48] can be used to implement more complex
circuits. The major challenge of exploring larger all-magnonic
circuits is to have methodologies able to simulate such complex designs with good accuracy in evaluating the physical
behavior of the devices. Recently, a compact model to study
magnonic circuits has been presented in [341], starting from
works of [339], [342]–[344], and it is openly available on
Zenodo [345]. The proposed model makes it possible to study
larger circuits, such as the ripper carry adder depicted in
Fig. 40(a). It enables the extraction of metrics such as circuit
area, power consumption, and propagation delay useful to
make comparisons with the CMOS counterpart. The model
takes into account the nonlinear behavior of the directional
couplers [346].
The design presented in [341] shows a possible implementation of an adder. In particular, for a 32 bit ripple carry adder,
built hierarchically from half-adders [see Fig. 40(b)], and then
directional couplers [see Fig. 40(c)], the area occupation is
about 4× larger in the case of the 30 nm magnonic circuit
when compared with a 15 nm CMOS technology. On the
contrary, analyzing the energy dissipated, it is possible to
observe that it is more than 14× lower in the 30 nm magnonic
circuits. This study shows good potential for all-magnonic
logic circuits, especially for low-power electronic devices.
Moreover, it is worth noticing that the design proposed is only
a proof of concept, and it is not optimized. The device concept
and the methodology proposed have great potential for future
development and optimization of all-magnonic logic circuits.
C ONTRIBUTORS
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G. Magnonic Ripple Carry Adders

H. Cascaded Logic Gates and Circuits

The aim of magnonics is to deliver high-performance circuits taking advantage of the high nonlinearity, the low power
consumption, and the scalability of the technology. Boolean
logic requires a functionally complete set of logic gates to

Compared to the work on spin-wave logic devices, little
effort has been devoted to design spin-wave circuits [333],
[347]–[352]. To create circuits based on spin-wave logic gates,
the gates must be cascaded [11]. This means that the output
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Fig. 40. (a) Schematic representation of the magnonic ripple carry adder.
(b) Internal implementation of every full-adder. (c) Internal structure of the
half-adders composed of two directional couplers.

signal of a gate can be used as the input signal of the
subsequent gate(s). Moreover, this also requires that the spinwave signal is not degraded during propagation in the circuit,
and signal reflections that can interfere with the signals in
previous gates are kept to a minimum. If the signal degradation
cannot be avoided (e.g., due to strong spin-wave attenuation),
the intensity loss must be compensated by spin-wave amplifiers [11], [353], [354], albeit at an additional energy cost.
For spin-wave majority gates, cascading is not straightforward since the intensity of the output wave is different for the
weak and strong majorities. Therefore, an additional device
with nonlinear output characteristics is needed to “renormalize” the amplitude of the output spin wave of a spin-wave
majority gate [11]. It has been demonstrated by micromagnetic
simulations that directional couplers [48], [339] in the nonlinear regime can act as such devices, enabling the cascading of spin-wave majority gates based on wave interference [355]. We note that delay line inverters do not exhibit
input data-dependent intensity output spin waves; thus, they
can be directly cascaded. However, also, in their case, potential
signal attenuation may occur, and it should be compensated
by means of amplifiers or repeaters based on the phasesensitive switching of a nanomagnet [356]. Using a set of
basic elements comprising of majority gates, inverters, and
directional couplers, micromagnetic simulations have demonstrated the ability to cascade logic devices in complex spinwave circuits [355], [357]. An experimental realization of such
cascaded logic gates is, however, still pending.
The second key property of logic gates that is required
to design efficient circuits is the possibility to achieve fanout, i.e., the ability of a logic gate to drive the input
of several subsequent logic gates. In general, this can be
achieved by spin-wave splitters [358]. However, maintaining
the amplitude of the signals remains crucial and may require
spin-wave amplifiers to ensure correct circuit functionality.

Alternatively, some designs of spin-wave majority gates can
provide intrinsic capabilities for fan-out. As an example, inline
majority gates can provide a fan-out to two gates [294].
To further increase fan-out capabilities, H-shaped majority
gates have been proposed that allow for a fan-out of up to
four gates [337], [359]. Spin-wave majority gates also allow
for additional features, such as reconfigurability [294], [359],
pipelining [357], or frequency-division multiplexing, which
enables multibit parallel computation [294], [337]. Moreover,
the gates can also comprise control gates, which renders the
gates reprogrammable [359].
These functionalities can be exploited in spin-wave circuits to reduce circuit footprint and increase the computational throughput. However, despite the introduction of these
concepts, spin-wave circuits beyond individual logic gates
have not been realized so far. In particular, the cascading
of two spin-wave gates has not been reported although the
realization and operation of a directional coupler have been
demonstrated [48]. A major current hurdle is to achieve
signal integrity during propagation, which requires spin-wave
amplitude renormalization and amplification to compensate for
attenuation. The combination of these effects effectively limits
the maximum size and complexity of potentially realizable
spin-wave circuits.
Beyond spin-wave combinational circuits, no concept
presently exists for the realization of a “spin-wave computer,” i.e., a computing system that entirely relies on spin
waves and includes spin-wave memory and a spin-wavebased interconnect. Therefore, it has been argued that spinwave circuits are best integrated into hybrid systems that also
comprise CMOS circuitry [11]. In such hybrid schemes, the
transducers between the CMOS and spin-wave domains are
critical elements with a strong impact on the performance
of the system [11], [351]. Typical magnonic experiments
and device realizations employ inductive antenna transducers,
which are not well scalable and possess low energy efficiency
at nanoscale dimensions. SOT-enhanced antennas have been
proposed [360], but their efficiency still needs to be enhanced
for practical utilization. Magnetoelectric transducers have been
proposed [11], [333], [361], [362] but both the thorough device
level understanding and experimental realization of scaled
transducers are still lacking.
Finally, hybrid systems require peripheral CMOS circuits
that should efficiently link with magnonic circuits. So far,
only little attention has been devoted to such circuits, and
solutions are only emerging [363]. The design of the CMOS
periphery needs to progress in parallel with the development
of efficient spin-wave transducers. In this field, future breakthroughs are needed to obtain an efficient CMOS periphery,
in which magnonic circuits can then be embedded. Advances
in this research topic are essential and enabling factors for
making the step forward from spin-wave logic gates to circuits
and ultimately for the realization of hybrid CMOS-spin-wave
chips that can be integrated in commercial ultra-low-power
applications.
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I. Waveguide and Amplifier Designs for Magneto-Electric
Interfaces
Sub-micrometer-scale magnonic waveguides carry very little power (about nanowatts for a micrometer-wide structure),
which may lead to fundamental inefficiencies when have to be
matched to electronic circuits that operate at higher (microwatt
or milliwatts) power levels.
If there is no significant power mismatch, then waveguidebased input devices can achieve remarkably high transduction
efficiency [364]. The key to achieve such efficiencies is a
well-designed matching network or meandering waveguides—
both of them effectively prevent power waste on resistive
loads of the waveguide. In the circuit model of the spinwave transducer, the spin-wave medium appears as a lossy
inductor; therefore, in order to design an optimal waveguide,
one needs to accurately model the inductive load that the
magnetic medium represents toward the waveguide. No matter
which geometry (meander, fan, simple coplanar, and grating)
is used, there will be a tradeoff between the bandwidth and
the efficiency. Low bandwidth results in low data throughput
and slow computing. In [364], a meander transducer design
on YIG is presented generating λ = 500 nm spin waves
with an efficiency of −4.45 dB and a 3 dB bandwidth of
134 MHz—a surprisingly high efficiency with a practically
usable bandwidth.
The construction of the output amplifier very much depends
on the targeted application. A full-blown amplifier/mixer circuitry (similar to a standard RF receiver but optimized for
spin-wave readout) is presented in [365]. The chip consumes
few tens of milliwatts of power, which are several orders of
magnitude higher than the power dissipated in the magnetic
domain and at input waveguides. More efficient designs may
be possible, such as a power detector that does not require
mixers or using large antennas on large-area magnonic outputs.
It is likely, though, that the output circuitry remains the biggest
obstacle in the way of a truly efficient magnonic computing
system.
It seems that, for competitively energy-efficient magnonic
systems, there are two routes. One is to place magnonic
devices at the RF telecommunication system front ends, close
to the antenna as a pre-processor system where only low-power
levels have to be handled. A power-hungry RF amplifier would
be required anyway in this device, so picking up the magnonic
signals does not come at an additional cost. The second route
is relevant if nanoscale computing is the targeted application.
In this case, the number of outputs has to be minimized, and
as complex as possible, the computation must be achieved
in the magnetic domain—this will amortize the huge energy
overhead of output circuitry.
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VII. M AGNONIC U NCONVENTIONAL C OMPUTING
Section VI was devoted to the processing of Boolean data
with spin waves. For this, the data were coded either in spinwave amplitude or in its phase. All the rest of the carried
information by the wave (frequency, wavelength, amplitude,
or phase) was neglected, limiting the strength of magnonbased computing. Therefore, the versatility of unconventional
computing approaches is expected to be more efficient and
should enable the development of novel data-processing units
to solve specific tasks. These units will be compatible with
the existing semiconductor CMOS technology.
We begin this Section VII with a discussion about nonlinear spin-wave phenomena in metallic ferromagnets utilized
for unconventional computing. Section VII-A discusses the
magnonic holographic memory (MHM) that emerges as a
promising technology for the realization of memory and
logic devices. Further, we report on the very new direction
of inverse-design magnonics. In this approach, any functionality can be specified first, and a feedback-based computational algorithm is used to obtain the device design.
Section VII-D is the collective work of many authors and
addresses magnonic neuromorphic computing inspired by the
functioning of the (human) brain and its neuronal structures.
Section VII-E is dedicated to voltage-controlled spin Hall
nano-oscillator (SHNO)-based computing and Ising machines.
Compared to existing commercial solutions, they can lead to
orders of magnitude smaller, faster, and less power-hungry
solvers of combinatorial optimization problems.
A. Nonlinear Spin-Wave Phenomena in Metallic Ferromagnets
The intrinsic nonlinearity of the Landau–Lifshitz equation
gives rise to an abundance of nonlinear phenomena. In metallic
systems, however, magnon–magnon scattering was considered
to be a parasitic effect increasing the linewidth of magnetic
resonances and reducing the magnetization after a pulsed
excitation due to the generation of secondary magnons [366].
In contrast to low damping ferrimagnets, in metallic ferromagnets, the direct observation of magnons originating from
nonlinear scattering processes was hampered for a long time
due to the typically much larger damping. Even though
the larger magnetization of metallic ferromagnets lowers the
critical amplitude for higher order magnon–magnon scattering
processes compared to insulating ferrimagnets, discretization
of the spin-wave spectrum through spatial confinement allows
for direct detection of the scattered magnons [367].
Recently, three-magnon splitting in micrometer-sized magnetic vortices was utilized to convert k = 0 magnons into
whispering-gallery magnons (see Fig. 41) with unusually large
wave vectors [368]. Active control of splitting processes
in a magnetic vortex by magnons propagating in a nearby
waveguide [369] opened new perspectives for magnon-based
computing, where nonlinear magnon–magnon scattering is
at the core of the neuromorphic engine. The development
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Fig. 41.
Nonlinear magnon–magnon scattering. (a) Three-magnonscattering in a 5 μm Ni80 Fe20 -disk. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [368]. (b) Spin-wave frequency comb generated by stimulated fourmagnon-scattering in a 30 nm-thick and 2 μm-wide Co25 Fe75 waveguide.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [371].

of new metallic materials with ultralow damping is further
accelerating the use cases of nonlinear magnon interactions.
While four-magnon scattering showed to be the limiting mechanism for magnon transport in micrometer-sized Co25 Fe75
waveguides above certain magnon amplitudes [370], it was
recently shown in the same material and waveguide geometry
that four-magnon scattering can be used to generate a magnon
frequency comb (see Fig. 41) [371].
Metallic ferromagnets with high magnetization and low
damping allow us to reach the realm of nonlinear phenomena
in samples with thicknesses orders of magnitude smaller
compared to insulator-based magnonic devices. As such,
interfacial spin-orbit torque phenomena can be utilized for
amplification of magnons. In combination with the compatibility with standard CMOS processes, this allows for direct
integration in the fabrication nodes aimed at ultrahigh integration density, as already in operation for MRAM storage
devices.
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B. Magnonic Holographic Memory
There are several physical properties inherent to spin waves
that appear very promising for building memory and logic
devices. In the following table, we have briefly outlined
physical properties and possible practical applications.
MHM is one of the possible applications to benefit unique
spin-wave characteristics [372]. The essence of this approach
is to utilize spin waves for parallel magnetic bit read-out somewhat similar to optic holographic memory. The first working
prototype demonstrated two magnetic bit read-out [373]. The
magnetic state of each magnet was recognized by the inductive

voltage produced by the interfering spin waves [373]. The
ability to use spin-wave interference opens a new horizon
for magnetic database search. For example, the MHM device
was utilized for pattern recognition [374]. In Fig. 42, there
are shown the schematics of MHM, a photograph of the
eight-terminal prototype along with the experimental data
demonstrating the correlation between the input phases of the
spin waves and the output inductive voltage. Coding input
information into the spin-wave phases (e.g., logic 0 corresponds to phase 0 and logic 1 to phase π) makes it
possible to check a number of possible input combinations in
parallel.

MHM devices can be also utilized for special task data
processing, such as parallel database search and prime
factorization [374], [375]. The utilizing of spin-wave superposition makes it possible to apply some of the algorithms
developed for quantum computers to speed up the database
search. A detailed description of the search procedure and
experimental data can be found in [376].
It is expected to see more MHM prototypes to be demonstrated in the coming five years. Parallel database search
through the magnetic database using spin-wave superposition
is the most appealing/promising application for MHM. It is
also expected that MHM devices with built-in memory will
be utilized for special task data processing (e.g., prime factorization). The lack of convenient (i.e., non-optical) devices for
sub-micrometer wavelength spin-wave generation is the main
technical obstacle to be overcome.
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C. Inverse-Design Magnonics
Many magnonic devices were demonstrated recently [12],
but the development of each of them requires specialized
investigations, and usually, one device design is suitable for
one function only. In contrast, electronic circuit design is much
more convenient since it uses automatic design software, especially for large-scale integrated CMOS circuits with billions
of transistors. Moreover, the so-called inverse-design method
was introduced into photonics to design and optimize photonic
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Fig. 42. (a) Schematics of the eight-terminal MHM. (b) Photograph of the prototype. (c)–(f) Collection of the experimental data showing the correlation
between the input spin-wave phases and the output inductive voltage. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [374].

circuits [377]. In this approach, any functionality can be
specified first, and a feedback-based computational algorithm
is used to obtain the device design. Recently, inverse-design
was also utilized and validated numerically in the field of
magnonics [119], [378].
A three-port proof-of-concept prototype is based on a rectangular FM area that can be patterned using square-shaped
voids [see Fig. 43(a)] [119]. To demonstrate the universality of
this approach, linear, nonlinear, and nonreciprocal magnonic
functionalities were explored, and the same algorithm was
used to create a magnonic (de)-multiplexer, a nonlinear switch,
and a Y-circulator. Papp et al. [378] took a more complex
functionality and designed a neural network by inverse-design
[see Fig. 43(b)]. It is shown that all neuromorphic computing
functions, including signal routing a nonlinear activation, can
be performed by spin-wave propagation and interference.
In particular, vowel recognition is used for the demonstration
of the inverse-design magnonic neural network.
From a computing perspective, a particular advantage of
machine learning methods is that they enable the design of
spin-wave devices in the weakly nonlinear regime. By tuning the excitation amplitude used for launching the waves,
one can tune their nonlinearity as well. Linear spin-wave
interference is limited in its computing capabilities, while
strong nonlinearities and modulation instabilities prevent the
design of robust devices. Weakly nonlinear spin waves greatly
outperform linear waves in neuromorphic operations (such as
classification), and machine learning methods appear to work
very well in this regime [378].
A challenge of machine learning methods for device design
is the required huge computational workload of learning.
Backpropagation in time is computationally expensive, and
state-of-the-art GPUs can design magnonic devices smaller
than a few ten times the spin-wave wavelength in each dimension. The complexity of inverse-designed devices is likely
limited by the available GPU memory and not the computing
capacity of the magnonic substrate.
From a numerical perspective, inverse magnonics can be
formulated as an optimization problem constrained by the
system of PDEs defined by the micromagnetic model. One

Fig. 43. (a) Inverse-design magnonic Y-circulator [119]. The design region
is divided into 10 × 10 elements each with a size of 100 × 100 nm2 . White
regions represent voids. The color map of the simulated spin-wave amplitude
shows the particular 3→1 operation of the circulator. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [119]. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature. (b) Left: schematics
of the envisioned computing device [378]. The input signal is applied on
the CPW on the left, and the magnetic state (up/down) of programming
nano-magnets on top of the YIG film defines the weights. Right: spin-wave
intensity pattern for a particular applied input, which results in a high intensity
at o1 . The size of the simulation area is 10 μm × 10 μm. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [378]. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.

of the main challenges in PDE constrained optimization is the
computation of the gradient that is required for the efficient
minimization of the objective function. PDE constrained optimization problems usually have a continuous design space,
which translates to a very high number of degrees of freedom
after discretization. A finite-difference discretization of the
gradient is prohibitively expensive in this case since this
method requires the solution of the complete forward problem
for every degree of freedom. However, the gradient of such
a problem can be efficiently computed by solving the adjoint
problem to the constraining PDE [379]. Solving the adjoint
problem usually has the same computational complexity as
solving the forward problem. Hence, the gradient of an
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arbitrary objective function can be accessed at the additional
cost of a single forward solve independently of the number of
degrees of freedom.
In the context of micromagnetics, this procedure has already
been successfully applied to the stray field problem in order
to perform inverse field computations and topology optimization [380], [381]. This method could already be used in
magnonics to optimize the excitation efficiency of antennas.
Extending this approach to time-dependent micromagnetics
will significantly extend the novel field of inverse magnonics
and allow for time-dependent optimization of various continuous design variables, such as the device topology or spatially
dependent material parameters.
First steps in this direction were already taken in [378],
where the authors use the backpropagation capabilities of a
machine learning framework in order to compute the gradient
of a time-dependent objective. The combination of this technique with highly optimized micromagnetic algorithms will
give rise to a very powerful toolkit for magnonic device design.
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D. Magnonic Neuromorphic Computing
Many unconventional ways of computing were originally
inspired by the functioning of the (human) brain and its
neuronal structures. These so-called neuromorphic or “braininspired” approaches attempt to match the unrivaled efficiency
of the biological brain for many types of tasks in terms
of performance and energy requirements. Applications for
this subarea of artificial intelligence include, e.g., pattern
recognition, classification, and prediction.
Neuromorphic computing uses ANNs consisting of nonlinear signal processing elements and the so-called artificial
neurons that are highly interconnected by artificial synapses.
Nowadays, the most powerful ANNs are based on software
models that simulate the network using CMOS-based, binary
hardware. A direct implementation of the artificial neurons
and their synaptic connections as physical elements [382] is
generally envisaged to lead to higher efficiencies and better
scalability. This architecture, if realized in a CMOS-based
circuit, faces a lot of challenges since it needs at least dozens
of transistors to represent a single neuron. The electric connections between neurons show poor scalability, and its physical
separation of memory and processing units limits efficiency.
Also, the interconnectivity of the brain (104 connections per
neuron) cannot be matched by planar IC technologies. In the
following, we discuss why the special properties of magnonics
make it a promising candidate for the hardware-based realization of ANNs (see Fig. 44).

Fig. 44. Magnonic neuromorphic computing: from the general concept of the
ANN to its magnonic implementations. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [119], [378], and [383]–[387].

Magnonics fulfills the general criteria for a powerful physical realization of an ANN, such as room-temperature operation
and scalability to the nanoscale (see Sections VII-B and
VII-C). Its wave-based nature allows for convenient use of
continuous variables common to ANNs. Typically, an artificial
neuron collects input data streams, which it receives from other
neurons via the synapses. This can be achieved, e.g., using
magnonic resonators with active damping compensation [383].
Just like in photonic neural networks [388], spin waves
allow all-to-all interconnections between the neural building
blocks. The available spin-wave waveguides, multiplexers, and
directional couplers can be used to construct these magnonic
synapses. Magnonic frequency-multiplexing techniques [385]
similar to those demonstrated in photonic ANNs and time
multiplexing shown for both photonic and magnonic reservoir
networks [387], [389], [390] can increase the interconnectivity drastically without the need to create large amounts
of individual waveguides. The intrinsic nonlinearity of spin
waves evident in the intensity-depended shifts of frequency
and wave vector or by spin-wave instabilities represent one
more key property. Artificial neurons respond to input signals
via a so-called “activation function,” which needs to be highly
nonlinear. A common example is a threshold function that
lets the neuron “fire” an output signal only if a certain input
threshold is exceeded. This functionality can be implemented
using, e.g., nonlinear magnonic resonators [391] or directional
couplers [48], [325]. Furthermore, spin waves possess an
important property of short-term memory due to a significant
delay time associated with their propagation in thin magnetic
films.
ANNs are trained to perform certain tasks by adjusting the
synaptic weights, i.e., the strength of the connections between
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the individual neurons. In magnonic ANNs, these weights
can be realized using parametric [392] or spintronic amplifiers, as well as reconfigurable magnonic ground states [17]
(domains and domain walls, and reconfigurable nanomagnets).
The weights of the ANN could be adjusted by an external
(non-magnonic) apparatus; this apparatus, for example, could
switch reconfigurable nanomagnets or displace domain walls
in order to tune the weights of the ANN. In such devices,
the weights are not altered directly by the magnons. Assume
that one-way interaction between the magnons and the weights
is physically straightforward as the energies associated with
the magnon flux are typically much lower than the energies required to shift domain walls or switch nanomagnets.
It is, however, physically possible to realize mutual interactions between magnons and domain walls (see [63] for
such scheme), so one could speculate on self-learning ANNs
realized by magnonics.
Another strategy to adjust the weights of an ANN is to use
machine learning to inverse-design the scattering parameters,
a strategy that was explored in [119] and [378]. The ANN
device is a YIG film, which is structured by a magnetic
field distribution on its top. The non-uniform field distribution
scatters the waves to define the desired computing function.
Crucially, the scatterer does not merely act as a linear filter, and
the computing function is greatly enhanced if the spin-wave
intensity is sufficiently strong to display nonlinear effects.
Weak nonlinearity is best for neuromorphic computing: linear
spin waves have limited computing power, while strongly
nonlinear waves display seemingly chaotic and uncontrollable
behaviors.
In a nonlinear, magnonic scatterer, neurons and their interconnections are not spatially separated—this solves the interconnection problem but makes designing the weights very
challenging. The challenge is analogous to the inverse-design
problem in optics, where a complex scattering geometry has
to be designed in such a way that desired input–output relations are fulfilled, and machine learning methods developed
for optics work well for spin waves, where nonlinearities
are significantly stronger. A big advantage of the machinelearning-based design is that the same learning mechanism
works regardless of the details of the physics—for example,
if parametric pumping is added to the scatterer to compensate
for damping, then the scattering geometry could be designed
with the same method.
A way to circumvent the adjustment of many weights
is by using the reservoir computing approach, which does
not require the layered structure and dedicated memories
for weights as typical for ANNs. The combination of the
significant short-term memory capacity and strong intrinsic
nonlinearity of dynamics makes spin waves a promising
candidate for reservoir computing. The concept of treating a
reservoir as a nonlinear black box greatly simplifies the design
of magnonic networks and removes one major roadblock in
magnonics, which is the negative effect of magnetic damping
on information transport based on magnons. The quality
(internal complexity) of a reservoir can be quantitatively
characterized by kernel rank and generalization rank metrics,
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and spin-wave scatterers fare well in these metrics [393].
An alternative approach to using the scatterers is spin-wave
reservoirs based on traveling-spin-wave ring resonators [387],
[390]. Compensating the spin-wave decay by adding amplification gain to the ring enables the creation, storage, and
efficient coupling of multiple virtual neurons in the resonator
due to a large delay time and strong nonlinearity available
with traveling spin waves. This approach of time multiplexing
ultimately leads to the efficient nonlinear mapping of input
reservoir data to a higher dimensional space that is essential
for processing time-dependent data.
Furthermore, recent studies [386], [394]–[397] have
revealed that reservoir computing can also be performed based
on mutually coupled magnonic oscillators using synchronization effects. Synchronization is the fundamental nonlinear
effect [398] that can drive the magnonic oscillator network to a
collective state, where the phases and frequencies of oscillators
are equal or may differ by a constant.
A high-level oscillator-based operational process can be
outlined as follows. The input, which might represent an image
for recognition, is a pattern in the phase or frequency mapped
to the initial states of the individual oscillators. Due to the
strong coupling between oscillators, phases or frequencies
evolve after removing the inputs. Synchronization moves the
network to the energy minimum. Finally, the result of the
computation can be read out by extracting relative phases of
frequencies from the network.
One of the main characteristics of oscillator-based RC is
that externally injected oscillations can tune mutual couplings
or bring noninteracting oscillators into the coupling or synchronization. The geometry of the magnonic oscillator-based
networks may strongly limit the realization of couplings,
e.g., magnons propagate only a few hundred nanometers in
NiFe [15], resulting in the strongest coupling between nearby
oscillators [384], [399]. Thus, it is better to use spin-Hall nano
oscillators mutually coupled by magnonic low-damping YIGbased waveguides [28], where magnons travel several tens of
microns. However, it is a technological challenge to integrate
such a high-level network of oscillators on such a magnetic
film [400]. The presented oscillatory RC concept can be
implemented not only in the FM case at GHz frequencies but
also in the AFM case at THz frequencies [401]–[403], which
can significantly speed up the signal and image processing
devices.
Overall, magnonic neuromorphic devices have the potential
to combine the best of two worlds: the possibility of high
interconnections from optics with the tunable nonlinearities
available in electronic devices.
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E. Voltage Controlled Spin Hall Nano-Oscillator-Based
Computing and Ising Machines
Nano-constriction-based SHNOs [404], [405] are a novel
class of spin current-driven, CMOS compatible [406], and
microwave nano-oscillators, which can be fabricated as small
as 20 nm [407]–[409], and can be mutually synchronized in
both one [410] and two dimensions [411]. Complete mutual
synchronization of 64 such SHNOs in an 8 × 8 square array
was recently shown to improve the quality factor and the order
of magnitude (170 000) compared to the best literature values
for any spin current-driven nano-oscillator [411].
While the nano-constriction geometry (see Fig. 45) will
typically create a spin-wave energy landscape where localized auto-oscillation modes are favored [412], this restriction
can be lifted with strong out-of-plane magnetic fields or
PMA materials, such as ultrathin CoFeB, where also propagating spin waves can be generated [413]. Combining the
voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy of electric field gated
W/CoFeB/MgO stacks with a nano-constriction SHNO [see
Fig. 45(a-b)], where the auto-oscillations are tuned to be on
the border between localized and propagating [see Fig. 45(cd)], can then lead to a giant voltage modulation of the effective
SHNO damping as the auto-oscillation mode can be tuned
between localized (low dissipation) and propagating (high
dissipation)[see Fig. 45(e)] [414]. It is, hence, possible to
implement low-power voltage control of both the frequency
and the threshold current of individual nano-constrictions in
large SHNO arrays, which is required for programming such
arrays for oscillator-based computing.
Using memristive gates, it is furthermore possible to both
add non-volatile memory storage to each nano-constriction
[415] and operate the SHNO gate in a non-volatile voltage
tunable low-resistance state, such that individual gates can
add additional drive current to the chain at different locations,
which can be used for rapid synchronization-based pattern
recognition.
2D arrays of SHNOs can also be phase-binarized and then
used as oscillator-based Ising machines [416], [417], where
they can lead to orders of magnitude smaller, faster, and less
power-hungry solvers of combinatorial optimization problems
compared to existing commercial solutions.
These recent results highlight the potential of voltagecontrolled SHNO arrays for both microwave signal generation

Fig. 45. (a) SEM image of a voltage-controlled nano-constriction SHNO.
(b) Sideview schematic of the material stack of the device in (a). (c) Power
spectral density (PSD) versus SHNO current with −2 V applied to the gate.
(d) PSD for the same SHNO when the gate voltage is switched to +2 V.
(e) Effective damping versus gate voltage of the SHNO in its linear (subthreshold) regime as measured by spin torque FMR spectroscopy together
with a micromagnetic simulation. Insets show how the spatial extent of
the spin-wave mode varies with applied voltage, favoring a more extended
mode when the voltage increases the PMA at the negative voltage and a
more localized mode from a reduced PMA at positive voltage. The larger
mode volume increases the dissipation, which then leads to the large change
in threshold current seen in (c) and (d). Figures adapted from [414] with
permission under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

and emerging unconventional computing schemes. The
remaining challenges include finding material combinations
that can further reduce the auto-oscillation threshold currents,
use FiM layers to increase the operating frequencies and,
hence, the computational speed, and add MTJs for improved
read-out, improving the robust memristor functionality of
the voltage-controlled gates, and scaling up to larger arrays.
More fundamental questions also remain, such as a better understanding of the intrinsic synchronization dynamics,
e.g., to design optimal annealing schemes, and the impact
of changes to the SHNO array layout, connectivity, and
topology.
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VIII. T OWARD Q UANTUM M AGNONICS
Sections I–VII discussed the application of classical spinwave properties for computing. To fully harness the power of
spin waves for computation, the quantum nature of magnons
and the underlying physics of entangled magnonic or hybrid
quantum states should be exploited. The quantum mechanical
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analog to a classical bit is a quantum bit (qubit), which
is the superposition of the coherent wave functions of two
system states. The field of quantum magnonics is just being
established. However, as shown by many contributions to
this section, it attracts widespread attention. Recently, the
group of Nakamura [418] reached a milestone and demonstrated a single magnon state experimentally. The groundbreaking nature of such experiments and the extensive research
effort in the field promise a very bright future for quantum
magnonics.
Section VIII-A discusses the use of macroscopic quantum states in form of BECs for computation. The different
aspects of YIG for quantum magnonics at ultra-low temperatures are discussed in Section VIII-B. Nano-mechanical
magnetic resonators for magnon–phonon quantum hybrid systems are presented in Section VIII-C. When magnon–phonon
interaction surpasses the relaxation rates of magnons and
phonons, the two excitations exhibit coherently coupled
dynamics, leading to the formation of magnon–phonon
polaron covered by Section VIII-D. Furthermore, magnons
are able to couple to photons at microwave and optical
frequencies. These coupling mechanisms are covered by the
modern research direction of cavity magnonics, which is
discussed in Sections VIII-E–VIII-F. The utilization of planar
resonator-based hybrid magnonic circuits for similar purposes
is described in Section VIII-G. Section VIII-H explains the
preconditions for the experimental realization of entangled
magnonic states. Section VIII-I is focused on the manipulation
of hybrid magnonic interactions. The realization of ultra-strong
photon-to-magnon coupling with superconducting hybrids is
discussed in Section VIII-J. Section VIII-K is devoted to the
quantum interfaces between magnons and paramagnetic spins,
and Section VIII-L addresses the question of the distillation
of entanglement in quantum magnonics.
The integrated generation, manipulation, and detection
of non-classical magnonic states are envisioned as some
of the ultimate goals, which still remains to be realized. By employing techniques, originally developed in circuit quantum electrodynamics (circuit QED) to manipulate
microwave photons with superconducting qubits, we are
now on the verge of realizing these goals. Magnon circuit
QED and magnon quantum sensing aims to solve some
of these challenges. Section VIII-M of this roadmap discusses quantum sensing of magnons with superconducting
qubits, and the final Section VIII-N focuses on two-tone
cavity-magnon polariton spectroscopy and controlled on-chip
coupling.

A. Computing With Magnonic Macroscopic Quantum States
Future computing technologies are expected to use quantum
computing, in which the basic unit of computation is a
quantum bit or a qubit for short. A qubit is the superposition of
the coherent wave functions of two system states. In quantum
computing, these are the quantum mechanical wave functions,
and the quantum mechanical principles determine the population of the superposition state. In the classical domain, the
superposition of two quasiparticle wave states with different
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Fig. 46.
(a) Numerical simulation of the condensation process in a
parametrically populated magnon gas (adapted under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 license from [431]) leading to a qubit state lying on
the equator of the Bloch sphere shown in (b). (b) Representation of a magnon
BEC qubit (blue dot) on the surface of a Bloch sphere. The BEC+ (North
Pole) and BEC− (South Pole) states are indicated by the red and green dots.

energies or different quasi-momenta can be used for qubit
computing.
Although entanglement is necessary for many quantum
computing algorithms, there are examples of problems that
can be solved using a qubit calculus without entanglement
and still be more efficient than the best possible classical
algorithms. For instance, the BB84 quantum key distribution
protocol [419] and the quantum Fourier transform [195], [420]
do not employ entanglement and can be implemented by the
classical qubit functionality.
Magnonics offers a very convenient and functional implementation of a classical qubit. Macroscopic magnonic quantum states, such as BECs [421], are excellent candidates
for this aim [422]–[424], particularly due to their inherent
coherency and zero group velocity [425]. Using numerical
simulation methods, we have recently demonstrated the first
realization of a magnon qubit with the two BEC condensates in an in-plane magnetized YIG film [426]. Protocols
are developed to allow both for single- and multi-qubit
calculus.
The proposed qubit consists of the superposition of the two
magnon BEC wave functions, which exists at the minimum
magnon spectrum frequency at ±q wavevectors: BEC+ and
BEC− [see Fig. 46(a)]. These wave functions form a standing
wave pattern [427], and they are non-propagating because
a BEC has zero group velocity. Therefore, they are ideal
for representing a classical qubit. In a Bloch sphere representation [see Fig. 46(b)], the amplitude ratio of the BECs
defines the polar angle, and the phase difference between
the two BECs corresponds to the azimuthal angle. It has
been shown that qubit initialization can be performed with
different regimes of parametric pumping. Coherent manipulation protocols using Rabi-like oscillations and manipulation
of the relative BEC phase are also possible, as confirmed by
realistic numerical simulations close to experimental conditions [426]. Inter-qubit coupling can be implemented and controlled using magnon supercurrents and Josephson oscillations
[428]–[430].
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Although qubit calculus with classical wave functions is
superior to conventional Boolean logic, it does not compete
with quantum computing technologies. Nevertheless, it works
under ambient conditions, and the properties of scalability
and stability are advantageous. Moreover, the magnon qubits
can be used in solid-state devices with standard microwave
interface technology [426].
Linking the magnonic macroscopic quantum states with
the quantum computing functions opens a new perspective
for magnonics. We foresee a growth of experimental and
theoretical research on computing with magnonic macroscopic
quantum states, which can help cope with long-term challenges, such as building and controlling magnon multi-qubit
on-chip circuits. We envision the future development of this
direction in the experimental implementation of qubit logic
gates, the realization of interqubit coupling, and the study of
non-separable magnon BEC states.
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B. YIG-Based Quantum Magnonics
1) Introduction: Although superconducting quantum circuits are assumed to be well scalable, constructing a large
network of coupled qubits is still a major obstacle to the creation of an ultimate quantum computer. Up until now, only a
12 entangled superconducting qubits state was reported [432].
In other quantum systems, such as optical photons and
ultra-cold atoms, it is already possible to realize entanglement of up to 20 qubits [433]. Thus, it is of great importance to continue investigating other physical systems that
might become companions—or even replacements—for current superconducting computing elements. Another challenge
faced by quantum computing is how to connect these systems to conventional superconducting circuits. For example,
optical photons have frequencies in the THz range, and the
typical transition frequencies of ultra-cold atoms systems are
below 1 GHz, making interfacing challenging, sometimes even
impossible. One of the possible ways to solve connectivity and
scaling problems is to take advantage of magnetic systems and
quasiparticles associated with the elementary disturbance of
magnetic order – magnons.
2) Yttrium Iron Garnet in Modern Quantum Magnonics:
One of the main interests in magnetic materials for quantum
devices is, perhaps, their well-known resonance frequency
range; in particular, FMRs typically appear in the low GHz
region—the frequency range commonly used in superconducting quantum circuits (4–16 GHz). While this is true for
several FM structures, most of the interest so far has centered
around one material, as this has been the only one to approach
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reasonable practical requirements on the data carrier lifetime
to be competitive. This material is YIG [434]. The lifetime
of magnons in YIG can reach microseconds, especially at
cryogenic temperatures. Large tunability [435], intrinsic nonlinearities [436], excellent ability to connect to other systems
(such as optical and microwave photons, or acoustic phonons)
[437]–[439], and easy creation of macroscopic quantum states,
such as magnon BEC [161], [421], [440], [441], are some of
the other main features of YIG, which are already available
for the advancement of quantum computing.
The first steps for employing magnon states in YIG as
quantum information carriers have already been taken by
studying the possibility to strongly couple bulk YIG crystal
samples (spheres) to superconducting circuits [418], [442].
However, utilization of bulk YIG is not scalable, and it is
not possible to integrate it into on-chip technology. This
is because, to make planar YIG circuits, it is necessary to
pattern them. This task nowadays is performed routinely [39]
on high-quality, thin, YIG films, but these are only grown
epitaxially on GGG single-crystal substrates. This substrate
is very fine for room temperature applications since its magnetization is negligible. However, at low temperatures, this
paramagnetic substrate introduces huge losses [443], [444].
Alternative substrates, such as silicon, have been investigated,
but those were reported to result in damping of orders of
magnitude higher than that of YIG grown on GGG [445];
such losses make them not suitable for applications in quantum
computing. More recently, the method developed in [439] has
not only allowed the engineering of planar YIG components,
but this has also made planar YIG suitable for implementation
into superconducting circuits. This method is based on the
Xe-plasma focused ion beam extraction of the high-quality top
layer of YIG from the GGG substrate [see Fig. 47(a)–(e)]. This
method also allows for producing long YIG conduits in the
order of only tens of micrometers to achieve strong coupling
with superconducting resonators [see Fig. 47(f)].
In addition to integration and scaling, further development in this field will also rely on deeper understanding, as well as on-demand manipulation, of magnon–photon
hybridization. Works on this are ongoing, but so far it has
already been demonstrated that there can exist various regimes
of hybridization, including level repulsion, attraction, and
merging, which can be achieved through different physical
mechanisms [446]–[449]. Moreover, the temporal behavior
of magnon–photon systems will also be key for any quantum applications. This has also been investigated, and the
time-dependent control of the coupling has been achieved
in [450]. Finally, theoretical understanding of such coupling,
developed in [438], has allowed predicting the strength of
coupling using a perturbation approach. This method works
even for ultra-strong coupling regimes and micro-structured
planar samples, and can be employed at both high- and
low-temperature regimes using simple analytical expressions.
Outlook: The great potential of YIG as the key magnetic
material for quantum magnonics is yet to be realized. For
instance, there are only a few experiments done at room
temperature to demonstrate the possibility of magnon state
squeezing [451], magnon BEC supercurrents, and Bogoliubov
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elements. The concept of such a device is shown in Fig. 48.
If one considers a uniform RF pumping field applied parallel
to the magnetization direction of a ferromagnet—the so-called
parallel pumping process—it could lead to the creation of a
pair of magnons at half of the pumping frequency [455]. In the
quantum limit, this process is analogous to the spontaneous
parametric down-conversion process in quantum optics, but it
offers many more possibilities for control over the generated
frequency of magnons and their momentum. In a practical
experiment, one can use an open dielectric resonator (ODR)
with a resonant frequency of about 13–14 GHz to enhance the
pumping efficiency. The width of the pumping area should be
large compared to the wavelength of the generated magnons,
resulting in their propagation in opposite directions toward two
detection antennas. In the quantum limit, such a device can act
as a single magnon source if one of the outputs is used for
heralding the generated magnon number. This device could
be used to create a variety of other devices and circuits, such
as all-magnon qubits, quantum gates, and spin-based quantum
memory. The possible designs and experimental realizations
of such elements are in active development.
Fig. 47.
(a)–(e) FIB fabrication steps of YIG-on-superconductor samples [439]. (f) Ultra-strong coupling evidence obtained at 80 mK for the
structure shown in (e) together with the theoretical calculation based on [438].
(Reproduced from [439] with the permission of AIP Publishing.)
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C. Nano-Mechanical Magnetic Resonators for Magnon–
Phonon Quantum Hybrid Systems

Fig. 48.
Heralded parametric single magnon source concept. Magnon
pairs are generated in the pumping area by means of parametric pumping.
Magnons propagate in opposite directions. One of the outputs is used to
determine (herald) the number of magnons at the other output.

waves [428], [429], [452]. The only attempt to study magnon
BEC at cryogenic temperatures was reported in [453], but a
thorough investigation in the quantum limit is still needed.
Realization of many of these—and other ideas—requires
quite strong bias magnetic fields to operate. So far, such
fields were considered a disturbing factor for superconducting
systems, especially for aluminum-based superconducting circuits. In modern magnetism, this issue could—and should—be
resolved using intrinsic or shape-induced anisotropies [339],
localized stray fields from neighboring magnetic structures,
synthetic magnets/metamaterials [454], and so on.
In addition to coupling to superconducting circuits, further
attention should be paid to the development of YIG-based
quantum computing elements, such as qubits. For this purpose,
as magnons are bosons, a single magnon source is needed,
and it could be realized without the use of superconducting

The efficient inter-conversion of coherent signals between
different types of elementary excitations that are operating
in the microwave energy range is an important operation in
quantum sciences, as these functions represent the fundamental
building block for memory, transport, or sensing applications.
It requires a tailored coupling rate between the subsystems,
which must be carefully balanced with their intrinsic relaxation
or loss rates. The regime of strong coupling, which manifests
in form of a level repulsion, when tuned to degeneracy, is of
particular interest as the properties of subsystems hybridize.
There has been recently a renewed interest in exploiting
acoustic phonons in materials with low ultrasonic attenuation as potential candidates to establish strong coupling
with collective spin modes in a magnet. For this particular
combination, the strength of the magneto-elastic interaction
needs to be greater than the relaxation time of the magnon
and phonon modes in the sample. In this respect, YIG holds
a unique position in nature for combining the lowest reported
magnetic damping [456] combined with excellent acoustic
attenuation (10× better than quartz). Several experiments have
demonstrated that, indeed, one could achieve strong coupling
between magnons and phonons [457]–[459]. However, so far,
most of the work has concentrated on performing experiments
with macroscopic, millimeter-sized YIG crystals, usually in the
form of a perfectly polished sphere. Indeed, the difficulty that
has so far hampered the development of garnet thin films for
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integrated solutions is that their epitaxial growth could only be
achieved on GGG substrates. However, for both photons and
phonons, GGG substrates must be considered for all practical
purposes as matched medium, preventing, in consequence, the
confinement of their oscillating energy within the YIG layer.
To overcome this problem, recently, a new process developed
by the group of Schmidt in Halle has demonstrated the fabrication of freestanding YIG microstructures with high magnon
lifetime [186]. These new garnet objects, which benefit from
greatly reduced phononic and photonic energy leakage through
the substrate, have the potential to become game-changing
coherent microwave transducers exploiting their ultra-high
finesse in integrated components.
The options offered by this new approach are numerous.
Within a bounded range of variation, suspended structures of
different sizes and shapes can be produced to allow for different spatio-temporal mechanical patterns. In single clamped
cantilever type structures, the fundamental vibration mode
occurs at a few tens of MHz. In doubly clamped bridges,
one can shift the eigenfrequency of the fundamental vibration
mode to several GHz. Additional engineering can be obtained
by choosing the polarization (transverse versus longitudinal)
and propagation direction. Meanwhile, it is even possible to
create more complex shapes that allow post-patterning by
focused ion beam techniques to create structures, as in Fig. 49,
or for transfer onto other substrates and devices.
The weak mechanical coupling between the magnetic system and the substrate inherent to the suspended structure holds
the promise of high quality factors as dissipation channels
originating from the substrate (traditionally GGG) can be
suppressed. Here, low-temperature measurements hold the
promise to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the
parasite effect of thermal fluctuations.
A future vision is to build on the technological advances in
the nanofabrication and microfabrication of suspended YIG
structures and combine this with the established concepts
developed in the field of optomechanics [460]. Fig. 49 shows
a conceptual device layout highlighting the potential of this
ansatz. In detail, the suspended nanostructure is tailored to
host a phononic mode, which controllably interacts with the
magnonic mode co-localized at the center region. It is expected
that this engineered mode overlap combined with the intrinsic
magnon–phonon interaction allows realizing the strong coupling required for the formation of hybridized magnon–phonon
states. For conversion applications, the concept presented here
can be extended to host a photonic mode enabling tripartite
systems for quantum signal conversion applications [461].
Our vision marries the fields of magnonics and phononics
inside integrated components, profiting from the best of both
worlds, namely, the high tunability of magnets and superior
quality of mechanical systems to realize strong coupling in
hybrid systems uniting quantum information and quantum
communication. We believe that phonons in garnet single
crystals represent an excellent way to coherently couple distant
spins in solid-state devices at microwave frequencies while
keeping the layout compact.
We expect that the future steps will merge structures similar
to the ones presented in Fig. 49 with microwave cavities,
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Fig. 49. (a) Tailored magnon–phonon interaction in suspended nanostructures. The formation of defects in magnonic and phononic crystals allows for
co-localize spatially selected eigenmodes. Due to the comparable velocity
of phonons and magnons, this results in an optimal mode overlap while
realizing a resonant mode coupling. (b) Schematic of a top view of a structure
supporting this interaction. (c) Modeling for the confinement of the phononic
mode at the defect location.

again aiming for strong coupling and, hence, hybridization with microwave photons [462]. This together with the
(magneto)optical properties will open up the possibilities for
quantum science applications even further. While most of
the experiments are so far performed at room temperature,
we envisage a larger impact when the quantum information
exchange and distant entanglement of magnons, phonons,
and microwave photons are performed at low temperatures,
where the number of thermal excitations present at the GHz
frequency is reduced to zero, and quantum fluctuations dominate [463]. We envisage the extension of the present experiments by studying lateral configurations and anticipate novel
quantum effects when driving the magnets into the nonlinear
regime at low temperatures.
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D. Magnon–Phonon Polaron
When magnon–phonon interaction surpasses the relaxation
rates of magnons and phonons, a situation called strong coupling, the two excitations exhibit coherently coupled dynamics, leading to the formation of magnon–phonon polaron.
Such hybrid systems play a crucial role in quantum and
classical information processing since it enables the coherent
transfer of information from one physical system to another.
Magnon–phonon polarons have both the characteristics of
magnons and phonons, i.e., spin information transfer, long
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lifetime [464], and mode degrees of freedom are realized altogether, advantageous for information transfer, and processing
via magnons.
The longevity of magnon–phonon polaron originates
from its long-lived phononic constituent, which makes
magnon–phonon polarons an efficient spin information carrier than pure magnons. In fact, recent experiments revealed
that the magnon–phonon polarons sharply enhance the spinSeebeck effect (SSE) voltage at certain conditions (see
Fig. 50(a) for the H dependence of SSE for a YIG/Pt
bilayer [465]). Here, the peaks show up at the field values
HTA and HLA at which the (TA or LA) phonon dispersion
curves become tangential to the magnon dispersion curve
[Fig. 50(b)], i.e., when the magnon and phonon frequencies ω,
wave numbers k, and group velocities become the same. Under
these “touching” conditions, the magnon and phonon modes
can be coupled over the largest volume in the k space (see
Fig. 2 in [466]), such that the phase space portion over which
the lifetimes of magnonic spin current are enhanced is maximal, leading to the enhancement of SSE [466]. The magnon–
phonon polaron-induced anomalies in the SSE have been
observed also for other magnetic insulators, such as AF Cr2 O3
[467] and (partially) compensated FiM Lu2 BiFe4 GaO12 [60]
and Gd3 Fe5 O12 [468]. In 2020, Yahiro et al. [469] reported that
the anomalies show up also in the spin Peltier effect, the reciprocal of the SSE. The formation of magnon–phonon polarons
is predicted to affect magnonic spin conductivity and thermal
conductivity [466], which awaits experimental discovery.
The propagation dynamics of magnon–phonon polaron
are strongly affected by the mode degrees of freedom
of phonons. Recent optical imaging experiments demonstrate the control of propagation orientation of magnon–
phonon polarons by using the mode degrees of freedom (see
Fig. 50(c) for the magneto-optical image of bi-reflection of
magnon–phonon polarons [470]). Here, the reflected beam
of magnon–phonon polarons splits into the k1 and k 2 orientations at which frequency and wavevector component
along the edge are conserved. The condition is met for TA
and LA phonons at two different wavevectors, leading to
the splitting of reflected beams. The propagation dynamics of magnon–phonon polarons have also been investigated
under microwave excitation, revealing anisotropic propagation
dynamics due to nonlinear multi-magnon–phonon interactions [471], [472].
Propagation dynamics of magnon–phonon polarons may
enable the encoding to networks of magnonic computing
elements, such as a magnetic parametron. A magnetic parametron is the nonlinear magnetic oscillator characterized by
magnetization precession phases discretized into 0 or π [473].
The function of parametron is demonstrated by a YIG/Pt thin
disk under parallel parametric pumping. As the microwave
excitation power increases, the precession phase exhibits Isinglike fluctuation between 0 and π phases [see Fig. 50(d)].
Therefore, the network of parametrons would enable reservoir
and probabilistic computing or annealing in which the interconnection strength defines a problem to solve. The solution
can be read out via the patterns of the phases on the network.
Control of the spin information transfer by magnon–phonon
polarons may play a crucial role in controlling the intercon-
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Fig. 50. (a) H dependence of SSE voltage V for a Pt/YIG-film system at 50 K
under the temperature difference T of 1.73 K [465]. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [465]. (b) Magnon, TA-, and LA-phonon dispersion relations of YIG at the touching field HTA (= 2.6 T) and HLA (= 9.3 T). (c) Timedependence of magneto-optical imaging of magnon–phonon polaron [470].
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [470]. (d) Microwave power dependence of temporal evolutions of the readout voltage of a magnetic parametron.
A voltage value 1(0) corresponds to the precession with the initial phase
of π (0). The inset shows the schematic of a magnetic parametron [473].
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [473].

nection among the parametrons, which may open a new device
concept for magnonic computing.
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E. Cavity Magnonics
Magnons can couple to photons at both microwave (MW)
and optical frequencies, albeit via different mechanisms [20].
At MW frequencies, the spins couple to the magnetic field via
Zeeman splitting, resulting, after a rotating wave approximation, in a beam-splitter type interaction


†
Hmw = gmw m † amw + amw
m
(†)
where m (†) and amw
are the magnon and MW-photon annihilation (creation) operators and  is the reduced Planck constant.
An MW cavity loaded with a magnetic material of high spin
density, such as YIG, can be used to boost the coupling
strength gmw , which can reach a significant fraction of the MW
frequency. The frequency of the magnons can be tuned by an
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external magnetic field and brought into resonance with the
MW cavity field. In the strong coupling regime, the magnon
and photon modes hybridize, signaled by an avoided crossing
at resonance. The coupling of magnons to optical photons
(typically in the near-infrared) occurs instead via Brillouin
scattering, a second-order process in the electric field where
light is scattered by absorbing or creating a magnon. The
corresponding interaction Hamiltonian is parametric


Hopt = gopt a2† a1 m † + a1† a2 m
(†)
are the annihilation (creation) photon operators.
where a1,2
For a dielectric magnetic material, such as YIG, the photonic
cavity can be realized by the material itself and by total
internal reflection.
For optimal mode matching, the coupling
√
gopt ∼ 1/ V and could reach the MHz range for a diffractionlimited cavity volume V ∼ 1 μm3 [474].√For a laser-driven
cavity, gopt can be enhanced as g̃opt = n c gopt , where n c
is the steady state number of photons trapped in the cavity.
Under driving, Hopt can be turned into a beam-splitter or
a parametric amplifier Hamiltonian by choosing the laser
detuning√[475]. This corresponds to a linearization procedure,
a † a → n c (a † + a), which conceals the intrinsic nonlinear
character of Hopt .
While experiments with MWs can reach the strong coupling
regime routinely, realizations with optomagnonic cavities are
still in the weak coupling regime, in which the coupling is
smaller than the typical photon (κ) and magnon ( ) decay
rates. A useful figure of merit in this context is the coopera2
tivity C = g κ , where g is the coupling strength. C > 1 is
required, e.g., for quantum state transfer.
The strong coupling regime can enable applications at the
quantum level, such as the generation and manipulation of
non-classical states of magnons. A protocol to optically write
and read single magnon Fock states was proposed in [475] by
using Hopt together with a combination of driving and single
photon detection (heralding). In turn, a heralding protocol in
the MW regime was put forward for generating magnetic
cat states, where the magnetization is in a superposition of
two semiclassical states pointing in different directions [476].
The protocol requires a squeezed quantum ground state of
the magnetization (a state with anisotropic zero-point fluctuations), which can be easily obtained by using an anisotropic,
elongated magnet. Cats with components separated by ∼ 5
and involving >108 spins are predicted to be feasible in YIG
for mK temperatures.
Systems incorporating other degrees of freedom are also
being explored. It has been proposed that the parametric
coupling of magnons to kHz mechanical vibrations in MW
cavity magnonics can be harnessed for quantum thermometry
with the possibility of realizing a primary thermometer at
sub-Kelvin temperatures [477]. Dynamical backaction in these
systems has been demonstrated, including the magnon spring
effect on the mechanics, paving the way, e.g., for entanglement, squeezing, or magnon-mediated ground-state cooling
of massive objects [478]. Levitated micromagnets interacting
with light have been moreover proposed to optically probe and
control the coupled spin-mechanics [479].

Fig. 51. Hybrid cavity magnonics: characteristic frequencies and state-ofthe-art decay rates for each degree of freedom. A comparison between the
experimental state of the art (when available) and the upper bound for the
coupling rates is given.

AF insulators have been put forward as an alternative
platform for cavity optomagnonics with the potential for
on-demand tunable coupling by an external magnetic field,
light-induced interaction between the two magnon branches,
and THz transduction [480], [481]. Two-magnon/two-photon
Raman scattering processes at optical frequencies have been
predicted to generate chiral magnon currents in 2D AF samples [482] and could be explored for stimulated magnon-pair
generation in a cavity setup.
The different hybrid platforms for quantum magnonic systems are schematically depicted in Fig. 51.
1) Outlook and Challenges: Cavity magnonics is a promising approach for quantum magnonics. Incorporating magnons
into hybrid quantum systems can bring new functionalities
into play, such as easy MW integration and nonreciprocal tunable quantum transduction. MW cavity magnonics is
ripe for exploring the quantum regime, incorporating, e.g.,
superconducting qubits as a nonlinear element [20]. Truly
nonclassical magnon states, such as Fock or cat states, have
not yet been demonstrated in these platforms, but it is to be
expected that these can be realized in the near future.
One of the main challenges for quantum applications in the
optical regime is to boost the state-of-the-art coupling rates and
cooperativities. Although the predicted upper bound for gopt
is large, theoretical proposals for concrete platforms still fall
short from predicting C > 1. These include interfacing optics
with magnetic textures [483] and the design of optomagnonic
crystals at the microscale [461]. The main challenge resides
in achieving optimal mode matching between the magnon
and photon modes. Optomagnonic crystals could also be
designed to realize strong resonant magnon–phonon coupling
in the GHz regime. Interfacing efficiently also with MWs and
phonons requires optimization and mode matching at all levels,
which is extremely challenging. This, however, could open the
door for quantum state transfer between microwave and optics
or between microwaves and phonons.
The proposed protocols for generating magnonic nonclassical states rely on projective measurements [475], [476]
and are probabilistic by nature. It is challenging to design
deterministic protocols instead. A possibility is to systematically add magnons one-by-one via their coupling to a qubit,
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e.g., a superconducting qubit or an NV center. The intrinsic
properties of magnetic systems (such as nonreciprocity and
nonlinearities) are also attractive resources for the generation
of nonclassical states to be explored.
Magnetic materials beyond YIG and, in particular, AFMs
in the context of cavity magnonics remain still mostly to
be explored, as are other frequency regimes for the photons.
This is challenging both from a theoretical and experimental
point of view but could bring new exciting phenomena at the
quantum level.
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F. Dissipative Cavity Magnonics
Cavity magnonics set initially its foot on the coherent
magnon–photon coupling (as highlighted in the previous
section). The physics of coherent coupling, as shown in the
example of spring-coupled pendulums, has broad relevance.
Yet, the coherent coupling is only one of the two typical forms
of coupling that enables hybridization. Dissipative coupling,
the other form, has been less studied in the labs but is equally
ubiquitous in nature. Examples include the synchronization of
pendulum clocks mounted on a common base, the tidal locking
of the Earth and the Moon, and the interacting heat currents
in the Sun.
In 2018, dissipative magnon–photon coupling was discovered by setting a YIG sphere in a Fabry–Pérot-like cavity that
consists of both standing and traveling waves [484]. Other
experiments, performed soon after, observed similar effects
by setting YIG spheres in different types of cavities [447],
[485]–[487]. In contrast to coherent magnon–photon coupling that is characterized by level repulsion in the dispersion and beating pattern in the time-domain response,
dissipative magnon–photon coupling is characterized by level
attraction [484] and synchronization [488]. It is an indirect
magnon–photon coupling effect mediated through a common
reservoir, such as the traveling wave, which provides a common source of dissipation that removes energy from the open
system [489].
Since then, two distinct capabilities have been demonstrated in developing dissipative cavity magnonics: 1) utilizing
the directional interference between coherent and dissipative couplings, time-reversal symmetry is broken in cavity
magnonics, which enables nonreciprocal microwave transmission [490] and 2) utilizing purely dissipative coupling,
anti-parity-time symmetric cavity magnonics is demonstrated.
In such a system, two types of singularities have been found
(see Fig. 52): the exceptional points that are square-root
singularities appearing in non-Hermitian systems, and bound

Fig. 52.
Bloch sphere representation for dissipative cavity magnonics
showing the evolution of eigenmodes hybridized by the magnon (m) and
photon (a). Two types of singularities emerge in such a system: the exceptional
points (EP) that are square-root singularities appearing in non-Hermitian
systems, and the bound state in the continuum (BIC) that exhibits slow light
capability.

states in the continuum that simultaneously exhibit maximal
coherent superposition and slow light capability [491].
Utilizing the dissipative coupling, dissipation is no longer a
nuisance. On the contrary, it becomes a resourceful ingredient
of open systems. So far, all experiments in this direction
have been performed in the classical regime. Expending the
research to the quantum regime is of significant interest.
However, it is still an open question whether the traveling
wave is feasible to mediate a strong dissipative coupling
between a single magnon and a single cavity photon. In contrast, coherent magnon–photon coupling in such a single
quanta regime has already been demonstrated eight years ago
(see Section VIII-M). As the future perspective for expanding
the horizon of dissipative cavity magnonics from classical to
the quantum regime, two challenges need to be addressed.
1) In the first step, the traveling wave mediated magnon–
photon coupling [490] needs to be studied in the single quanta
regime at cryogenic temperatures. In such a quantum regime,
methods need to be established to mediate a large dissipative
coupling rate that exceeds the intrinsic damping rates of the
magnon and photon.
2) As the more fundamental challenge, the photons that
mediate the dissipative coupling in cavity magnonics also
cause extrinsic damping that limits the cooperativity of the
coupled system [484]–[491]. Innovative device architecture
needs to be developed to mitigate the effect of extrinsic
damping in the quantum regime in order to reach the strong
coupling regime with the cooperativity larger than one for
dissipative cavity magnonics.
Achieving both coherent and dissipative couplings in the
quantum regime will open new perspectives, such as enabling
dissipation engineering in cavity magnonics devices, developing quantum sensors based on non-Hermitian physics, and creating resourceful magnon–photon states mediated by traveling
photons. All these may inspire cross applications that combine
diverse capabilities, such as eigenmodes control, quantum
states manipulation, singularity-based sensing, and microwave
confinement.
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G. Planar Resonator-Based Hybrid Magnonic Circuits
The emergent behaviors of hybrid quantum systems promise
to advance quantum information science with versatile
capabilities by combining different physical platforms. A new
breed of hybrid quantum systems is based on dynamic magnetic excitations, or magnons, which are collective excitations
of magnetically ordered materials [16], [492]. The field of
magnonics is dedicated to exploring magnons for spin-wavebased computing applications. The highly tunable dispersion
of magnons makes them ideal candidates for coherent information processing and transduction, potentially down to the
single-quantum level.
Planar microwave resonators are well suited for coupling
magnons with microwave excitations and building hybrid
magnonic networks and circuits. They offer great freedom in
terms of circuit design and are compatible with lithographic
fabrication processes and the modern CMOS platform. Planar
resonators have much smaller effective volumes compared
with 3D cavities and, therefore, allow for better coupling efficiency with magnetic dipoles. For example, Li et al. [493] and
Hou and Liu [494] demonstrated strong magnon–photon coupling between a lithographically patterned permalloy (NiFe)
thin-film device and a superconducting coplanar resonator.
To overcome the challenge of a small coupling volume in
magnetic nanostructures, one could replace the widely used
metallic NiFe with materials with a larger spin density, such
as YIG. Indeed, recent progress showed that nanofabrication
of YIG is feasible [495]. Moreover, this would enable the
fabrication of arrays of nano-magnets [77] and MCs on planar
resonators offering novel functionalities to tune the magnon
resonance and propagation characteristics.
As a future perspective, one promising architecture is the
use of split-ring resonators (SRRs) for studying magnon–
photon polaritons. By employing optical techniques on this
open geometry design, one can gain information about
the localization of the hybrid excitations. Furthermore,
it simplifies the up-conversion and down-conversion of electromagnetic excitations from the microwave to the optical
domain. Kaffash et al. [75] recently studied magnon–photon
interaction between an SRR and a 2.46 μm-thin YIG film
sample in the strong coupling regime using BLS spectroscopy.
Complementary inductive and BLS measurements are shown
in Fig. 53(a) and (b). Strong coupling between magnons
and photons with a coupling strength of geff /2π = 132
MHz was observed for an SRR with inner dimensions of
1.5 × 1.5 mm2 , outer dimensions of 4.5 × 4.5 mm2 , and a
0.2 mm gap. This demonstrates that a larger coupling strength
for a much smaller system can be achieved compared to a 3D
cavity since the effective volume of a planar SRR is smaller.
Comparing the magnon–photon polariton results obtained by
the two techniques reveals that BLS senses both magnonic
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and photonic characteristics [see Fig. 53(b)], while microwave
absorption mainly probes the photonic character of the hybrid
excitation [see Fig. 53(a)]. Additional modes observed by BLS
are attributed to spin-wave modes [498].
Another promising planar architecture is embedding singlecrystal YIG spheres onto coplanar superconducting circuits.
Substrate-free YIG crystals enable state-of-the-art magnon
coherence time at cryogenic temperatures for real quantum
applications. Li [497] recently demonstrated hybrid circuits
by mounting a YIG sphere into a deeply etched hole that is
lithographically defined on a Si substrate. The design of the
superconducting resonator resembles a λ/4 resonator with
the shorted end forming a circular antenna to couple with
the YIG sphere [see Fig. 53(c)]. As shown in Fig. 53(d),
a clear avoided crossing is observed between the resonator
mode and the magnon mode, both of which show ultra-narrow
linewidths down to 1 MHz for the entire frequency and field
range. A magnon–photon coupling strength of 130 MHz and
a cooperativity of 13 000 have been achieved for a 250-μmdiameter YIG sphere. Negligible parasite magnon modes are
excited due to the uniformity of the microwave field from the
circular antenna. This is important for eliminating magnon
decoherence processes in the dispersive regime. The YIGsphere-embedded planar geometry can be further applied in
coupling two remote YIG spheres with the magnon–magnon
coupling quantitatively controllable by the magnon-resonator
frequency detuning [497].
We expect planar hybrid magnonic circuits to act as
a leading contender for the future development of quantum magnonics. Steady advances in optical techniques at
ultralow temperatures may unlock the full potential of quantum magnonics by studying magnon propagation in the quantum limit. The capability of integrating multiple magnon and
resonator components in planar circuit systems enables onchip magnon-based quantum networks and the realization of
advanced magnon computing with quantum-tolerant excitation
coherence.
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H. Toward Entangled Magnons in Hybrid Quantum Systems
The field of magnonics usually operates with coherent
magnons at room temperature. The density of the so-called
thermal magnons that are in equilibrium with a phononic
bath of a solid body is around 1018 cm−3 . Thus, operations
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Fig. 53. Demonstration of microwave-to-optical upconversion using strong magnon–photon coupling in an SRR/YIG thin-film hybrid circuit. (a) Microwave
transmission parameter S12 as a function of magnetic field and microwave frequency. (b) Corresponding BLS intensity versus magnetic field and frequency,
effectively representing an upconversion. Avoided level crossing and uncoupled Kittel mode are detected by BLS. Adapted with permission from [496].
(c) and (d) Coherent coupling between a chip-embedded YIG sphere and a coplanar superconducting resonator. (c) Schematic of the coplanar superconducting
resonator design. (d) Avoided crossing between the magnon mode and the resonator mode. Adapted with permission from [497].

with single magnons are not possible without using cryogenic
techniques. The most straightforward estimation using the
Bose–Einstein distribution shows that the thermal magnon
population at 10 GHz and 100 mK is around 0.01, and nowadays, mK temperatures are readily accessible with commercial
dilution refrigerators. The field of quantum magnonics already
took its first but essential steps, as our colleagues in this
section describe it. Compared to the area of quantum optics,
which is already a well-established field of modern physics,
magnonics offers a set of unique features inherent also to
a usual room-temperature magnonics [12], [27]: scalability
down to the atomic lattice scale, frequency range from GHz
up to hundreds of THz, straightforward control of magnons by
electric currents and fields, pronounced natural nonlinearity,
and a manifold of nonreciprocal phenomena.
Moreover, hybrid quantum magnonics shows a promising
path to bridge the gap between different quantum technologies.
It offers the unique combination of spin-, phonon-, and photon(including microwave) quantum systems and ultimately highly
integrable hybrid quantum systems. Having achieved longer
coherence times and lengths, integrated quantum magnonics
will allow the coupling to other quantum systems, promising
efficient interaction between the sub-systems and their mutual
interactive characterization and examination [304]. Using
machine learning algorithms [499], one may then exploit

the coupling to find true quantum models of the integrated
quantum magnonics circuits, typically obtained from empirical
measurements and analytical models.
One of the major challenges facing quantum magnonics,
in our opinion, is the transition from a single magnon in the
form of a uniform precession described in Section VIII-M
to propagating single magnons. The comparatively large
spin-wave loss is a challenge, which will limit the number of magnons reaching a detector region. Nevertheless,
the recently developed 50 nm-wide single-mode spin-wave
waveguides offer relatively large propagation lengths of about
10 μm [46], which should be sufficient for quantum operations
at the nanoscale. Thus, besides a set of technical questions,
the main challenges will involve the realization of efficient
single-magnon sources and detectors. The superconducting
qubit approach described in Section VIII-M seems to be the
most viable solution. Superconducting systems on the basis
of nonlinear Josephson circuits with discrete energy spectra
allow for the detection of microwave photons and magnons
with single-quantum sensitivity. These systems are analogs of
a single atom described with a discrete Hamiltonian and allow
for efficient electromagnetic coupling between constituents in
hybrid systems [500].
A further fundamental challenge in the field of quantum
magnonics is the generation of entangled magnon states.
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Fortunately, there are already many well-studied physical
mechanisms that generate such states. For example, BLS generates magnons that are entangled with photons, and parallel
parametric pumping couples two magnons with a microwave
photon. Three-magnon splitting [21] generates two entangled
magnons as well. The required powers and the efficiencies
of all these phenomena will possibly be an eminent challenge.
The realization of the entangled magnons will enable a variety
of experimental investigations, such as quantum teleportation,
quantum simulation, quantum computation, and quantum sensing [501].
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I. Manipulating Hybrid Magnonic Interactions
1) Status: Tuning the interaction between a magnonic
device and another resonator is important for spin-wave
computing. In its various forms of implementation, hybrid
magnonics has exhibited great high flexibility and versatility,
with a number of parameters being used for manipulating
the system dynamics. As shown by the simplified mode in
Fig. 54(a), where a magnon mode (m) is coupled with a
resonance mode (a), the available tuning parameters include:
the frequency detuning ( f ), coupling strength (g), and
dissipation rates (κa and κm ).
The detuning frequency is the most widely used tuning parameter in most hybrid magnonic experiments. This also represents the greatest advantage of hybrid magnonics—the highly
tunable magnon frequency. Simply changing the strength of
the bias magnetic field for magnonic devices will tune the
magnon frequency over a broad range, making it extremely
convenient to match the frequency of the other mode.
The coupling strength is another easily tunable parameter
that strongly affects the interaction dynamics. It can be controlled by changing the system configuration [502], such as
the relative position and size of the two coupled resonators,
the geometry of the resonator design, the type of magnetic
materials, and the direction of the bias magnetic field.
The dissipation rate also controls hybrid magnonic systems, associating hybrid magnonic interactions with different
regimes such as strong coupling, the Purcell effect, or magnetically induced transparency [502], and may lead to novel
phenomena such as level attraction [503].
In addition, magnon states can be directly manipulated by
microwave [450] or optical signals [504]. Moreover, specific
properties of the resonator also affect the system dynamics.
For instance, in hybrid magnon-microwave photon systems,
microwave polarization is a key parameter to be tuned to
produce nonreciprocal behaviors [505].
2) Current and Future Challenges: With all the possible
approaches for tuning the hybrid magnonic interactions, one
major challenge is how to obtain real-time tuning. As of
today, most experimentally demonstrated tunings in hybrid
magnonics are static or semi-static. The tuning operations,
such as changing the bias magnetic field (direction or strength)
or modifying the device configuration, are usually on a time

Fig. 54. (a) List of available parameters for manipulating the interaction
dynamics in hybrid magnonic systems. (b)–(d) Dynamics of magnon amplitude in a hybrid magnonic system where the detuning, coupling strength, and
dissipation rate are temporarily tuned (shaded regions), respectively.

scale that is much longer than the lifetime of the magnon
mode, which is no more than a few microseconds even in
YIG, the material with lowest magnon damping.
In practical magnon-based computing applications, realtime tuning is desired, which requires a tuning operation to be
finished within the finite magnon lifetime. A pulse signal that
temporarily changes the detuning frequency, coupling strength,
or dissipation rates will change the interaction dynamics
and accordingly the final states of the system, as shown in
Fig. 54(b)–(d). However, in order to apply the available tuning
mechanism to such transient responses, a series of challenges
will need to be addressed.
1) Approaches for applying rapid magnetic pulses need to
be developed, which is the most straightforward way of tuning
the magnon frequency. It requires both a large tuning range and
a fast tuning speed and, therefore, is highly challenging. Such
principle has been recently demonstrated using an ultrasmall
coil [506], but significant further improvements are required
for practical applications. This approach can also be applied
to resonance mode a if magnetic tunability is available on the
resonator [418].
2) Another approach for detuning tuning is to utilize frequency-tunable resonators to couple with magnons.
For instance, the resonator can be integrated with highspeed mechanical components [507], such as micro- or
nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS or NEMS), tunable
kirigami, or origami structures.
3) Novel physics need to be explored to obtain tunable
coupling strengths because the beam-splitter type interaction is fixed for a given device configuration. For example, Floquet engineering has been proven as a promising
approach [508]. Moreover, utilizing the nonlinearity of the
mode coupled with magnons, the tunable parametric coupling
can be obtained [509].
4) New materials with novel tuning mechanisms for magnon
(frequency, dissipation, and so on) are desired. For instance,
multiferroic, optomagnetic, or magnetoelastic materials can
introduce novel electrical/optical/mechanical approaches for
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real-time tuning of the magnon dynamics if novel low-loss
materials with strong magnonic responses can be discovered.
3) Concluding Remarks: Hybrid magnonics intrinsically
possesses rich tunability due to their great versatility. Incorporating real-time dynamical controls will revolutionize hybrid
magnonics research, which is restricted to static or semistatic situations, allowing complicated gating operations that
are at the core of modern signal processing. This points to a
new pathway toward a broad range of promising spin-wave
computing applications, such as low-power computing and
quantum signal processing.

to the energy of the hybrid system. The demonstrated technology offers new perspectives in quantum magnonics.
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K. Quantum Interfaces Between Magnons and Paramagnetic
Spins
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J. Realization of Ultrastrong Photon-to-Magnon Coupling
With Superconducting Hybrids
Quantum magnonics is one of the emerging subfields
of hybrid quantum technologies [510]. By considering the
hybridization of photons with magnons, quantum magnonics offers various novel approaches, including hybrid quantum platforms [418], magnon memory [511], and quantum
transducers [512]. Developments in quantum magnonics are
partially obstructed by a weak coupling strength between
photons and magnons. In fact, the strong and ultra-strong
photon-to-magnon coupling regimes were originally reached
in macroscopic cavity-based systems by utilizing the Dicke
coupling relation, i.e., by the introduction of a large number of
spins into the system with poor single-spin coupling strength
(typically below 1 Hz). For practical realization, on-chip
quantum systems are highly desired where high single-spin
coupling strength is required.
Recently, the realization of on-chip ultrastrong photon-tomagnon coupling was demonstrated using the superconducting hybrid structure [513], [514]. The structure is based on
a superconductor–insulator–superconductor trilayer resonator
where the photon phase velocity is suppressed by several
orders of magnitude following the Swihart relation and on
the FM layer placed between superconducting layers. By a
corresponding reduction in dimensions of the resonator, the
electromagnetic volume becomes comparable with the FM
volume, thus ensuring efficient photon-to-magnon coupling.
For instance, the following parameters of interaction have been
reached: the coupling strength of above 6 GHz, the single-spin
coupling strength of about 350 Hz, and the coupling ratio of
about 0.6 [514]. Interestingly, with an achieved coupling ratio,
the system approaches the so-called deep-strong coupling
regime and allows verifying the interaction model. As it
appears, the superconducting hybrid structure obeys the Hopfield light-matter interaction model instead of the commonly
accepted Dicke model, which indicates plasmonic contribution
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Magnons are promising components for quantum
technology due to their unique properties [16], such as
tunable dispersion relations and large nonlinearities. Since
these useful properties are absent in other platforms,
harnessing them could unlock novel, flexible, magnonbased approaches to areas such as quantum information
processing. In analogy with its photon-based counterpart,
there are two potential approaches toward magnon-based
quantum computing. First, magnon buses coupled to several
information-processing nodes, commonly qubits, can passively
mediate the coupling and information exchange between them
(see Fig. 55). Alternatively, magnons can act as flying qubits
holding quantum information. This information is processed
on the fly via local operations enabled by controlling local
strong nonlinear elements, usually also qubits.
Both approaches require strong coherent coupling between
propagating magnons and qubits. Solid-state paramagnetic
spin impurities (PS), e.g., NV centers in diamond, are promising qubit candidates due to their long coherence times. They
can be coherently manipulated and optically initialized at
room temperature, thus being able to operate above cryogenic
temperatures. Moreover, the high densities reachable by PS
ensembles allow to concentrate many PSs within a single
magnon mode volume (∼ λ3 with λ the magnon wavelength),
thereby collectively enhancing magnon–qubit coupling.
Motivated by applications in quantum technologies, recent
works have focused on devising magnon–PS interfaces. Experiments have demonstrated the coupling between classical
spin waves and single PS [150], high-density PS ensembles [149], and low-density ensembles with individually
addressable PS [515]. Coupling to a PS ensemble has enabled
spatially resolved spin-wave detection by tracking the spin
wave-induced change of the PS fluorescence. Moreover, the
coupling between spin waves and PS has been shown to
be coherent [154], paving the way toward the quantum
regime. The development of a quantum theory describing
magnon–PS interfaces [158] has enabled us to explore this
regime and provide several theoretical predictions. These
include magnon-mediated entanglement generation between
two PS [516], [159] and the use of high-density PS ensembles
both to mold the propagation of quantum magnonic states and
to detect magnonic quantum vacuum fluctuations [158].
The above results reveal promising prospects for
magnon–PS interfaces in the context of quantum information
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Fig. 55. Coupling between spin waves and solid-state paramagnetic spin
ensembles can be tuned in the time domain and with a sub-wavelength spatial
resolution (e.g., via optical pumping), enabling flexible quantum interfaces.
These allow, among others, to route and process quantum information stored
in the magnons or in the paramagnetic spins.

processing. First, the flexibility of these interfaces could
be an asset in networks where PS nodes (qubits) interact
via mediating magnons. Such a “magnon reservoir” can
be engineered with unprecedented flexibility using useful
properties intrinsic to magnons, such as band minima at finite
momentum or spectra tunable through external fields. This
could enable novel, more efficient protocols for quantum
computing and simulation, devised specifically for magnonic
quantum networks. Moreover, dense PS ensembles can
be used to control spin-wave propagation and, thus, have
great potential to route and perform quantum operations
on flying magnon qubits. Indeed, the quantum state of PS
ensembles and, thus, their linear and nonlinear interaction
with magnons can be time-modulated and spatially patterned
with sub-wavelength resolution (e.g., via spatially resolved
optical pumping). This will allow to externally imprint and
erase the desired functionalities from magnonic amplifiers to
magnonic nonlinear gates directly on the spin ensemble. Such
functionalities can be optimized for the quantum regime using
nanophotonic-inspired engineering. Devising coherent quantum repeaters and two-qubit gates would enable efficient and
universal magnonic quantum computing. Exploration of these
research lines could provide a magnonic analog—and much
more flexible alternative—to photonic quantum computing.
The development of magnon–PS-based quantum information platforms faces several challenges. The main is the high
losses (decoherence) of magnons compared to, e.g., photons.
The low-temperature operation can mitigate decoherence but
will hardly suffice to devise scalable devices. The design of
error correction protocols adapted for magnonic platforms,
such as bang-bang protocols for flying qubits or coherent spin
control of PS, will be necessary. Whether these protocols can
efficiently be implemented in magnon–PS interfaces remains
an open question, whose answer requires a deep theoretical
understanding of the sources of decoherence.
Even if decoherence is decreased by several orders of
magnitude, quantum magnonic platforms would still be too
lossy to scale up into fully magnonic quantum networks.
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Future platforms will likely exploit low-loss superconducting
microwave buses to distribute quantum information between
small, highly flexible, high-performance processing nodes
based on magnon–PS interfaces. To realize such hybrid networks, it is key to devise methods to transduce quantum states
between a propagating microwave photon and a propagating
magnon with high fidelity. This quantum engineering challenge might require recruiting other degrees of freedom, e.g.,
phonons [517], [518]. Ultimately, the potential of magnon–PS
interfaces for quantum information processing will only be
attested by experimental observation of quantum coherence
in a magnon–PS system. This will require developing novel
tools in magnonics, such as reproducible methods, to generate
quantum magnonic states or to certify their quantum nature
(e.g., quantum state tomography).
In summary, magnon–PS interfaces could provide a flexible
quantum information processing platform, incorporating novel
and powerful designs for devices and protocols. Realizing
these platforms requires input from nanophotonics, quantum
optics, and material science. The increasing research on
magnon–PS interfaces shows the promising potential of a
nascent field: hybrid quantum spin-magnonics.
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L. How to Distill Entanglement in Quantum Magnonics
In a spin-singlet state, the projection of one of the two
spins dictates the projection of the other spin, even when they
are spatially separated and non-interacting. This spooky action
at a distance is an example of quantum entanglement of the
“discrete variable” type, i.e., between two systems with finite
Hilbert spaces. “Continuous variable” entanglement exists in
infinite Hilbert spaces, such as the position and momentum
of harmonic oscillators (HOs). The vanishing uncertainty of
the relative position and total momentum of two HO indicates “continuous variable” quantum entanglement. Entanglement is necessary for quantum communication, teleportation,
and quantum encryption. The advantages of continuous over
discrete variable entanglement are deterministic rather than
probabilistic and heralded observation, as well as the relative
simplicity to observe electric/magnetic field amplitudes instead
of photon “clicks,” especially at microwave frequencies.
Lachance-Quirion et al. [418] demonstrated discrete variable entanglement of the lowest number (Fock) states of
Kittel mode magnons with a qubit mediated by photons in
a high-quality cavity. Magnons are superior to other bosonic
quasiparticles by their anisotropic dispersion and various types
of nonlinearities. The dissipative dynamics of driven magnon
systems leads to phenomena, such as Bose condensation and
an entanglement that does not require auxiliary systems, such
as a superconducting qubit [519]. When driving a Kittel mode
beyond the threshold of a Suhl instability, four-magnon scattering excites a degenerate ±k magnon pair. We theoretically
showed that, in a steady state in which Kittel and ±k modes
are fixed points of the dynamics in phase space, interactions
“squeeze” the fluctuations and generate continuous variable
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Fig. 56. Continuous variable entanglement in the phase space of Kittel mode
and a ±k magnon pair, accessed by two photon modes. The shaded ellipse
in the bottom figure indicates the uncertainty that vanishes in fully entangled
states.

entanglement between them at low (but not ultralow) temperatures (see Fig. 56). The partial entanglement can be
transformed into a pure one such as in a spin singlet state, so it
is “distillable” and, therefore, useful for quantum information
purposes. In order to measure, distill, and implement the entanglement, we need two distinct microwaves sources, i.e., k →
0 cavity photons that drive and probe the Kittel mode, and
spatially modulated ones that couple directly to the ±k pair
(see Fig. 56). Distillation protocols based on local operations
and classical communications can then transform the partial
entanglement of the output to perfect entanglement bits for
quantum information by, e.g., lattices of interacting magnets.
The bistability of the “magnon parametron,” a parametrically driven magnetic disk, can be used as an Ising spin
memory and stochastic “p-bit” for probabilistic computations [473]. The entanglement principle sketched above for
resonantly excited magnets works as well for the magnon
parametron [520] at even lesser drive powers. The magnetoelastic interaction helps to generate [521], transfer, and
manipulate magnon–magnon entanglement via phonons. Analogous to atoms in the Bose condensate and photonic solitons,
magnons can be entangled in real rather than reciprocal
space in interacting magnon condensates or soliton wave
functions whose fluctuations are squeezed by four magnon
interactions [451].
The developments sketched above provide a clear roadmap
to realize magnon entanglement in all-magnetic circuits and
devices that execute quantum encryption and other protocols.
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M. Quantum Sensing of Magnons With Superconducting
Qubits
Magnons, the quanta of spin-wave excitations, are the mainstay concept of magnonics, yet their genuine quantum natures
have rarely been revealed. The generation, manipulation, and
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detection of non-classical magnon states are envisioned as
some of the ultimate feats in magnonics that remain to be
realized. Employing techniques developed in circuit quantum
electrodynamics (circuit QED) for manipulating microwave
photons with superconducting qubits [522], [523], however,
we are now on the verge of realizing these feats. In the
quantum sensing frontier, major progress has already been
achieved exploiting the magnonic analog of the circuit QED
architecture.
The schematic representation of the architecture [16], [524]
is shown in Fig. 57. Here, the uniform magnetostatic mode,
or the Kittel mode, of a single-crystal spherical YIG sample
and a transmon-type superconducting qubit of frequencies
ωm and ωq are coupled to a common microwave cavity
mode of frequency ωc through magnetic and electric dipole
interactions of coupling strengths gm−c and gq−c , respectively.
This leads to a second-order effective coupling between the
magnetostatic mode and the superconducting qubit of coupling
strength gq−m . The strong coupling regime is reached when
gq−m is larger than both magnon and qubit linewidths γm and
γq , respectively, and has been experimentally realized in this
system [509]. When the qubit and the Kittel mode are detuned,
the coupling between them becomes off-resonant, suppressing
direct energy exchange, yet produces a state-dependent frequency shift in either the qubit or Kittel mode, quantified
by the dispersive shift 2χq−m . Experimentally, the strong
dispersive regime has been achieved, demonstrating the qubit
spectrum splitting according to the magnon Fock states in the
Kittel mode [525].
Through the strong dispersive interaction, the qubit can be
excited conditionally on the number of magnons in the Kittel
mode. Leveraging this capability together with a high-fidelity
qubit readout technique, the single-shot detection of a single
magnon was demonstrated [418]. The quantum efficiency
of up to 0.71 was reached, primarily limited by the qubit
decoherence. The dark count probability was 0.24 and was
further reduced to 0.12 with an alternative protocol. The strong
dispersive interaction can also be exploited for monitoring
how many magnons are excited by a continuous process.
Employing the so-called T2∗ relaxometry with the Ramsey
interrogation scheme for a qubit [526], a quantum sensing
of a steady-state magnon population was performed [527].
The demonstrated magnon detection sensitivity was 1.55 ×
√
is equivalent to a magnetic field
10−3 magnons/ (Hz), which√
sensitivity of 1.35 × 10−15 T/ (Hz). Here, the noise primarily
stemmed from the quantum projection noise in measuring the
qubit state, which is either in the ground state or the excited
state.
Among other things, the qubit T2∗ , primarily limited by
conductive losses in the copper microwave cavity, constitutes
both a dominant source of error in the single-shot single
magnon detection and a bottleneck of the sensitivity for the
T2∗ relaxometry. Improvements in this vein must reconcile with
the need to apply a strong external magnetic field B0 (typically
0.3 T) to the YIG sphere from outside the cavity, preventing a
simple replacement of the cavity material with a superconductor, such as aluminum. To resolve this, the use of a cavity made
of a low-loss dielectric material, such as rutile, would be an
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Fig. 57. Schematic representation of the architecture to demonstrate the
strong coupling between the uniform magnetostatic mode, or Kittel mode, of a
YIG sphere and a transmon-type superconducting qubit. The frequency of the
magnons in the Kittel mode is tunable through the amplitude of the external
magnetic field B0 . Both systems are placed inside a multimode 3D microwave
cavity, leading to an effective qubit–magnon coupling. Reprinted (adapted)
from [16]. Copyright (2019) The Japan Society of Applied Physics.

option. With a large dielectric constant, a rutile cavity can also
boost the magnetic field confinement within the cavity and,
therefore, the coupling between the microwave cavity mode
and the Kittel mode. With a microwave cavity of higher quality
factor and a qubit with an improved T2∗ , non-classical magnon
states, such as Fock states and Schrödinger’s cat states, can be
generated and controlled.
Finally, to be a little bit more ambitious, let us ask ourselves
whether the quantum magnonics architecture can contribute
to quantum information technologies. More specifically, can
magnons be used as a quantum information carrier and play
a similar role to microwave photons [523] in this context?
The answer hinges on how much we can increase the magnon
lifetime τm = 1/γm . In order to compete with microwave
photons in a high-quality superconducting cavity, the magnon
lifetime has to be improved by at least two orders of magnitude
from the current best value in YIG spheres, which is of the
order of 100 ns. Even if it is hard to compete with microwave
photons directly, magnons can potentially offer advantages
in auxiliary roles that supplement photonic elements of the
quantum information pipeline, such as microwave-to-optical
transduction [512]. In any case, there is certainly a demand
for new ideas!
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N. Toward Tunable, Dissipative Quantum Magnonics:
Two-Tone Cavity-Magnon Polariton Spectroscopy and
Controlled On-Chip Coupling
As part of cavity magnonics, quantum magnonics comprises
different hybridized physical systems, which includes the
manipulation and control over single magnons, i.e., the quanta
of spin waves, and the coherent coupling (direct or indirect)
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to linear and nonlinear physical systems, such as microwave
resonators and qubits. The associated polaritons emerging
from the strong coupling describe a coherent exchange of
information between all involved systems. Its hallmark is
the observation of avoided level crossings. Coherent coupling
is at the heart of all applications of quantum magnonics
for quantum information processing. Experimentally, cavity
magnonics only emerged in the past decade, and the observation of the quantum regime has been realized only within bulk
3D systems. Among others, pivotal experiments included the
observation of coherent but fixed coupling of cavity photons
to magnons in the quantum regime at millikelvin and in
the classical regime at room temperatures [442], [502] and
the coupling of qubits based on superconducting circuits to
magnons via the cavity photons [509]. However, in terms
of decoherence, these qubits are very sensitive to a direct
coupling to the environment and magnetic fields [528]. In turn,
magnons require both static and time-dependent magnetic
fields to be excited and tuned. Thus, magnons and qubits
(or other nonlinear elements) are usually physically separated
and indirectly coupled via cavity resonator photons. However,
for a robust, large-scale integration benchmarking against
CMOS-based technologies, at least two key challenges remain.
First, downscaling from the predominantly bulk, quantum
magnonic architectures is inevitable for a full on-chip realization of this form of quantum-based information processing. Second, dynamic control over the coherent information
exchange is necessary for tunable and nonreciprocal realizations for enhanced sensing applications or computing capabilities. To date, the physical mechanisms and implementations
of individual magnon–photon and qubit–photon couplings are
well understood [489]. However, in most experiments, the
coherent coupling strength remains mostly static. Furthermore,
despite experimental progress [439], [503], the implementation of quantum magnonics in 2D remains elusive as well.
In parallel, the emergence of dissipative cavity magnonics has
opened new paths toward the active control of the coupling
strength, but it has not been applied to quantum magnonics
yet. Among other dissipative approaches [439], the dynamical
control of the coupling strength using microwave tones is most
appealing as it does not require any internal modification of
the system. In the two-tone approach, the split microwave
source signal steers individually the magnon and the cavity
photons. A variable phase shifter and attenuator in one path
are used to modify the net cavity photon–magnon coupling
and, hence, modify the effective magnon–qubit coupling via
the cavity photon coupling. Experimentally, the key ingredients for overcoming both challenges simultaneously are
already at hand but need to be combined. The control of
the coherent interaction via the above two-tone approach has
successfully been demonstrated by using a bulk magnonic
system [448], and strongly coupled cavity photon–magnon
states could be heavily scaled-down toward thin film, 2D
architectures as well [492], [439]. Thus, as the first step, the
static coherent coupling in 2D needs now to be controlled
by the above two-tone approach, which means harnessing
dissipative cavity magnonics in microstructured or nanostructured circuits. Such on-chip hybrid magnonic systems could
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be based, e.g., on microstructured magnets precision placed
on microwave circuits [439] or multilayered microstructures
of superconducting, insulating, and FM layers and harnessing
modified photon phase velocities and magnon eigenfrequencies [513], and integrated local field drives. Their enhanced
coupling strength is provided by the radically reduced photonmode volume relative to bulk microwave cavities.
The ubiquity of coherent and dissipative interactions in
nature based on light and matter (quasi) particles could allow
adding various types of nonlinear systems, such as skyrmions,
2D electron quantum gases, or quantum dots for new types
of quantum magnonics beyond the utilization in superconducting circuits. In addition, the introduction of dissipative
coupling will establish pathways to open quantum systems
and associated non-hermiticity in quantum magnonics. Such
non-Hermitian quantum hybrid systems could, for instance,
enable the realization of controlled entangled hybrid quantum
systems and lead to completely new, exciting avenues for
quantum information communication, sensing, and processing
with magnonic circuits.
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IX. C ONCLUSION
This roadmap is constructed in a self-assembled way
and reflects the essential current and future challenges in
magnonics. In the 60 subsections, the authors report recent
achievements on the path toward magnon-based computing
and share their vision on the future evolution of the field.
The pronounced interest of the community in this roadmap,
which is reflected by a large number of contributors, and the
extensive scope of the scientific and technological problems
covered by this article clearly illustrate a very positive dynamic
in the development of the field. An overview of this roadmap
suggests that the field of magnonics has reached the state in
which the amount of the physical phenomena discovered and
the material and device fabrication techniques developed are
sufficiently large to switch the gear from fundamental research
to engineering and applied research in the near future.
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